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ABSTRACT 
A model test program was conducted to determine heat transfer and 
pressure distributions in the base region of the Space Shuttle vehicle 
during simulated launch trajectory conditions of Hach 4.5 and pressure 
altitudes between 90,000 and 210,000 feet. Hodel configurations with 
and without the solid propellant booster rockets were examined to dupli-
cate pre- and nost-staging vehicle geometries. 
Using short-duration flow techniques, a tube wind tunnel provided 
supersonic flow over the model. Simultaneously, combustion-generated 
exhaust products reproduced the gas dynamic and thermochemical structure 
of the main vehicle engine plumes. The chemical species in the exhaust 
of the orbiter engines were simulated using 3000 psi gaseous H2/02 
propellants and a combustion technique based on short-duration principles. 
The booster rockets used actual, high aluminum content, solid propellant 






Heat transfer and pressure measurements were made at numerous 
locations on the base surfaces of the 19-0TS Space Shuttle model with 
high response instrumentation. In addition, measurements of base 
recovery temperature were made indirectly by using dual fine wire and 
resistance thermometers and by extrapolating heat transfer measurements 
associated with special bases capable of being heated to lOOOoF. 
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During its launch trajectory, the Space Shuttle will utilize 
clustered liquid rocket engines for orbiter propulsion in combination 
with large, Bolid rocket boosters at lower altitudes. The interacting 
exhaust plumes from these rockets will recirculate and produce a 
severe thennal environment in the base region of the shuttle vehicle. 
Because of the unconventional geometry of the base region with its 
unusual orbiter/external tank/solid rocket booster arrangement, 
\ [ 
analytical predictions of the exhaust-plume induced heating are extremely 
difficult to make, and sub-scale model testing has been employed to 
provide that information. 
A test program (IR5) was conducted at Calspan Corporation -to 
measure heat transfer andpr~ssure distributions about the afterbody 
surfaces of al/45th scale model (19-OTS) of the Space Shuttle vehicle 
under conditions typical of the early launch trajE!ctory. The early 
launch tccajectory is defined as altitudes up to .. :bout 200,000 feet 
where the external flow field significantly influences the engine 
exhaust plume spreading, interaction, recirculation, and resultant 
base environment. Altitudes above and below the SRB s·taging altitude 
(nominally 140.000 feet) Were Sim\llated. 
Over a simulated altitude range of 90,000 to 200,000 feet, data 
were obtainild with heat transfer·gauges, radiation gauges, gas temper-
ature probes, and pressure transducers measuring pitot and static 
pressures. Reduaeddata :r-.eom 98 test runs are tabulated. in Appendices 

















































pre~run thin film gauge reSistance., ohms 
.th±n film gauge line resistance, ohms 
.p~ec:l:sion resistor used to calibrate thin 
film g·augesignal conditioning system, ohms 
thin film ga)lSe circuite.oeries resistor, ohms 
orbiter base heat shield temperature, of 
external tank base temperature, of 
data, trs.ce deflec·tion, cm 
deflection of the square >lave cal:lbration 
signal due to the DLR, cm 
Gas Recovery Temperature Parameters 
thermal diffusivity (a =' K".) , cm2/sec Pc EW 
thennal d1.f'fusiYity at To (ao = pogo) ,cm2/sec 
accomoda.tion coefficient 
coefficients that are a function of wire and 
gas parameters 
2 
wire cross sectional area, cm 
>lire specific heat, cal/g _OK 
>lire specific heat at To' cal/g~OK 
wire diameterf cm 


















































Gas Recovery Temperatu'ce Parameters 
DEFINITION 
wire resistance at 200 C, ohms, 
initia.~ measured wire resistance, ohms 
measured wire ree!stance change, ohms 
tota~ measured wire resistance, ohms 
dirnension~ess time parameter (s=~1 T) 
dimension~ess ga.H function 
time, sec 
dimension~ess temperature (T = TwiTI' ) 
gas temperature, oK 
initia~ wire temperature, oK 
gas recovery temperature, ~ 
wire temperature, oK 
mean wire temperature, oK 
distance a~ong the wire, cm 
therma~ coefficients of res'is;;atic", ohm/ohm_oK 
ratio of specific heats 
wire surface emissivity 
dimensionless ~ength parameter (71 = x/L) 
constant 














































Gas Recovery Temperature Parameters 
DEFINITION 
dimensionless gas function 
convective heat transfer coefficient, 
cal/sea-cm2 -oK 
wire current flow, ampheres 
wire 'thermal conductivity, cal/cm-sec-oK 
wire thermal conductivity at To' cBl/cm-sec-DK 
wire length, cm 
Mach number 
gas pressure, N/cm2 
heat j.nput to the wire from the gas, call Sec 
heat due to current flow, callsec 
hes:t conduction to wire supports, call sec 
radiation from the gas, ergs/sec 
heat loss by radiation from the wire, cal/sec' 
heat accumulated in the wire, callsec 
heat gained by radiation from the gas, cal/sec 
gas constant, cal/gm-OK 
dimensionless parameter ao/a 
wire resistance at To' ohms 


















Gas Recovery Temperature Parameters 
DEFINITION 
wire density at To' g/cm3 
wire resistivity at To (eTo = RoA/LL ohm-em 
St~fan-Boltzmann radiation constant, cal/see-cm2-
°K4 
wire resistivity at 200 C, ohm-cm 
2 2 
r _ PoCoL = L 
- Kw J sec 
o ao 
change in temperature, oR 
stagnation pressure behind a normal shock, PSIA 
base temperature, oK 
base convective heat transfer coefficient, 
CAL/sec-cm2-oK 
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In December, 1973 Calspan initiated Rockwell test IH5, which in-
volved testing of the 0.0225 scale 19-DTS Space Shuttle vehicle model 
in the Ludwieg tube blow-down type wind tunnel tha'~ was at that time 
being developed for NASA. Testing, which was interrupted a number of 
times during the program due to a model fire accident* and other model 
and facility malfunctions, continued for several months and was finally 
completed on 3 July 1974 after Run No. 112b. Although not all of the 
attempted runs produced acceptable data because of various operational 
problems, the results from 98 runs appear valid and are consequently 
included in Appendix B. The operating conditions for each ~~n with 
data reported herein are shown in Table 1. 
*During Run 2, significs.nt damage was rendered to model hardware, and 
most of the base instrumentation was destroyed when H2/02 combustion 
products were diverted behind the orbiter base after the spontaneous 
failure of the model's igniter adapter seal. The subsequent repair of 
the model included tbe installation of somewhat less than the full 
complement of desired sensors primarily because of the unavailability 
of sufficient pressure transducers. 
In any discussion of the overall conduct of the tests, several 
pOints must be kept in mine. The Ludwieg tube facility (Figure 1 (e», 
developed by a joint application of NASA and Gslspan funds, had not 































REMARKS I "'Jnt inued) 
the hardware had been finished and assembled, it was not operationally 
proven. Testing on the present program was initiated and pursued 
vigorously at that time in an attempt to mee'~ data schedule require-
ments. Furthermore, the overall compleA~ty or the total system being 
investigated (conlprising four independently f\L~ctioning subsystems: 
the Lud~lieg tube, the orbiter engines, and two SRB engines) combined 
to make a good run a very difficult goal to realize. At the start of 
the program, the criteria for a good test run were not clear. As 
experience was gained in the operation of the model in the facility 
and in the analysis of the data, evaluation criteria were developed. 
In support of these criteria, a number of diagnostic runs were made 
during the program with the specific objective of establishing the 
validity of the test conditions encountered. 
FLOW QUALITY CRITERIA 
During the early runs of the test program, the pressure and 
heating rate data were characterized by unexpectedly high absolute 
levels and appreciable data scatter. A rigorous analysis of these 
data, by Mr. Dave Seymour (NASA/MSFC), indicated the existence or flow 
separation within the Mach 4.5 nozzle. (This Has evident rrom '~he 
facility and model data.) Flow separation was related to difficulties 
in conSistently maintaining an adequately low receiver tank pressure 
(i.e., nozzle back pressure) through the period immediately preceding 
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REMPJRKS (Continued) 
tank pumping and the test ~iring (several seconds), leaks into the 
~acility, principally associated with hardware modifications and 
installations implemented ~or this teclt, signi~icantly increased the 
receiver tank pressure. The resulting high nozzle exit-plane pressures 
which existed during the initiation o~ airflow were attributed to the 
observed ~low separation. After implementing repairs to correct the 
leakage sources, testing continued satis~actori~and, except ~or one 
or two occasions, separated ~low wi'~hin the Mach 4.5 nozzle was not 
observed. 
AI> a result o~ the nozzle ~low separation experience, two criteria 
were established to partially assess the air ~low quality. These in-
volved the measurements o~ the static pressure on the internal sur~ace of 
the nozzle near the exit plane (Pexit) as well as the side-wall exit 
static pressure on the nozzle exterior (PNSW). The latter is, of 
course, indicative o~ the ambient pressure surrounding the nozzle 
exit plane. All test program runs were evaluated relative to the 
.following standards: 
p", 
Test runs which deviated .from these criteria were either disqual-

































*This ex:pression is a common "rule-of-thumb" ratio used in the 
rocket industry and states that a nozzle may overex:pand to a 
pressure on the order of 1/1.7 ( ~ 60%) of the ambient 
pressure without separating. Various other sources may report 
the ratio to have an upper limit between 1.5 and 2.0 (probably 
depending on specific test conditions and rocket configurations). 
**The factor of 1.2 is derived from the ex:pected theoretical 
difference between Poo and PEXIT since, because of the fore-
shortened nozzle, the latter is measured at a location in the 
flow field ~lhere the flow has not fully ex:panded to the test 
section conditions. 
FLOW DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES 
Several times during the test program, diaguostic runs were made 
to assess the quality of the flow and determine the timing of test 
section flow breakdown relative to routinely observed model and tunnal 
sensors. One of the early diagnostic stUdies involved the use of a 
pitot pressure survey rake located behind the model to evaluate flow 
blockage effects with and without firing the SSME engines. Three 
probes were installed on a support which extended horizontally from the 
receiver tank wall to the test section centerline. All pitot measure-
menta were made within the free jet test rhombUS. At the axial statton 
of the probe tips, this space was calculated to be defined by an 
approximately 20 inch radius. Five runs (desiguated D-IO through 
D-14) were made and the measurements are summarized in Figure 8. 
Although the free stream total pressure varied somewhat during these 
runs, depending on the simulated altitude (po) and whether or not the 

















(at approximately Mach 4.5) beyond a radius o~ about 18 inches ~rom the 
centerline ~or all test condi"cions. This indicates that the OT con-
~iguration model does not induce any recognizable tunnel blockage 
e~~ects. Flow breakdown time, as recognized by high pressure disturh-
ances at the pitot probe locations, agreed within ±3 ms with the ob-
served disturbances at the nozzle exit plane (PNSW' Pexit ) and at the 
model bases (P10 ' P90). Model heat trans~er and pressure measurements 
responded adequately to the external flow and SSME ~iring, and the 
model data displayed steady levels of s~ficient duration to allow the 
collection of valid data. 
qpon completion of the test program, further investigation was 
made with more extensive test section diagnostic instrumentation. ft.l-
though this investigation was performed aubsequent to the test program, 
the relevance of the results to the interpretation of the test data 
warrants a detailed discussion of the investigation. 
The model and tunnel were partially re-instrumented as follows. 
A pitot pressure probe was mounted on the orbiter's manipulator fair-
ing ap,proximately 13 inches aft of the orbiter nose. In addition, two 
pressure-instrumented "static-pipe" probes were installed parallel to 
the flow. One probe was installed 8 inches above the manipulator fair-
ing and extended about 20 inches into the Mach 4.5 nozzle. A slender 
conical nose was employed on the pipe to minimize bow shock disturb-















(1) Static pressure tap at the nozzle exit plane (within the 
the ·test rhombus). 
(2) Static pressure tap located above the pitot sensor on the 
manipulator fairing. 
(3) Static pressure tap above the orbiter base heat shield. 
(4) Rear-facing pitot pressure approximately 4-1/2 feet behind 
the heat shield (outside the test rhombus). 
The second "pipe" was attached to the external tank above the left 
BSRM and extended downstream into the receiver tank. To minimize bow 
shock disturbances. it was provided with a blunt nose positioned near 
the BSRM and orbiter noses. Instrumentation on this second probe 
included: 
(1) Three forward-facing pitot sensors located beneath the 
left wing of the orbiter (one in line with the manipulator 
fairing pitot, another approximately 8 inches further 
downstream, and the third ap:proximately ill line with the 
base heat shield). 
(2) Static pressure tap approximately 17 inches downstream 
of the heat Shield. 
(3) static pressure tap approximately 4-1/2 feet behind the 
heat shield (at the same axial location as the rear-facing 












Of the five di.agnostic runs (number 4 through 8) made with the 
Mach 4.5 nozzle, Runs 4 and 6 (140,000 feet nominal simulated model 
altitude) were useful for discerning the flow quality in the Ludwieg 
tube. Run 4 was performed to investigate the flow during operation 
(firing) of' the complete OTS configuration in a supersonic airstream. 
Run 6 was made to observe the ef'fects without any rocket flow. A 
discussion of these runs is presented in the following paragraphs. 
During Run 5 (model :firing only, no external floW) an early SEME firing 
filled the receiver tank to the extent that when the steady BSRM 
flow was established, the test section altitude was altered sufficiently 
to invalidate direct comparison with Runs 4 and 6. Run 7 :flow measure-
ments were affected by significant electrical disturbances which 
resulted in the loss of most of the data. Run 8, an attempt to repeet 
the previous run, was at first considered useful; however, more 
specific analysis of the data disclosed the likelihood that the Mach 
4.5 nozzle flow may have been separated at the time of data collection 
as evidenced by higher than expected nozzle exit plane and test section 
static pressures. The EIT nose pressure data (i.e., po'), on the other 
hand, was indicative of the expected Mach 4.5 flow. 
'Ene data for these diagnostic runs, although not reported herein, 
remain on file at Calspan. 
An analysis of diagnostic Run 4 did not indicate that the flow 

























static pressure measurements within the test rhombus were in good 
agreement with the expected free stream static pressure Pro • 
Pitot pressure measurements under the left wing and above the 
manipulator fairing as well as both the orbiter and external tank 
base pressure taps (P10 and P90) were observed to indicate similar 
pressure levels ( ~ 3X the stat;.c pressure in the test section). These 
measurements support the premise that the rocket plumes induce flow 
separation at the base of the model since the pressures within such a 
s.-;parated region ,7Quld ~ot otherwise be expected to be higher than 
Pro . Further, the essentially uniform ~ressure and absence of 
gradients throughout the base region are indicative of separated flow. 
During this run, the manipulator fairing pitot pressure measure-
ment provided a very dramatic history of the development of the flow 
about the model. During the airflow sta1~ transient, the fairing 
pitot pressure responded in a manner similar to the EfT nose pressure 
(P208). After an initial starting peak, the fairing pressure steadied 
to a value of about 80% of the free stream Po' (as measured by P208)' 
refleating the stagnation pressure losses across the boW Shock, 
Shortly afcer the establishment of the BSRM flows, the fairing pressure 
decreased sUbatantially and rapidly to a stabilized level whiah was in 
agreement with the base pressures, as previously discussed. During this 
period of flow adjustment at the aft end of the model, static pressure 













fairing pitot and above the orbiter base) remained steady, thereby im-
plying thP.t pl~ssure changes in the base regions were not a result of 
disturbaz..ces propagating back in'co the free jet flow from the receiver 
tank boundaries.* 
*It has been suggested that wave reflections and/or receiver tank 
filling processes might be responsible for flow field alterations 
which are not representative of flight conditions. 
Another interesting observation was made concerning the static 
pressure approximately 4-1/2 feet behind the model. The pressure at 
that location was seen to rise steadily after the BSRM flO\~ was initi-
ated. It is likely that the phenomenon is related to the interaction 
of the BSRM plumes since the pressure rise was not reflected in the 
model base measurements or any of the test section pressures and there 
is DO other evidence to support the contention that the rise was 
associated with a breakdown or alteration of the test section flow. 
A review of the pressure records was made to determine the time 
at Which the test section flow did breakdown due to the wave dynamics 
and "filling" process in the receiver tank. The breakdown phenomenon 
was identified as an interruption of the established steady pressures 
by a sudden pressure increase characterized by large oscillations. 
Since it was desirable to relate any correlation derived from this 
diagnostic run to the data; it was appropriate to use the routinely 
recorded nozzl", Side-wall pressure as a reference. Flow breakdown 
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REMARKS (Cont.inued) 
occur approximately 3 ms prior to its detection at the Mach 4.5 nozzle 
lip. It is concluded, therefore, that the nozzle sid.e-wall or exit 
plane pressure measurements are good indicators of the breakdown event 
in the test section. 
Inspection of the data from diagnostic Run 6 shows the static 
pressures above the model as well as the model base pressures to be in 
good agretlment with the expected test section static pressure. 
Pressures in the test section and around the model base remained 
relatively constant until the reflected tank filling wave interrupted 
the external flow. Time from first flow into the receiver tank to 
flow breakdmm was 44 ms for the OT coni'iguration compared to the 32 ms 
duration noted for the same test conditions but with OTS operation 
(diagnostic Run 4). The arrival of the flow breakdown wave was de-
tected at the model base approximately 3 ms prior to its arrival at the 
Mach 4.5 nozzle exit plane. Test section static pressures were, how-
ever, seen to degrade approximately 7 ms before the disturbance was 
noted at the exi'~ plane. 
THIN-FIrM GAUGE TOTAL IlEATDfG RATE" 
Absorptivity of the standard thin-film heat transfer gage varies 
with the wavelength of the incident radiation. Thus, a knowledge of 
the spectral character of the incident radiant flux is required to 
accurately correct the measured heat transfer rate (which consists of 
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REMARKS (continued) 
level. From previous measurements of the radiation from exhaust plumes 
of scale model rockets, it has been determined that a substantial 
portion of emitted energy is concentrated in the 1 to 6 ~ infrared 
region (Reference 3). This was verified with measurements of the 
plume radiance from a single BSRM. 
The deteL~nation of total incident heating rate (or convective 
heating rate only) involves the application of correction factors to 
properly account for (1) the gage and radiative source spectral 
cnaracteristics and (2) knowledge of i;he radiative transfer "view 
factor." The information requ.i.red to establish a correction factor 
for the former is provided in Figure 2. On the other hand, the 
determination of the "view factor" (a function of the sizes/ spatial 
separation and relative orientation of the radiating source and sensor) 
requires an intimate knowledge of the plume shape, model geometry, the 
effects of shadowing and the like. Ful~hermore, because the standard 
thin-film sensors on the model were much more numerous than the radi-
ation sensors (that is, side-by-side gage pairs were not available), 
the correction of most of the standard gage data requires estimations 
of local incident radiation heating levels. Such estimates are often 
determined from interpolation or eA~rapolation of radiation gage data 
from adjacent parts of the model and should be based on a thorough 
study and interpretation of the data. Sin('e providing ",detailed 

















T :REMARKS (Concluded) 
program, the standard, thin-film, heat-transfer gage data included in 
this repo1t have not been corrected for such factors and are presented 
directly as measured. 
THIN-FIIM GAUGE EROSION 
Heat-transfer gage erosion due to impingement of sOlid particles 
from the BSRMs was experienced during the test program. When necessary, 
the indicated model heating rates were corrected for this gage erosion. 
Early in the test program, gage resistance changes were encountered 
which were initially attributed to erosion. Subsequently; it was 
discovered that the resistance changes were due to corrosion of the 
silver tabs at the ends of the platinum element. Thereafter, the tabs 
were protected with a thin epoxy coating. All of the early data were 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
The 19~OTS model hardware was developed in accordance with SPace 
Shuttle configuration 2A drawings specified in Reference 1. 
The test model consisted of the orbiter vehicle locate.d atop the 
external propellant tank as illustrated in the tunnel installatil)n 
photographs, Figures lea) and l(b). The booster solid rocket motors 
were attached to the Sides of the e~ternal tank to simulate the pre-
staging or launch configuration of ·the Space Shuttle.. This composite 
configuration ;~as designated OTS (i.e., Orbiter-Tank~Solid Rocket 
Boosters). Follo;~ing the same convention, the post-stagingconfig-
uration, eonsisting of the orbiter and external tank only, was 
designated OT. 
Important model features and internal composition are illustrated,'" 
in Figuresl(c) and led). The orbiter consisted of a scaled fuselage, 
vertical tail, simplified (deUa planform) slaii,wings, a body flap and 
the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) pods. Within the orbiter was an 
integral, fast-acting b:lpropellant valve (or autovalve, AN), now 
meteringventurls, and an injector/combustion chamber common to the 
three Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) nozzles. In the combustion' 
chamber, gaseous ~/02 propellant was burned to closely duplicate the 
. . '.. .. " , * 
full scale SSl>fE combustion products at· a nominal J.5oo psia pressure 
and GOOOoR temperature. Asetof fixed-angle nozzle adapters was 
provided to simulate gimballing of the SSME nozzles. The simulated 





CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
hea'l;ing rates. Instrumentation was also installed at nmnerous locations 
on the base heat shield, body flap, OMS pods, and SSME and OMS nozzle 
outer walls as indicated in Figure 3. 
*It should be noted that whereas the full-scale SSMEs operate at 
a combustor pressure of 3000 psia, the present model design was 
purposely restricted to only one-half this value for two reasons: 
(1) heat sink cooling of the-0.25-inch SSME nozzle throats would 
have been impractical at any higher pressures and (2) the gaseous 
oxygen supply pressures in excess of 3000 psia which would have 
been required were considered too hazardous for the routine 
testing operations envisioned for this model. 
The External Tank (E/T) , a heavy walled cylinder approximately 
seven inches diameter by four feet long, contained the gaseous H2 and 
02 at 3000 psia in internal, dOUble-pass, spiral charge tubes. The H2 
and ~ supply tubes were separated by an integral solid section through 
which instrumentation leads and gas plumbing passed from the strut to 
the orbiter body. The E/T included a removable base dome in which were 
placed heating rate and pressure sensors. 
The model Booster Solid Rocket Motors (BSRM)* functioned to 
provide the additional hot gas plume environment typical of the early 
launch trajectory. Solid propellant (approximately 0.050 inch thick), 
cemented onto expendible propellant holders, Was burned in the motor 
cases. High aluminum content propellants, with combustion temperature 
(_5000oF) and exhaust species similar to candidate Space Shuttle solid 
fuels, were utilized. An analysis of the exhaust products for the two 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
Mylar diaphragms located just upstream of the BSRM nozzle throats 
confined a charge of gaseous ethylene/oxygen which was used to effect 
rapid, uniform ignition of the solid propellant surface. The ignition 
gases were introduced into the BSRM cavities through passages in the 
EfT. A lateral cross-drilled hole through the E/T provided communi-
cation between the two BSRMs to encourage pressure balancing between 
'the combustors. Nominal operating pressure was 290 psia. ** The motor 
cases attached to the outer surface of the external tank and were 
readily removed to simulate the post-staging vehicle Confi~Iration. 
* Also often referred to as Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs). 
*1(, 
This value is one-half or the full-scale average steady-state 
combus'l:ion pressure of'~580 psia f'or consistency with the 50jf; 
of full-scale operating pressure of the orbiter SSMEs. 
The external lines of' the reusable rocket motors duplicated the 
full scale boosters including 'I:he conical nose, aft E/T-BSRM attach-
ment ring, aft nozzle shroud and canted nozzle. Numerolls pressure 
and heat transfer sensors were located on the shrouds. Adapters were 
provided to effect changes in the nozzle gimbal angle. 
The entire model assembly was strut mounted to the receiver tank 
floor. All model load lines and instrumentation leads were routed 
through the strut to appropriate bulkheads on the facility walls. 
ProviSions to pitch the model "!.:100 were incorpora'!:ed in the strut/floor 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
Table III summarizes dimensional data :for the 19-OTS ffi'Jdel 
configuration. The model deviated :from true scale in a :few instances: 
namely, (1) the external tank was made approximately six (scale) inches 
longer than the actual vehicle in order to accommodate the ~ and O2 
charge tubes, (2) there were solid fairings between the external tank 
and orbiter and the external tank and BSRMs rather than the open areas 
which exist on the full scale Shuttle, and (3) the simpli:fied plan:form 
wing. 
A complete listing o:f all model instrumentation locations is 



































Heat Trans~er Gages 
Thin-~ilm heat trans~er gages (Re~erences 2-4) were employed ~or 
the measurement o~ model sur~ace heating rates. The sensing elements 
are thin (order of 0.1 micron) platinum resistance thermometers fused 
onto the surface o~ pyrex substrates. The thin-~ilm heat-trans~er gage 
operates on the principle that the ~ilm thickness is much smaller than 
the characteristic thermal di~fUsion depth for the short duration o~ the 
test event. Thus, the temperature gradients and heat capacity o~ the 
~ilm may be neglected, and the instantaneous ~ilm temperature can be 
said to be equal to the instantaneous substrate surface temperature. 
The resistance elements are coated with a dielectric film (i.e., 
MgF2) which provides the following beneficial characteristics: (l) 
it a~~ords mechsnical protection for the element, (2) it improves 
electrical stability of the element by sealing against the ambient 
environment, (3) it provides electrical isolation from ionized gas 
~lows, and (4) it provides higher absorptivity to radiant heat flux 
than can be obtained with uncoated surfaces. Loss of gage response due 
to the presence of the coating (approximately one micron thick) is 
negligibly small. 
During operation, the temperature induced resistance change of 
the platinum element is sensed electrically. The electrical signal is 
~ed to an analog network (known as a "Q-meter") which converts 






















heat-transfer rate by employing the theory of linear heat conduction to 
an infinite slab (References 2 and 5). This conversion is applicable 
over a wide range of test conditions, if proper account is taken for 
gage resistance changes due to erosion, variations in the physical 
properties of the substrate with temperature, and nonlinear gage 
sensitivity at elevated temperature (Reference 3). 
Three types of heat transfer gages were employed during the test: 
standard, radiative, and high temperature gages. The physical construc-
tion of the first two gage types is similar. The ends of the platinum 
sensing element are electrically connected to the back of the substrate 
by silver film deposited on the pyrex. The lead wires are soft soldered 
to the silver on the back of the gage. A different construction is 
required for gages used at elevated temperatures. The differences 
between the three types of gages are described in more detail in the 
following paragraphs. 
Standard Gage 
The standard heat transfer gage consists of a platinum film fused 
onto the surface of the pyrex substrate wllich, in turn, conforms to 
the local contour of the model. This gage is sensitive to the entire 
convective heat flux as well as a portion of the radiative flux. The 
amount of incident radiation sensed by the gage is a function of its 
spectral absorptivity as well as the spectral radiance of the energy 
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INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 
in the infrared wavelength region between 1 and 7 11 • 
Radiative Gage 
The radiative heat transfer gage consists of a star,dard gage upon 
which a thin coat of aluminum hlack has been deposited. The coated 
gage is mounted within a holder and isolated from convective heating by 
a sapphire window which has excellent transmittance in the wavelength 
interval of interest and also protects the relatively fragile black 
coating. Radiation gages of this type have essentially uniform spectral 
absorptivity of about 0.85 over the 1 to 6 11 wavelength range(Reference 
3, see Figure 2}. 
High Temperature Gage 
In addition to the standard and radiative heat transfer gages used 
routinely for model measurements, a special gage suitable for the 
measurement of heat transfer to heated surfaces has been developed by 
Calspan (Reference 3)· This gage overcomes the temperature limitations 
of the standard variety by eliminating the silver leads and soft-solder 
connections to the platinum element. Instead, platinum wires were fused 
into the pyrex substrate and the platinum film is fired directly between 
the leads whose termina:s are made flush with the substrate surface. The 
electrical characteristics of the high temperature gage are nominally the 
same as those of the standard gages. Applications are limited to sus-
tained temperatures of no more than lOOODF because of incipient soften-
ing of the pyrex substrate. 
28 
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Model surface and tunnel pressure measurements were made using 
high frequency response transducers (References 2 and 6). These 
devices employ lead-zirconium-titanate piezoelectric ceramics as pressure 
sens.itive energy sources and include integral field-effect-transistor 
(FET) circuits for power amplification and impedance matching. The 
complete transducers are typical1.y 0.37 inch in diameter by 0.23 inch 
thick. Units with nominal sensitivities of 2000 mv/psi (0-2.5 psi range) 
and 50 mv/psi (0-100 psi range) were used. TYPically, transducer 
sensitivities are linear to within t2~ throughout their respective 
ranges. To provide acceleration compensation, a second integral, but 
pressure insensitive, diaphragm/piezoelectric crystal unit is wired in 
opposition to the active unit. ~is design reduces acceleration 
sensitivity to nominally 0.000l5 pSi/g and 0.0004 pSi/g,respectively,for 
the low range and high range transducers. To further reduce a":celer-
ation effects, Where model locations permit, the transducers were 
mounted on individual, spring-suspended, seismic mssses and connected 
to the model pressure sensing orifice with soft rubber tubes. In order 
to minimize temperature induced effects on the transducer diaphragms, 
copper heat shields were installed to provide line-of-sight shielding 
from radiant or hot gas sources. 
Propellant flow passage and combustion chsmber pressures in both 
* the orbiter and the BSRMs were sensed with commercial , fast-response, 
29 

































piezoelectric pressure transducers. Protection of the transducer from 
** the hot combustion gases was provided by a thin layer of RTV over the 
diaphragm, a heat shield, and a devious path orifice arrangement. 
Appropriate impedance matching of the transducers was provided by ex-
ternal charge ampliners. 
To supplement the available Calspan transducers in fulfilling the 
ntodel pressure sensor requirements, a number of Calspan-fabricated low 
pressure transducers utilizing a commercial pressure-sensitive tran-
*** sistor as the sensing element were used in the initial tests. These 
sensors proved ins.dequate primarily because o:f their lack of acceler-
ation compensation. After appreciable trial under actual test condi-
tions, attempts to record data from these units "ere abandoned. 
* Kistler Instrument Corporation, Clarence, Ne" York 
*x- ~oom ~emperature !ulcanizing rubber 
*HIIPi tran, II manufactured by stow Laboratories, Inc. 
Gas Temperature Probes 
Thin Wire, resistance thermometer probes, developed by Remtech, 
Inc.,were provided for the measurement of recovery temperature. These 
probes consisted of two parallel, small diameter platinum-lQ% rhodium 
wires of different lengths (1 and 2 mm) supported within the flow 
field on needle-like prongs. A thermocouple junction and associated 





















for each wire. The probe functions on the basis of obtaining sufficient 
infol'mation to e ..... aluate two unknown quantities of the heat balance 
equation for the wires: namely, the heat transfer coefficient and the 
recovery temperature. Probes were fabricated in lengths of 3/4-inch, 
1-1/4 inches, and 4 inches to provide flexibility and facilitate use in 
different model locations. A complete description of the probes is 
provided in Reference 7. Descriptions of gas temperature probes, their 
use, and the resultant data presented in this report were taken directly 




















TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
A short-duration tube wind tunnel (Ludwieg tube) (Reference 8) 
provided aerodynamic flow about the test model to simulate specific 
regimes of the Space Shuttle launch trajectory. Figure 1 (e) depicts 
the facil:t.ty and identifies its main components. 
In operation, air is initially loaded into the 42-inch diameter 
supply tube and contained by a mylar d1.aphragm located just upstream of 
the nozzle. To initiate airflow, the diaphragm is cut by mechanical 
means. A centered expanSion wave then propagates upstream in the supply 
tube and accelerates the test gas to a steady velocity. The gas expands 
through the nozzle into the initially evacuated receiver tank. Mean-
While. the expansion wave in the supply tube propagates upstream at 
acoustio speed. The nozzle supply conditions remain oonstant and flow 
is steady until that wave, reflected from the upstream end of the 
supply tube, returns to the nozzle inlet. A schematic diagram of this 
operation is shown in Figure l(f). For the 60-foot long supply tUbe. 
steady nozzle inlet conditions are maintained for approximately 90 
milliseconds (ms) when the test gas is ambient temperature air. 
Air expanding through the nozzle into the receiver tank provides 
the desired ambient test conditions in the free jet test section at the 
nozzle exit. The test flow of air continues downstream in the receiver 
tank at high velocity until it is brought to rest when it encounters 
the receiver tank end wall. The incoming test gas develops a stagnated 
















TEST FACILI~~ DESCRIPTION (Continued) 
upstream direction. A shock front (i.e., the interfacial boundary 
between the incoming high velocity test gas and the stagnated gas) thus 
propagates upstream until it encounters and (usually) breaks down the 
t.est section conditions established by the nozzle flow. Prior to test-
ing, flow breakdown time in the receiver tank was estimated to be 
approximately equal to the supply-tube wave time for the external flow 
conditions of this program. 
In order to effect a more reasonable simulation of the Shuttle 
flight trajectory conditions, the supply-tube gas charge was heated 
during its residence in the charge tube. strip heaters, covered with 
high temperature insulation, were distributed uniformly on the outside 
surface of the tube. The heating system provided the capability of 
raising the wall temperature to 600~. Separate "en-off" temperature 
controllers, with adjustable setpoints, were used to control the 
longitudinal temperature distribution. One effect of heating the gas 
in ·the supply tube Has to reduce the time during which steady pressure 
is available at the nozzle inlet from approximately 90 ms for ambient 
o * 
temperature gas to about 65 ms for ga~ at 600 F. 
* That is, because of the higher sound speed in the hot air, the 
expansion 1QaVe velocity is greater. 
To maintain the pre-run strength and integrity of the mylar 
diaphragm, a water cooling system consisting of internal and external 




















TEST FACILIfi DESCRIPTION (Concluded) 
temperature in the portion of the supply tube just upstream of the 
diaphragm was consequently reduced to 300 to 400oF. Although this 
environment proved SUitable for diaphragm survivability, it also produced 
an axial temperature gradient in the supply tube air charge. ~'hus, as 
the "test slug"l<- of supply-tube gas passed through the nozzle and 
expsnded into the test section, the test condition total temperature 
varied accordingly. 
*Volume of supply-tube gas exhausted through the nozzle during the 
period of steady flow. 
The Mach 4.5 nozzle, fabricated of glass-reinforced polyester 
resin, was contoured to provide unif011n, parallel test section flow. In 
order to comply with existing facility length cons-craints, the final 
four feet of the theoretical fUll-expsnsion length was omitted (see 
Figure leg). The resulting maximum free jet test rhombus diameter was 
somewhat smaller than the D.ominal five-foot exit diameter of the nozzle. 
Ambient temperature airflo~ tests for an appropriate range of reservoir 
pressures verified that the flow was repeatable, uniform. and symmetrical 









The calibration methods utilized at Calspan are described in 
detail in References 2 through 4 and 6 along with the theoretical 
considerations from which they are derived. Calibration records are 
maintained. at Calspan. Ho;l'ever, the "following comments are appropriate 
with respect to their appli"ation to 'bhe test. 
Pressure 
Prior to the stal"t of the test program, all Calspan pressure 
transducers used in the model were pnetimat1cally calibrated with a 
series of step pressure inputs covering the antiCipated range of Usage. 
The vol:hage output variations of the transd.ucers were typiC'",lly linear 
within '1:.2'1>. 
The Kistler pressure transducers used. for .::ombustion-chamber 
pressure measurements were dynamically calibrated prior to the test 
program by means of a high pressure pneumatic calibration system. 
Linearity was again typically well within the nominal ±2<f, balld.width. 
Heat Transfer 
The standard. calibration procedure for a thin-film heat transfer 
gage is explained in detail in Reference 3. First, its resistance is 
measured. at two temperatures in orJer to obtain the gage's temperature 
sensitivity K = D.n/ D.T. This infonnation along with a correspond.ing 
pre-run gage resistance is used. to determine the value of a shunt 














i'EST PBOCEDURE (Continued) 
turn, to scale the gain of the recording equipment by approximately 
simulating the expected heating rate. 
Recording System 
A complete gain calibration of each oscillograph recording channel 
with its associated conditioning amplifier was perf()rmed prior to the 
start of the test program. Routine ch~cksduring the course of the 
test program disclosed no appreciable variations (i.e., drift or 
fluctuations). Oscilloscope records were usually calibrated prior to 
each run using a preciRion voltage source. 
Gas Temperature Probes 
Prior to installing a probe on the model, the thin wires 'Iere. 
soldered to the probe tips and a resistance temperature calibration was 
made. It was found that a slight amount of" slack was needed in "!;he thin 
wires to avoid wire breakage during calibration resulting fr()m the 
thermal induced movement of the probe tips. Taut wires would usually 
break duringcalibrst1on. The calibration consisted of heating the 
probe through a temperature range of approximately 200 to 1000 C and 
recording the. correspond.ing resistances. 
Flow Visualtzation 
A double~pass, collimated.';'light, Schlieren system was used to 
obtain flow visualiza%ion over a l6-inch diameter field of" view. of" the 
model base. High speed mOYie and single f"rame cemera equipment were 
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TEST PROCEDURE (Continued) 
Both c,scillographs and oscilloscopes were used to record test data. 
Model measurements were recorded on Tektronix 502 dual beam oscillo-
scopes using tra~e sweep speeds 01 10 ms/em and span sensitivities 
individually set to provide adequate trace de~lections. However, since 
thp total number o~ model measurements was too large to record simul-
taneously, they were divided into groups which were selectively "plugged;' 
in turn, into the available 50 oscilloscope channels. Eight additional 
chllnnels were allocated permanently to high priority, model measurements 
that were desired on each run. 
Facility and model combustion data were recorded on ~ourteen 
channel. direct writing, light-beam oscillographs employing galvano-
meters having a flat frequency response bandwidth o~ 0-600 Hz. A chart 
speed o~ 32 inches/second provided adequate time resolution and 
frequency response. Conditioning ampli~iers having a variable gain 
~rom 1 to 100. adjustable in precision steps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 
100, provided the amp.!.ii"ication necessary to drive the galvanometers. 
TEST OPERATIONS 
The test objectives required simUltaneous realization of steady 
exhaust plumes from three scale SSME rocket nozzles as well as ~rom the 
t>10 solid propellant BSRM engines during the short duration o~ steady 
external flml produced about the 19-0TS model. After :kiitiation o~ the 


































TEST PROCEDURE (Continued) 
SSME propellants sequenced to attain simultaneous, steady state plume 
flow. 
As might be anticipated, proper synchronization of the three flow 
events (i.e., orbiter SSME rockets, SRB motors, and Ludwieg tube ex-
ternal flow) represented the major development task. For example, it was 
soon discovered that the 70 msec steady flow period achieved in the free-
jet test sec'cion with tunnel airflow alone ,las reduced to only 20-30 msec 
with the rockets operating due to mass addition effects in the receiver 
tank and earlier than anticipated arrival of the tank filling wave at 
the model station. These effects required very careful timing of the 
rocket plume and Ludwieg tube flows as well as the implementation of 
some special techniques to provide more rapid rocket thrust buildup. 
Event repeatability, adequate synchronization, and some reductions 
in the initiation time of the various events ,Iere achieved by ,mch 
procedures as the use of high voltage/capacitor discharge activation of 
solenoid valves, fabrication of special timers, and changes in the BSRM 
ignition gas mixture ratio and pressure. The repeatability of autovalve 
operation 'las enhanced by the intentional "breaking-in" of new seals and 
the synchronization of opening and clOSing pressure charges based on 
the results of an autovalve response optimization study performed 
during the test program. 
As an example of another special technique employed during the 
































...... TEST PROCEDURE (Continued) 
time histories reproduced from actual data records. It is seen that 
the "normal" time period required for the SSME combustion pressure to 
stabilize after igniiton is on the order of 30-35 msec. Since this 
time was too long for the available te~~ period, a method of reducing 
the response time was required. A procedure was developed equivalent 
to the use of throat diaphragms in that combustion gases are contained 
in the chamber until design pressure is reached while avoiding the 
necessity of nozzle removal after every run for diaphragm replacement. 
The procedure involved the use of expendable close-fitting plugs which 
are inserted into the three SSME nozzle throats, The plugs are of a 
proper weight and length to allow the~ to accelerate to high velocity 
during the combustor pressure buildup Elnd then clear the nozzle throat 
station at, or somewhat above, the design operating pl'essure, The plug 
velocity is sufficiently high at this time to assure its complete 
departure from the model base region during the data acquisition period. 
The inexpensive plugs used for the present program (illustrated sche-
matically in the upper right corner of Figure 4}consisted of an aluminum 
rod having a diameter slightly smaller than the nozzle throat inserted 
into a short section of 3!4-inch ~looden dowel. Proper weight was 
achieved by simply gluing a steel nut to the dowel, 
The marked reduction in combustor rise time accompanying the use 
of plugs is illustrated by the upper ("Improved") pressure trace in 







































TEs'r PROCEDURE (Continued) 
value within approximately 10 msec of the start of pressure rise. The 
slight pressure overshoot was intentional since this condition was 
found to provide the minimum time to attain a steady pressure level. 
The use of throat plugs was also employed with the BSRMs during 
the later period of the present test program. 
Also shown in Figure 4, to the same time base as the SSME combustor 
pressures, are records of the fast-acting SSME bipropellant valve 
position potentiometer and flow metering venturi inlet pressures. The 
extremely rapid opening characteristic of the valve is evidenced by 
the near vertical initial slope of the piston displac'ement record past 
the point of full port opening. Similarly, the venturi pressures rise 
to their operating levels within a few milliseconds after valve opening, 
remaining steady until valVe closure terminates flow. 
As a final illustration of the overall synchronization required, 
and ultimately achieved, Figure 5 shows a number of data traces from 
various events recorded during a single run and combines them in a 
single composite record having the same time reference. Considering 
first the rocket parameters, ignition of the two BSRMs is seen to lead 
* the sequential chain of events. Initiation of propellant burning and 
*Although not shown in this record, in actuality the initial event is 

























TEST PROCEDURE (Continued) 
rise to peak pressure takes approximately 15 mse~at which time the 
diaphragms rupture and BSRM flow first issues into the test section 
from the nozzles. Following a rapid decay from the "starting spike, n 
steady ope ating pressures are reached within approximately 10 additional 
msec. The similarity of behavior between the two rocke~s is quite 
apparent from the pressure records. 
At about the time the BSRM rockets begin flowing, S8MB ignition 
occurs, followed by throat plug e¥pulsion about 8 msec later and 
attainment of steady pressure in reasonable synchronization with the 
SRBs. 
Tunnel conditions also stabilize rapidly, with stagnation pressure 
(Po) and pitot pressure (as evidenced by the external tank nose pressure 
record) reaching a nominally steady level within 10 msec after initial 
rise. Total temperRture increases somewhat (315~ to 400
oF) during the 
run time as initially cooler air from near the diaphragm station 1s 
replaced by hotter air from farther up the supply tube. 
Finally, base pressures on both the orbiter and external tank 
respond in parallel, first rea'ponding to the BSRM rocket flow (as 
evidenced by the small rise which precedes initiation of external floW) 
and then to the steady airflow level. 
Formal data acquisition occurs over the 20 msec wide interval 
identified in the figure; it is terminated by test section flow break-















TEST PROCEDURE (Concluded) 
pressures, followed a short time later by a similar increase in external 
tank nose pressure. Note tha"; the rocket and Ludwieg tube supply 
conditions remain steady until well after flow breakdown has occurred, 
clearly demonstrsting the test duration restriction imposed by the 























Allor the pressure transducers employed during this progr~m 
operate on a difrerential basis in that they sense the change between the 
local pressure applied to the model during the run and the pre-run 
ambient pressure. Accordingly, the receiver tank pre-run absolute pres-
sure was added to the measured pressure change for all transducers 
exposed to the tunnel environment. F'or the BSRMs, however, the initial 
ignition gas pressure (12 to 18 psia) was added to the transducer out-
put to derive the absolute pressure. 
HEAT TRANSFER 
The thin-film gage is a resistance thermometer which responds to 
the local surface temperature of the SUbstrate. The classical theory or 
heat conduction in a homogeneous body is used to relate the surface 
temperature history to the rate of heat transfer. Due to the consider-
able effort r.equired to convert temperature-time records into equivalent 
heat1 p-:; rate histories, an analog network, referred to as a "q-meter." 
has been developed to convert the temperature signal directly into a heat 
rlux in real time ror presentation on the oscilloscope (Reference 5). 
All thin-film gag'" heut transfer data for this study were obtained 
directly through the use or q-meters. 
The heat transrer data were converted to en~ir.eering units using 
the follow1 ng rormu1.a: 
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
Rp 
where 
o = Deflection of the data record 
DLR = Dummy load resistor used to simulate the expected heating 
rate for calibration of the data channel 
~ = Deflection of a square wave signal resulting from the in-
sertion of the DLR during data channel calibration 
\ ( 
= Precision resistor used to calibrate the conditioning system 
(Rp = 100 .n) 
K = Gage Sensitivity = ~R/ ~T 
= Heat transfer gage circuit series resistor (RS = 1000 .n) 
= Pre-run heat transfer gage resistance 
= Resistance of gage line extensions between sensing element 
and constant current network (RL = 5 to 10 .n) 
To account for the absorptivity of the radiation gages, measured 
radiant heating rates were corrected by the following expression: 
qactual = ~easured/0.85 
RECOVElIT TEMPERATURE 
Heated Base Tests 
Estimates of local base recovery temperatures have been made 
utilizing heated base components on the model. This technique relies 
on the principle of proportional variation in heat transfer with the 
temperature differential: recovery temperature (TR) minus base 































DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
the various test base temperatures and then extrapolated to zero 
heating rate (i.e., Ta = TB). The value at that intercept is thus the 
estimated recovery temperature. An example of this procedure is 
presented in Figure 6. The data reduction procedure for calculating 
heat transfer at elevated base temperatures are similar to those of the 
standard gage but include additional correc·tions to account for 
temperature depende!lt substrate properties and gage sensitivities. 
Gas Tempera'ture Probes 
Gas temperature probe data reduction procedures are deteiled in 
Reference 7. A brief summary of the procedures is given below. 
Gas recovery temperature is obtained from the one dimensional 
heat balance equation for a thin wire. 
where 
= heat accumulated 
aT 
in wire = Ape ---2. at 
qj = heat due to current flow = l Go [1 + IX (Tw - To)1 /A 
qc = heat input to the wire from gas = h 7rD(Tr - Tw) 
qk = heat conduction to wire supports = 
qrw = heat loss by radiation from wire = Ow (Tsb 1TnT,. 4 
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
where 
qrg = radiation from gas 
All parameters in the heat balance equation are functions of the wire 
or surrounding gas and are readily known except T", 'I'.", and h. T" is 
measured indirectly by the wire. 
To obtain a solution, the heat balance equation may be 
nondimensionalized and quasi-linearized into the form 
with boundary conditions 
'Y/ '" 0, T = Ts and 'Y/ = 1, T = Ts 
where 
Ra , a l , and a 2 are paramete:rs independent of wire 
temperature 
T = Tw/Tr 
'Y/ = x/L 
s = tiT 
Th~c equation foml may be solved numerically by an implicit finite 
difference relation in 'Y/ and a bac~{ard finite difference relation in 
s. The numerical methods are too leIlgthy for this report, but they may 
be found ill Reference 7. 
The gas recovery temperature design for Test IH5 was chosen to 




































DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
length wires motmted on the same probe tip and subjected to the same 
flow field condition allow simultaneous solution of two independent 
steady state equations with two unknowns, hand Tr • 'rhe nondimen~ 
sionalized and quasi~linearized equation in the preceding paragraph is 
now of the form 
where only the implicit finite difference relation in ~ is required for 
numerical solution. 
To actually determine gas recovery temperature, an iteration 
procedure is used as follows: 
1. Values of recovery temperature, Tr , and the convective heat 
t~~nsfer coefficient, h, are estimated for input to the data 
reduction program. The convective heat transfer coefficient 
is estimated by 
h = 1.389 
2. Using the estimated hand Tr , mean temperatures are calculated
 
for each wire using the heat balance equation. 




















DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
Ro = resistance at initial wire temperature, To 
a& P = coefficients of resistance 
TW = mean wire temperature 
4. Calculated mean wire resistances are compared to the steady 
state resistances measured by the two thin wires; if the sum 
of the errors between the calculated and measured resistances 
is greate'r than 0.5'1>, new hand Tr estimates are input to the 
data reduction program for repeated calculations. This 
procedure is repeated until values of hand Tr are found which 
satisfy the resistance error parameter. 
Individual wire lengths were calculated using the wire resJstance 
at 200 C (68~) and the manufacturer's stated value of resistivity at 
20°C. 
fA) ~L = 1.853xlO-5 ohm-cm 
Wire resistance was determined to be steady state at a time 
coinCident with stable model rocket engine flow. This gene~~lly 
occurred between 35-50 milliseconds into the run. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
Based on airflmT calibrations previously performed at ambient 
temperatures, the Mach 4.5 nozzle was determined to provide satisfactory 
flow at the design Mach number within to.l Mach number units over a 
pressure range of 2 to 20 psis. For the purpose of this test program, 























DATA REDUCTION (Conc~uded) 
Thus, test section s'tatic pressure and static temperature were computed 
by: 
P~ = 0.003455 Po' 
T", = O. ~980 To 
wher~ Po and To were the average nozzle inlet stagna'tion conditions 
measured on each run during 'the data acquisition period when model 
combustor and tunne~ pressures were equi~ibrated (Reference Figure 5). 
The respective simulated test altitude was determined from a pressure 
2X the calculated static pressure, or PADT = 2P", • 
~~e test section unit Reynolds number, derived from isentropic 
flow relations using air as an idea~ gas, was .calculated by using the 
expression: 
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DISCUSSION OF RESUDTS 
The basic results of the Test IH5 program are the pressure and 
heat transfer data obtained from the tests. In reduced form they are 
included in Appendix B of this report. Table I provides an index by 
run number of the nominal test conditions for which the data are reported. 
Figure T depicts representative data from a flight condition near 
staging (Mach 4.5 at 140,000 feet altitude) where the model was tested 
both with and without the SHEs operating. Both heating rate and 
pressure distributions are shown along the vertical centerline from 
just beneath the upper SSM!!: nozzle to the body flap. Data repeat-
ability appears reasonable. 
The .resu'Lts of the base recovery temperature measurements using 
the hea'bed ~oase technique were generally unsuccessful because of an 
early malfunt10n of the gages. The malf1mctions were attributed to 
construction features which allowed the platinum element terminal 
junctions to be susceptible to thermally induced stresses. Although 
most of the heated gage sensor data could not be resolved, one sensor 
(Q142) did survive long enough to provide acceptable data. During 
three consecutive runs, its pre-fire temperature (c1Llculated from its 
resistance change) was in excellent agreement with model base thermo-
couple measurements, thus lending credibility. to its output response 
during the run. Furthermore, 'che data (shown in Figure 6) predict 
a recovery temperature with a rather small uncertainty bandWidth, 



















DISCUSSION OF RESUDTS (Continued) 
Steady State Gas Temperature Probe Results 
The definition of the runs which used gas temperature probes is 
given in Table II. Also included are values of wire lengths and 
comments concerning the test conditions and validity of the test data. 
Typical wire resistance data traces are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
Appendix A lists the wire resistance dat~. which were used to 
obtain values of gas temperature and convective heating coefficients. 
Also included in the table are values of the vo:ttage changes observed 
on the thermocouples on the probe tips. All the recorded thermocouple 
temperature changes ,Tere less than 20°C. A 200 change in probe tip 
temperature will result in a change in wire temperature of less than 
l~. For this reason, the probe tip tempel~ture was assumed to be 
constant at 3000 K for all the data analysis conducted. 
Figures 11 through 14 present the values of gas temperature and 
free molecular con'Tective heet transfer coefficients as a ruction of 
test altitude. It is difficult to detect specific trends in the data 
due to the limited amount of data obtained. However, it is noted that 
the gas temperature values are lower T.han expected while the film 
coefficients are slightly higher than was predicted pl~or to the test. 
Figures 15 and 16 present a comperison of the thin wire probe 
responses with the response of the pressure transducer and heat trans-
fer gauges located near the probe. These figures illustrate different 











DISCUSSIon OF RESULTS (Continued) 
start-up, and Figure 16 shows a slowly developing flow field 
buildup. The diff~rent flow field buildups are a consequence of the 
timing and mas~ flow from the Ludwieg Tube, SSME,and BSBMs. The wire 
resistance appears to closely follow the flow field processes indicated 
by the heating and pressure data. 
Some simplified calculations were made for the data given in 
Figures 15 and 16. To qualitatively determine the variation of the gas 
temperature with time, the free molecular heat transfer coefficient for 
the wire has the following dependency: hoc pi (T. If one assumes 
T constant and computes h as a function of time, where the steady state 
value of h is used for a reference, an h versus time plot will result, 
which has the same shape as the pressure time plot. If one plots the 
heating rate versus pressure, it is found that the curve is far from 
linear where a linear relation would be expected for steady state 
results. Since q ~ hB(Tr - Tw) and hB is primarily a function of 
pressure, Tr must be changing significantly during the run. Thus, the 
assumption that the gas temperature is constant during the run is not 
valid. For example, the peak in heating during the first 8 rosec. of 
Figure 15 must be due to a higher gas temperature than was experienced 
later in the run. To properly quantify the gas temperature as a 
function of time before steady flow is achieved, a detailed transient 
calculation using the heating, pressure, and resistance data would be 
required. Thj.s type of analysis would be time consuming, but could 























DISCUSSION OF RESUDTS (Concluded) 
during the test. 
The results of the base recovery temperature measurements using 
the gas temperature probes have been reported separately by Remtech, 
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NOMINAL TEST OPERATING CO!IDITIONS FOR REPORTED RUN DATA 
Config. M 
n p p~ p. 
(K ft.) 0 cSSI;lE cSRlI! (psia) (psia) (psia) 
OT 4.5 140 4.48 1500 0 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .. 150 3.08 .. .. 
.. .. 170 1.49 .. .. 
OTS .. 110 15.01 .. 290 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .. 120 9.89 .. .. 
OT .. 140/2 2.24 750 0 
.. .. .. .. 
" 
.. 
II .. 140/4 1.12 375 .. 
.. 
" 140 4.48 1500 
.. 
.. .. .. ..
 .. .. 
.. .. 170 1.49 .. " 
" " " " " 
.. 







.. .. .. .. 
II .. 
.. .. II .. " 
.. 
.. .. 140 4.48 .. .. 
.. .. 150 3.08 .. " 
.. .. 160 2.14 " 
" 
.. 130 6.61 .. 
.. .. J.:·~O 9.89 .. 
.. .. 160 2.14 .. 
.. .. 150 3.08 .. 





.. .. 170 1.49 .. .. 
" 
II 150/2 1.54 750 0 
II II 150/4 .77 325 It 
" " 
140 4.48 1500 II 
" 
II II .. II .. 
.. II 170 1.49 " .. 
" " 140 4.48 " " 
" " 170 1.49 
.. .. 
.. .. 170/2 .75 750 .. 





























































TABLE I (Continued) 
NOMINAL TEST OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR REPORTED RUN DATA 
Run No. Config. M 
n Po .t' P, (K ft,) cSSME cSRM (psia) (psia) (psia) 
74 OT 4.5 140/2 2.24 750 0 
75 OTS " 90 36·5 1500 290 
76 " " 140 4.46 " 145 
77a " " 100 23·2 " 290 
77c II " " 
11 II 
" 
78 " " " 
II 11 
" 
79 II " 140 4,1jP 
II 145 
80c " II 130 6.61 
II 
" 
80d " II 11 11 
II 
" 
81 " 11 120 9.89 " 
II 
82 " " 11 1
1 II 290 
83 II " 110 15·01 
11 11 
84 II " 120/2 1'·94 750 145 
85 11 " 120 9·89 1500 " 
86 11 11 130 6.61 
11 
" 
87 II " 140 4.48 
11 
" 
88 " " 120/2 4·94 750 " 
89a 11 11 110 15·01 1500 290 
89b 11 11 " 11
 11 11 
90 11 " 140 4.48 
11 145 
91a 11 " 120 9·89 " 290 
91b 11 " " 1
1 11 11 
91c " " " 11 
11 
" 
92 " " 
j 100 23·2 11 " 
93a 11 " 120 9.89 " 
11 
93b " " " " " " 
94 " " " 
11 11 
" 
96 OT 11 160 2.14 " 0 
97 " " 150 3·08 
11 
" 
98 11 11 140 4.48 
11 11 
99 11 " 170 1.49 
11 11 
100 11 11 140 4.48 
11 
" 
101 11 11 170 1.49 
11 11 
102 II " 160 2.14 
11 
" 
103 " " 140 4.48 
11 11 
104 11 11 150 3.08 " " 
105 11 " " " " 
11 































































TABLE I (Continued) 
NOMINAL TEST OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR REPORTED RUN DATA 
Run No. Config. M 
n 
"0 .. , .. , (k ft.) c SSME c SRM (psia) (psia) (psia) 
107 OT 4.5 150 3.08 1500 0 
108 n n n 
n n .. 
Dl .. .. 140 -
.. n 
D2 .. .. 220 -
.. .. 
D3 .. .. 200 -
.. .. 
D4 .. .. 160 -
.. .. 
D5 .. .. 120 -
n n 
DEi .. n .. -
.. n 
D7 .. n 90 -
n .. 
DB n n 170 1.49 0 
n 
D11 n n 110 15.01 
n 0 
D12 n n 170 1.49 
n n 
Dl3 u .. 110 15·01 1500 
u 
Dl4 u u 170 1.49 
u u 
D16 " 0 200 -
n 
" 
D17 " " 160 
u .. 
-
D18 " 11 180 -
u 
" 
Dlq u 11 170 - " " 
D20 " .. 220 
n 
" -




































TIIIN WIRE GAS TEMPERATURE PROBE RUN DEFINITION 
Probe Altitude Wire(~:)gths 
[Run No. Probe No. Location (kft) Comments Short Long 
77-A 1-1.25 11-ET 100 0.0888 0.1618 BSRMs didn't fire. 
78 1-0.75 100 0.088 0.1797 
79 2-1.25 140 0.0768 0.1753 Gan't read lon~ wire 
t 1 I data 80-A 130 Scopes didn't trigger 80-B t 
.., 1 BSRM fired 
8o-c 3-1.25 0.0762 0.1571 No BSRMs fired 
80-D I + I 
lFull Orbiter - 1/2 
81 
" 
120 .., Booster Chamber Press 
82 2-0.75 120 0.0926 0.1806 
83 1-1.25 ,I. 110 0.0806 0.1421 
84 1-1.25 120 0.0806 0.1421 1/2 Reynolds No. 
85 1-0.75 101-HS 120 0.0757 0.1681 }1/2 Booster Chamber 
86 2-0.75 130 0·0915 0.1361 Pressure 
87 140 
88 120 Gan't read short 
wire data 
89-A 110 Bad pt. - Erratic run 
89-B 110 
90 140 1/2 Booster Press. 
91-A 120 
91-B !. 120 ." 
,Ir 
91-C 3-0.75 120 0.0949 0.1683 
92 3-0·75 V 100 0.0949 0.1683 
93-A 1-0.75 113-HS 120 0.1022 0.1872 
93-B 1-0·75 113-Hf1 120 0.1022 0.1872 
94 2-0·75 1-ET 120 0.1031 0.J.823 
ET - External Tank 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DDIENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: BO",DY:::... _-_B:::;l::.;O'--_______________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Fuselage, 2A Configuration, Lightweight Orbiter. 
per Rocblell Lines VL70-000089"B" 
Scale Mo~el = 0.0225 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000089"B", VL70-000092, 93, 94"A" 
DIMEl'ISIONS: 
Length - In. 
Max. Width - In. (@ Xo=1528.3) 
Max. Depth - In. (@ xo=1480.52, 
Fineness Ratio 





















































TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONEtlT:---.;C",AN=,-O;:.:PY",,-_--'C""5 ________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration per Lines VL70-000092A 
Scale Model = 0.0225 
DRAWING~R:_~VL~7~0~-0~O~00~92A~ _______________ _ 
DIMENSION FULL SCALE 
Length (Sta Fwd Bullthead) 391.0 
Max Width (T.E. Bulkhead) 560.0 








































TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: I,IANlPULATOR HOUSING - D7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration per Rockwell Lines VL70-000093 
Scale Model = 0.0225 
DRAWING NUMBER 
DIMENSION: 
Length - In. 
Max Width - In. 








'l Fuselage BP = 0.00 
WP = 500.0 INFS 
881.00 
51.00 
Xo 426.0 to l307.0 INFS 
61 































TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: -'F::....4~BO~D""';y::.....:::.F::::LAP'""'-_______________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPnON: 2A Configuration per Rockwell Lines VL70-000094A 
Scale Model - 0.0225 




































TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL C01fPONENT: .::::OM:.::S:;.-=.POo::D"----'M~3"_ __ ..,__-------------
GENEnML DESCRIPTION: 2A Lightweight Configuration Per Rockwell Lines 
VL70-000094A 
Scale Model = 0.0225 
DRAWINGNmnreR: __ ~VL~7~0~-~0.::::00~0~9~4A~ ______ ~ ___________ __ 
DIMENSION: 
Length 
Max Width Xo = 1450.0 










'l0F OMS POD 
WP = 463.9 INFS: WP 400 + 63.9 = 463.9 
BP = 80.0 INFS 
























TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: N8 - OMS NOZZLE 
GENERAL DESllRIPTION:_-!:Ba=s.::.i=-c~0:;:MS~~n~0!!;zz~1~e~0.::.f_t~h:!:e~2:.::!A:...::!:Co~n:!;f:.::i:l:jgu=ra;:::.t~i~o~n:....p.t:e=:ro.-_ 
Rockwell Lines VL70-oo8306 and VL70-000089
I B" 
Scale Model - 0.0225 
DRAWING NO. __ ~VL~70~-~0~08~306~._VL~T~0~-~0~00~0~8~9_"B~'~·,~S~S~-A~0~0~0~92~ ______ ~ ____ __ 
DIMENSIONS: 
Mach No. ____ _ 
Diameter Dex~In. 
Diameter Dt ~ In. 
Diame.ter Din ~ In. 
On Degrees 
Area - Ft2 
Max Cross-Sectional 
Gimbal Ori<sin 
Left Nozzle ~ In. 
Right Nozzle -In. 
Null Position 
Left Nozzle _ Deg 
Right Nozzle • Deg 
Intersee·tion of Nozzle 
Exit Plane and Nozzle 
Centerline: - In. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 














Xo '" 1.570·75. 
Yo = + 99·25 





































TABLE III. (Contjnued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N2f5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: MPS Nozzle, Configuration 2A 
Model Scale - 0.0225 
DRAWING NO:_--,-VL=-7,-,0;...-.:.00~O,-,08=9B~ ________________ _ 
DEMENSIONS: (for one nozzle) 
Mach No. ____ _ 
Diameter Dex - In 
Diameter Dt - In 
Diameter Din - In 
On Degrees 
2 
Area - Ft 
Max Cross-Sectional 
Gimbal Origin 
Upper Nozzle - In Fs 
Bottom Nozzle - In Fs 
Null Position 
Upper Nozzle - Deg.(Pitch ~lo, 
Yaw :':9°) 
Bottom Nozzle - Deg.(Pitch !lI0 
Yaw :!:,90) 
65 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
92.0 2.070 
46.16396 ".02337 
Xo Yo Zo 
1442 0 443 
1468.17 +53 543.36 
PITCH YAW 
16 0 


























TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPoNENT: ___ VE_R_TI_CAL __ -_V::..5~(:...L_i=_gh_tw_e~ig::.h_t_0_rb_i_t_e_r_C_o_n_f_igu=--ra_t_io_n...:)~ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline Vertical Tail, Doublewedge Airfoil with 
Rounded Leading Edge 
=-----------------------------------
Scale Mojel = 0.0225 
DRAWING ~R: ____ ~~~~~70~-~0~0~00~9~5~ ____________________________ _ 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) Ft2 
Planform 
Span (theo) In 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) WP 
Tip (Theo) WP 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W. P. of .25 MAC 
B. L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Leading Wedge Angle Deg 
Trailing Wedge Angle Deg 



































TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: WIUG-W 87 NEW LIGH'IWEIGRT ORBITER 
I 
'. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Configuration per Lines VL70-000093 
NOTE: Dihedral an 1e is defined at the lower surface of the win at 
the 75.33 element line pro ected into a lane endicular to theFRL 
Scale Model - 0.0225 
TEST NO. 
DIMENSIONS: 
DWG. NO. VL70-0ooo93 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 2 
Area ( Theo.) Ft 
Plan form 
Span (Theo.) In. 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Angle, Degrees 
Incidence Angle, Degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, Degrees 
SWeep Baclt Angles, Degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P. = zero 
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 468.341 
MAC 
Fua. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA 2 
Area (Theo) Ft 


















Root BP10S 562.40 
Tip 1.00 b/2 137.85 
MAC 393.03 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1165.31 
W.P. of .25 MAC 300.20 
B.L. of .25 VJlC 251.76 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA) xxxx-64 
Root b/2 = .425 0.10 
Tip b/2 = 1.00 0.12 
Data for (1) of (2) Sides 
Leading Edge CUff2 Planform Area Ft 
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M.L.@ Sta 
Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta 

















































~----- . ! 
TABLE III. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPO~1!!NT: T8 - EXTERNAL TANK 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration per Rockewell Lines: 
VL78-oo00l8 and VL72-00006l I A" Body of Revolution 
Scale Model = 0.0225 
DRAWING NO:_--=-VL::.7J..:8:...-.::.OO::;OO:.::..=18-=-_________________ _ 
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE 
REF: 
Length - In. 
Max Width (Dia.) - In. 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratio LID 








FS (Orbiter) = 0.00 = ~ank Station 752.2 IN. FS 
WP (ET) = WP 400 (Orbiter) - 344.4 IN. FS = 55.6 IN. FS 


























TABLE III" (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - S17 
GENERAL DESCRIPflON: 2A Conf'tguration per Rockwell Lines VLTI-000012 
and VL72-00006lA, but with an MCR 200 (Conf'iguration 3A) Skirt per 
Rockwell Lines VL77-000036A. 
Body of' Revolution: Data f'or (1) of' (2) sides. 
DRAWING ~: ____________________________________________ _ 
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE 
RElY: 
Length in. 
Max Width (Dia) - in. BSRM Tank 
Max Depth (Dia) A:f't Stir-I; 











FS (Orbiter) ~ 0.00 = 747.99 in. ET = 200.0 BSRM 
WP (BSRM) = 400 - 344.413 = 55.587 in. FS 































__________ ~~, ,-",-= _____ ....... ____ ....................... __ ..... __ 1 
~---
TABLE III. (Concluded) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N65 
~~ DESCRIPTION: MeR 0200, Configuration 3A, 7:1 Expansion Ratio 
BSRM Nozzle Attached to a Configuration 2A BSRM. 
Model Scale ~ 0.0225 
DRAWING No.~, __ ~VL~77~-~0~O~00~3~6~A~ ________________________________ ___ 
DIMENSIONS: (For one nozzle) 
Mach No. _____ _ 
Diameter Dex ~ In (one Nozzle) 
Diameter Dt ~ In 
Diame·ter Din ~ In 
On Degrees 
2 
Area - Ft 
Max Cross-Sectional 
Gimbal Origin 
Left Nozzle ~ In. F.S. 
Right Nozzle ~ In. FS 
Null Position - De~. 
Left Nozzle (Pitch !so,Yaw !SO) 
Right Nozzle (Pitch !S°,Yaw !SO) 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
141.3 3.179 
* Gimbal origin shown is for the flight vehicle; for the model, the 






























COMPARISON OF UTP-3001 AND LPC-580C PROPELLANT COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 
UTP-3001 LPC-580C 
Combustion Temp., T (OR) 100 6330 c 
Specific heat, Cp (Btu/lb-OR) - 0.435 
Molecular Height, M (lbs/mole) 27.3 26.8 
'(f' effective 1.18 1.17 
Combustion Products {Mole ~) 
CO2 1 
I 2 , I 
H2 28 I 28 
I 




CO 25 22 
HCl 13 12 
~O3 7 8 
Other (H, 01, OH, \1C12 , etc.) 6 8 
10~ 10~ 
71 





















~LUDWI EG TUBE 
MACH 4.5 NOZZLE 
SSME NOZZI_E, 
EXTERNAL 
a. 2.25 Scale S'pace Shuttle Base Heatin Model ins alled 
in Calspan Lud\lieg 'l\lbe MACH 11.5 Nozzle 
ORIGINAL PAGElS 
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c. 2.25~ Scale Shuttle Base Heating Model - Outline and Cross-Sectional Views 
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~MODEL SUPPORT STRUT 
, , 
, 
d. 2.25% Scale Space Shuttle Base Heating Model - End View 
Fig1lre 1. Continued. 
ORYGINAI) PAGE IS 
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Figure 1. Continued. 
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g. Ludwieg Tube Free Jet Test Rhombus for MACH 4.5 Nozzle 
Figure 1. Continued, 
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0 0 3 17 18 11 oQ 00 (B(Oj rK 
59 16 19 
+--xi 
o ,r,,-:'Tr PP.ESS:J:.u: TAP 
o ST Q HF/IT TP.AN:3FF.i'. O"'I'-:E 
EEl R).DI,,'!'V)l\ HE.AT T:thNSFEr G,,'JGE 
@ C('S 'l'EMPEFATn::" PROBE. 
<J PITC'l' PROR:: 
[] INDIC.<\TES ADDED INSTRUMEMTA'rION 
[Q] IlIDICATES ADDED IIISTRUMEN'rATION 
a. External Tank 
172 0 
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EXTERNAL TANK BASE 
Inches Inch~s 
NUfiBER uRI! Model Scale URf! Full Scale 119'1 Desrees GAt:GE 7YFE 
00 1 2.750 122.2 0 Std. Gage 
""'J=tJ 2 3.645 162.0 7 Radiation crauge 
",G5 ----3 2.750 122.2 270 Std. Gage 
01;j 4 2.750 122.2 180 1 0-. ::o- S 1. ;)80 88.0 180 f-i 6 1.770 78.7 180 Pressure 
.S; 't;i 7 1.000 44.4 180 Std. Gage ~; ;:r.. 8 0.480 21.3 180 Radiation gauge c..,C;:: 
L.~ 9 0 0 0 Std. Gage 
.:1 - 20 C'.250 11.1 0 Pressure i~'''; fr:: 
1l 0.4~8 20.8 ;"70 Gas temperature probe 
12 0.375 16.7 90 Pitot probe 
13 1.000 44.4 0 Std. Gage 
14 1.770 78.7 0 Pressure 
C> 15 1.980 88.0 0 Std. Gage 
~ 16 1.812 80.5 270 Pressure 
17 2.290 101.8 270 Std. Gage 
18 1.300 57.8 270 Radiation gauge 
19 1.812 80.5 225 Std. Gage 
20 1.812 80.5 315 t 21 2.734 121.5 315 
129 2.750 122.2 12 1/2 Radiation gauge 
130 2.750 122.2 45 ! 131 2.750 12~_1 90 
156 2.948 131.0 0 Pressure 
157 2.948 131.0 135 I 158 2.948 131.0 180 -----..-159 2.948 131.0 270 160 2.948 131.0 315 161 1.4&3 65.0 135 
170 2.948 131.0 45 Pressure 
171 2.948 131.0 90 Pressure 
172 :l.948 131.0 225 Pressure 
28 2.290 101.8 90 Std. Gage --~.---
a. Continued 
Figure 3. r.ontinued. 
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OJ 
N 
EXTEPUAL TANY- SIDEWALL 






- Full Scale "9" DEGREES 
22 0.843 37.47 3.645 162 45 
23 8.593 381. 91 3.645 162 45 
24 0.843 37.47 4.705 209.1 315 
25 8.593 381.91 4.705 209.1 315 
26 0.843 37.47 3.645 162 315 
27 0.843 37.47 3.645 162 280 
37 3.843 170.80 3.645 162 280 
ORBITER FUSELAGE 
Inches Radial 
Number M.S. Inches x.~ Full Scale Position Gaug,. Type 
39 32.440 1441. 778 On lower 1:. 
po""', ... ...., 3"3 ~o-r /usTrZ ..... Mld<7J(L-'"P 
r<.m.. ""(,., , 50 T e"S.., S .",-r2..t cz:"S 
a. Continued 
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b. Engine Heat Shield (Body Flap) 
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NaJ'E: a"UGE 56 IS TN THE PC6ITIClN SHOIIN 
BUT ON THE RIGHT -HIlND 8SRM 
o SThTr:: PRESSURE TAP 
o STD. fILl! T'-AN5FEF. ~AU;E 
@ :?heIATIr·K ;r:-rlT T:thNSF'El< GA'JG=: 
& 
; ~ ~ , 
/ / _...-, ......... 
J 1s6 ( I '- _\ ~1 n:;"'''; :::; 
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LLE VIEl1 B 
c. BSRK Nozzle and Shroud 




































































































* Pitot probe #46 is in the same plane as the shroud inlet and at the same y & z :ocations as 
the other pitot probes (24, 25, & 31) 
c. Continued 
Figure 3. Continued. 
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o STATIC PRESSURE TAP 
ill ill 










CONTOURED HEAT TRANSFER 
GAUGE 
NOTE. THE HEAT TRAN!lFER GAUGES ON El'i.CH H0l1Z:r.E ARE 
ORIENTED TOWARDS THE CENTER OF THE BASE HEAT SHIELD 
55ME Firing NO""'-" lilJiltrumentat:!.on 
d. SSME Firing Nozzle 












































-- -- -~.- _. 
AXIAL 
LO:::ATION 
(;/2) Lower Left 1.0L 
(d:2) Lower Left 2/9 L 
(,12) Lower Left 5/9 L 
U!2) Lower Left 8/9 L 
(il2) Lower Left 8/9 L 
(#2) Lower Left 8/9 L 
(/i2) Lower Left 0.2 L 
(/;2) Lower Left 0.6 L 
(if3) Lower :1ight 1.0 L 
(n) IIwer 1.0L 
(111) UplJer 2/9 L 
(:/1) Uwer 5/9 L 
(f/l) UlJl'er 8/9 L 
(;11) ~Jwer 8/9 L 
(til) UpJ;er 8/9 L 
"G" 














































_ .. _._-_._ .. --~- _.-- ._- - - --. _ .. _--- ---
----------
L is the distance from the base heat shield to the end of the nozzle. 
d. Continued 
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o STATIC PRESSURE TAP Q} CONTOURED HEAT TRANSFER 
GAUGE 
~ CONTOURED HEAT TRANSFER 
GAUGE (RADIATION) 
( f-J en" Pit. 0 v' I D IZ'1:) ) 
L 
e. SSME Non-Firing Nozzle 










































NIJMm:H AX rAL LQCAT rl)N 
-- - . . -_ ... .. _---_ ... . 
77 2/9 L 
78 5/9 L 
79 8/9 L 
110 8/9 L 
134 8/9 L 
135 2/9 L 
l36 5/9 L 
137 S/9 L 
138 8/9 L 
139 At Throat 
140 8/9 r. 
SUHr'ACI': "G" m'Xl fiEES 
























(~crr ptl,o.v, O€!) ) 
L is the distance from the base heat shield to the end of the nozzle. 
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e. Continued 

































STATIC PRESSURE TAP 
STD. H>:ItT TRhNSFEI( GaUGE 
nAll TIlT roN HEll T TRANSFER Gk.:GE 
INDICATES ADDED r!!ST!UJMEl!~TIOli 
INDICATES ADDED IlISTRUMEl!TATIO)( 
PO'S''-,uJJ 1G::.7 Dn.JO A.LL 
R14k.., 0 M S P(")1.) P''1S I TI O}J~ 
/00, 'I.JSTa."Hr::>-JT·~t) F"',z 













:f. Orbiter Base Heat Shield 
Figure 3. Continued. 
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__ D.£Ifild~:;p.'L§!IJKL!) _______ . ________________________ . ________ . _________ _ 
"Y" INCHES "Y" INCHES "Z" INCHF.S "Z" INCHES 




















































































































-0.153 - 6.? 
0.045 ~.O 

























-0 .. 820 -36.4 
O.54S ::>1,..'. 
-1.025 -L.5.f> 
-U • .L4lj··6.6 
2.266 ______ lO_Ct.J._' _ 








































BASE HEAT SHIELD ( Continued) 
"Y" INCHES "Y" INCHES "Z" INCHES 
NUMBER MODEL SCALE FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
81 -2.363 -105.0 -tD.548 
82 -2.350 -104.4 -1.025 
83 -2.048 -91.0 -1.840 
84 -1.360 -60.4 +2.100 
85 +1.360 60.4 +2.100 
152 +2.750 lZ.Z..2 +1. 5'=>0 
150 -2.282 -101.4 -1.933 
151 -2.350 -104.4 -0.281 
m1S POD 
----. -'iY" INCHES ICy" INCHES "Z" -INCHES 
NUlffiER MODEL SCALE FULL SCALE HODEL SCALE 
58 -2.1;J;D 
59 2.750 






















-85.9 Std. Gage 
-12.5 Std. Gag'; 
"Z II Il~CHES 


























--N1Jr'lllEI!- - I'X;'-INCHES-T10VEL- SCALE- --- "oX,iI NcHES J.1lLLSCAu; GAUGE 'fYI'E 
- 60 ---- - --0-:968------ 43 . 0 
61 0 _ 281 12. 5 
62 0 . 281 12. 5 
63 0.281 12.5 
Std . r age 
- --------------- ----- - ---
--- ---- - ---
01-5 NOZZLE (ONE ONLY ) 
-~'Ur-1B!oR- - - AXIAL LOC ATION SUIlFACF. G DF,GP.EES GAUGE TYPE 
- 64 ---At Throat 
65 End of Nozzle 
66 End of Noz7.1e 
---------- --
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o Cont oured Gauge 
180 Contoured r: ;;.uge 
f . Continued 
Figure 3. Continued. 
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124- 127 AP.F COlF.CURfr) 
HEA'~ TPMS FER GAUGES 
-
g • A.f't Tank strut 










149 0 I 







I 0 147 
o HIGH TEI'P5RATU:lS HEAT TPJH5l'ER GIl~r.E 
h. Orbiter and External Tank Heated Base Plates 
Figure 3. Continued. 
I----
~ 
141 () 0 0 High Temperature Gauge 
142 1.800 80.0 0 High Temperature Gauge 
143 1.800 80 . 0 180 High Temperatur e Gauge 
144 1.800 80.0 270 Hi~h Temperature Gauge 
145 1 . 800 80. 0 315 High Temperature Gauge 
146 2.710 120.4 356 High Temperature Gange 
147 2.710 120.4 180 High Temt'eratur e Gauge 
148 2. 710 120.4 270 High Temperature Gauge 
149 2.710 120.4 315 High Temperature Gauge 
EFfl!';!l. 91WJ:r!';IUl.AS!~r~·:~:t?'!:!J)';Ul __ . ___ . ______ .. _____ . ___ . __ ___ . ____ . _____ _ 
"Y" INr.!U-:S "Y" I~ICHES "Z" INCHES "Z" TNC!n,S 
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73 . 56 
110.44 
High Temt'. Gauee 
flip;h Temp. Gauge 
High Temp. Gauge 
. . . -_._----_ .. _-- --_. -_. _. -_ . - ---- . . ----
h. Continued 















O2 VENTURI INLET 
\ 
H2 V ENTURI INLET II II 
" IJpR6vEb" 
. H THROAT PLUGS) 
" NORMAL" l(WI (WI THOUi' THROAT PLUGS) 
I I I I 
VALVE PORTS 
FULL OPEN "-
I I I I 
10PELLANT VAS"E 
·1r10~ INDIC'ATf()N 




















2920 PSIA 1\ 1 
" I"-f\ 
\ 
"' r--~ 15l[SIA ~ 
'/'-.. 
- f- lO 
I I I I I 
I 
' H ~~~~  ROAT UG 
I-- r-
MI LLfSECONDS 
I I I , 




I I I I I I 
DIAPHRAGM RUPTURE 
(SRB FLOW ' 
'-, BEGINS) 
, , 
IGNITION , ~ r-.. 
LEFT S RBPe 
./ 



















AL TANK EXTERN 








11 r --DATA ACQUISITION U PERIOD 
I I W10 




J I SSME THRbAT I PLUGS EXPELLED 
i I I I I 
M I \ 1420 PSIA 
N 1 1\ I 
-
· 1 1\ 'r----. r-
I J~.I 1. < .. t>.t- , ~'rrry " PI:_ r' V !I\ I }II, I'-jOOr I I 3~50F I 
0.096 PSIA I I~ " I l i , , 
1,-+ 0.074 PSIA 
" TEST SECTION 
I 
~ ,\-A!/ , -
, 
FLOW BREAKDO,WN 
f--1 .21 PSIA 
, 
I I TEST CONDITIONS i MACH 4.5 j 110,000 FT ALT. I I 
I I I I I , I I 
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"" ~ 0.02 
~ 
0.01 
+ I ALTITUDE:; 140,000 FT I 
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• SOLID SYMBOLS · mY'I~~ ALOiiii: 
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115 11 1 109 108 105 104 
Figure ", . 
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Representati ve Pr essure and Heating Rate Distributi ons on the 
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.. Sym Run r~~~~h Pos Conunents I -' ., -::-~ 
, 0 77-A 1. 25 11 No BSRJ'I Fi red L .. ,-.;"':"':'.~ ' ..... -·'-7~i 0 78 0.75 i -'·:~ ··~· ·;:-: .. 
_ ... ,-, D. 8:J-8 1 _25 1 BSRM Fire~ f.:-.::":' .-; --:-
.- ' Ll 80-C NoBSRI1Fired i:·- '-·· ·:·,· 
1800 _ _ 0 80-0 L...:. ":' ... __ :. _,_ 
. T: 0 Bl ~=~d .::..; ~. 
, 0 82 . j:. ~.~: Q 843 It . !'-r:"-~~; ;=-~:-:-:~:-, ""'i :-: ,"-j,- I 
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140 150 
Figure 11. 19-0TS Recovery Temperature Measurements on ET Tank . 
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.. __ .: __ :---_,Sym Run Probe Pos Corrment$ i . L · ·. ~ _ . 
. .. ___ .': ! ~. :_~:'~ length f::,l\ i-,i..' 
0 85 0 .75 101}1/Z Booster -· .. i ...... 
2200 -- .~ - ~ :. - -~: .. g ~~ ~~!~~~~e L~:~.c~~ '-
Ll 89-A Bad pt. -Errati c run ' ·-".·.· ~ .... - :. o 89 -B :.':-' i .' 
0 9:) 1/ 2 Booster Press . ~.:.-- -- .. -
o 91-A ... 
2000 f----!- -- -"- .,, .c..:....j 0 91 .. B i.. __ 1.._ .. _. 
< .-" .. .,:' .: '170 § ~ -c t.· i.~.·-.t.: .. i.:-_·~ 
::T::--l ' ~-:-:=-' rJ93-A 113 <:;; ...... . . ::.:;,'.:~~. ~ -,-c;.::! 0 ~3-B • 113 . . I~~!:.:..,.:.;-- -
'/'" - ----I·;~· ~I···-:~· -' - -j .- ! -'-~I~ ---: - -_ .- -,-_":_- :;.~- . 7""";.---:.t-----
. _ ... ~.. . t _. __ • . : .. _ ....:.:. ," :- . :-:. : 
1200 ': j"' -- j- c" i::-j .-: __ ~ ~ ... _~ '!. -; I 
-:-;~~C :-~ '-I .. -:-.T- :: .. .;;' :_:0 .. -~~: .... - -;:;: g~!r-: ~: ::'c~~ 
---- '----" -- ---" """"---- -._", ._- -----. -- ._-
lODe : .:~ .~.: ~~ :-(: :+<~ +->:~:;:- 0 -'-"h--·:~-... ,-:I?~-1'~±i~~;.~; 
:,"-::: -. -j_:-" t--_. :_-"''''; .. ~I. _. -~.' _'_'~., .. . I . 
800 
600 
~. ~j -  -D . . - :--:+:: .~- : : ~ : :. ~· ·. l.: : ~~~+.: ~ ;; __ J:-: ,,: t~~". _::~~-.- .. .. -"~:-'~"_~-=~:/iL ::~..:t~.~-:-:-
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Figure 13. 19-0TS Recovery Temperature Measurements 00 Orbiter. 
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Figure 14. 19-DTS Thin Wire Convective Heating Coefficients Measurements 
on Orbiter. 
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Figure 15. Transient Wire, Heating and Pressure Data on the ET Dome for 
Run 80-0. 
108 
Figure 16. Transient Wire, Heating an~ Pressure Data on the ET Dome for 
Run 81. 
109 
(Reverse of this paee is bl ank. ) 
\ 
APPENDIX A 
TAllULM'ED SOURCE DATA: 
Gas Recovery Temperatures 
111 
























































MEASURED THDf ilIHE RESISTAliCE AlID THEm!OCOUPIE DATA 
AT S'mADY 8'1'Ai'E COImI'l'IONS 
Short Wire (&V) Long Wire (LW) 
.Read RrnTIAL L\R RIlII'1'IAL L\R IlloroorAL 
Time . ( 300<>Jc) (0) (0) (300'1c) (0) (0) 
(msec) ( 0) (0 ) 
50-55 33·00 10.00 43.00 59·75 20.00 79·75 
40-50 32·49 2.87 35.36 66.50 11.75 78.25 
40-45 28.35 5·00 33· 35 64.75 15.00 79·75 
45-50 28 .35 1.50 29·85 64.75 6.60 71.35 
40-45 28.15 0.80 28·95 58.25 2.20 60.45 
40-45 28.15 5.90 34.05 58.25 23·20 81.45 
45-50 28.15 7.84 35·99 58.25 24.80 83·05 
40-50 34.25 8.40 42.65 67.10 26.80 93·90 
45-50 29 .80 6. 76 36.56 52.65 17.60 70.25 
55 29·80 5.60 35.40 52.65 14.88 67.53 
45-50 28.00 4.50 32·50 62.25 19·00 81.25 
48 33 ·80 5.60 39.40 50.40 11.30 61.-70 
45 33.80 12.20 46.00 50.40 21.00 71.40 
45-50 33.80 7.20 41.00 50.40 12.00 62.40 
45 33.80 14.68 48.80 50.40 29.50 79·90 
40-50 33·80 10.60 44.40 50.40 22.00 72.40 
35-45 33.80 10.40 44.20 50.40 20.00 70.40 
38-45 33·80 13.80 47.60 50.40 27.00 17.40 
34-39 33·80 7.40 41.20 50.40 16.20 66.60 
35-50 35·10 10.40 45·50 62.30 26.00 88.30 
42 35·10 10.60 45· 70 62·30 30.00 92·30 
45 37·75 6. 40 44 .15
1 
69·25 12·50 81.75 
50 37.75 10.80 48·55 69 .25 22.00 91.25 
35-40 38. 20 16.00 54.20 67.60 38.00 105.60 
1---
Thermocouple 
Voltage Change I 
(&V) (LW) 
L\ e L\e 






























TABULATED SOURCE DATA: 
HEAT TRAl'ISFER AND PRESSURES 
This Appendix presents pressure and heat transfer data for the 98 runs 
which produced useful data during the IH5 test program. 
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MACH HUMBER= 4.5 
AL TlTU.DE"14'. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 
TOB= 80.0 OEG F 




l-tl tr.l g~ ~t"\ 




GAGE P P/PIHf 
EXTERIIAL T AIIK BASE (COLD) 
10 0 ... 0109 OQb98 
16 Q.OI06 0.679 
156 0.0109 0.698 
157 0.0114 0.730 
15B Oao0153 0.980 
159 0.0112 0.717 
170 0.0131 0.839 
171 0.0098 0.628 
172 0.0099 0.634 
EXTERNAL TANK SIDEWALL 
eODY FLAP 
















.' PO!NF= 4.52 PSI ... 
PIliF= 0.0156 PSI ... 
TOINf= 420.3 DEG F 
RE/FT T1KES 10(-4)= 5.15 
PC123= 1675.0 PSI ... 
PC" 0.0 PSI A 
PC5= 0.0 PSI'" 
PC123/PINf TIKES 101--4!= 10.73 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 1 O.Ob 




1.0"6 5 0.06 
1.404 7 0.19 
1.028 15 "" 0.06 
1.202 17 0.05 
0.899 19 .,...J0.05 
0.906 20 0.0 
21 0.0 



















































SSME NOZZLE #3 
133 2.0200 






















• __ 0. ,_ •• _~._~ •• ~._.~._, 
/, 
~ , ' I-r-
. GAGE Q-R 
~ 
... ,-,"> ""-:' 




RUN NUMBER= 14C 
CotlFIGURATION= aT 
HACH NUMBER= ~.5 
ALTITUPE=142. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= a DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOlO) 





; EFT OMS POI) 





POINF= 4.4Z PSIA 
NNF= 0.0153 PSIA 
TOINF= 482.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TI~ES lOI~J= 4.80 
PCl,3= 1594.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
pe5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-4)= 10.44 
p/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0,,11 



















RUN 14C CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
B2 0.0199 L.303 J.OO4-~::5 
Bb 0.0168 1.100 J.00153 
BB 0.0170 1.113 010001'13 
B9 0.0250 1.637 0.009'13 
90 0.0455 2.979 0.03023 
91 0.0316 2.069 0.01&33 
92 C.0249 1 .. b31 0.00963 
93 01110201 1.316 0 111 00483 
95 0.0201 1.316 0.00483 
162 0.0172 1.126 0.00193 
















L· ... '._- ~~~:.. ':~-' -,~--~,~~.- _ .. __ J2. ___ "_-___ _ 
( 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
0.437 102 0,,24 
0.369 103 >1.86 
0111374 1M 1.38 
0.549 105 >1.75 
1.000 106 1o1B 
0.695 107 1.80 
0.547 lOB 2 .. 64 
0.442 109 >1 .. 61 
0.442 110 O.3b 
0.378 150 0.28 
0.420 III 5.72 
112 :> 1.39 
113 1.07 
11'0 01'>91 
115 ,. 1.92 














I£!.. "'".' __ ~_"""I lice'''' ~r ,_ .. .d 
rr 

















MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=l41. K FT 
"I~GLE OF ATTACK= a DEGREES 
TUB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= BO.O DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PItlF 
EXTERN~ TANK BASE (COLD) 
10 0.00B8 0.5"5 -0.00736 
BODY FLAP 
LEFT OilS POO 
51 0.0081 0.502 -0.00B05 
;,2FT OMS NOZZLE 
SSME NOZZLE HI 
n l.5;!OO 
~SME NOZZLE li2 
67 2.1900 
( 
POINF= 4.6B PSIA 
PINF= 0.0162 PSIA 
TOINF= 45".2 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-4)= 5.19 
PC123= 16BO.0 psr~ 
PC/, 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PS lA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10[-41= 10.39 
PlpeL GAGE Q 




















RUN l~D CO~TINUED 
GAGE p 




88 0.0119 r.g~ 89 0.0250 
~fA 90 0.0444 91 0.0257 §afj 92 0.0242 93 0.0163 

















,P~PINF PfPCL GAGE 
1I~-o!Jt.J0Y 0.363 102 
-0.00317 0.293 104 
-0.00427 0.268 105 
0,00&6. 0.563 lOb 
0.02523 101000 107 
0.00953 0.579 108 
0.00803- 0.545 109 
0.00013 0.367 110 
0.00373 0.448 150 
0.00203 0.410 III 






























( ( ( I'---
, 
















"lL ' 'Co,' ";~'.: 
.h.,.( 
--.~ 
RUN 15 CONTINUEO 
GAGE P P/PINf P-PINF 
SSME NOlZLE ~2 
67 2.0300 
SSME NOZZLE #3 
133 2.4100 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICGLOI 
82 V.O 129 1.220 0.00233 
86 0.0146 1.361 0.004,03 
d8 0.0139 1.315 0.00333 
89 0.0250 2.365 0.01443 
9G 0.0461 4.550 0.03753 
9k 0.0274 2.592 0.01683 
9Z 0.0240 2.270 0.0134,3 
93 0.0182 1.721 0.00763 
95 0.0168 1.589 0.00623 
~ 
162 0.0152 1.438 0.00463 


























































RUN NUMBER= 16A 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER::: ih5 
ALTITUDE=169. K FT 
A~GLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB~ BO.O DEG F 
TET= 60.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLDI 
10 O.OObO 1 .. 148 
LEFT OKS POD 
~ 57 0.0175 3.371 
N 
N SASE HEAT SHIELD (COLDI 
82 0.0080 1.544 
86 0.0105 2.026 
88 0.0112 2.161 
90 0.0127 (?) 2.451 
92 0.0131 2.528 
93 0.0087 1.675 
95 0.O08~ 1.b9b 
162 0.0090 1.742 













'_'~'li __ ':_.........:..~_ ....... _._.-'~_--.:.>-.o:L 
( 
POINF= 1.50 PSIA 
PINF = 0.0052 PSIA 
TOINF~ 366.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10{~1= 1.79 
PC123= 1393.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSI" 
PC123fPINF TlKES 10(-41= 26.88 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 
0.630 104 ,-..J 0 .. 32 
0.827 105 0.49 












113 r-J 0.43 
114 0,,54 














RUN NUHBER= 19 CO~FI&URATION= OT5 POINF= 17.10 P5IA 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 PINf= u.0591 PSIA 
'0 0 
ALTITUDE=108. K fT TOINF= 440.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES RE/FT TIMES 101-4)= 19.1B 
"':l~ ToB= BO.O DEG F PC123= 1703.0 PSIA 
~~ TET= 80.0 oEG F 
PC4 2BB.0 PSIA 
PC5= 315.0 PSIA 
~~ 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-4)= 2.B8 
.gl-tl 
~~ GAbE P P/PINf P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
~~ EXTERNAL TAN~ BASE ICoLD) 
10 0.0961 1.631 0.03762 1.000 
1 0.51 B 0.85 
---
16 0.0795 1.34b 0.020"2 0.822 
3 0.56 IB 0.36 
156 0.1040 1.760 0.04492 1.075 
4 1.10 129 0.45 
157 0.1050 1.777 0.04592 1.086 
5 1.16 130 0.45 
~ 15B 0.0812 1.476 0.02B12 0.902 
7 0.0 
N 
w 159 0.0919 1.556 
0.03282 0.950 9 1.17 
170 0.1080 1.828 0.04892 1.117 13 
1.30 
111 0.0916 1.550 0.03252 0.947 
15 1.10 
112 0.OB47 1.434 0.02562 O.B7b 17 
0.62 




EXTERNAL TANK ~IDEWALL 
25 0 .. 0471 0.797 -0.01198 
~DOV fLAP 
33 0.80 




54 18.1100 306.531 lS.050Q2 
55 26.&000 
56 25.4000 









SSHE HOZZLE n 
72 1.7800 
SSME NOZZI-E ~2 
67 
SSKE NOZZL. '3 
133 2.5200 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COl-D) 
C"dITER/TANK STRUT 
~o ':t1~ O~ £i<: II:;)~ 
if::: ~ fa 
""lZ 
( 













_~~ __ ~ •• __ __,. __ ~._.,,:,_~~ ____ , ... ~ ... -,," ~"' __ ~A&  
F 
,,~. ( 
._ ..... ' 
( o ~-
RUN NUIIBER= 21B 
CONFIGURATION= OTS POINF= PSIA 
HACH NUMBER= 0.0 PINF= 0.0037 PSIA 
ALTlTUDE=17B. K FT TOINF= 80.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIKES 10(-41= 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F PC123= 1587.0 PSIA 
TET= 60.0 nEG F PC4 211.0 PSIA PC5= 248.0 PSIA 
PCl23/PINF TIMES 10(-4)= 42.b5 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL. GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
EXTERNAL. TANK 8ASE ICOL.D) 
10 q.0183 4.918 0.01458 1.000 9 1.54 
BODY FLAP 
205 0.58 132 0.27 
-' 
N 8SRII SHROUD 





L.~FT OHS POD 
57 0.0079 2 ... 12.0 0.00417 
" " 











RUN 21B CONTINUED 
GAGE P 

























-,· .... .af "{PCL GAC;E Q G .• Go Q-R 
, ,11r;:,.. ~ 0.316 102 0.35 9b C.23 
0.00609 0.519 103 0.69 97 0
.42 
o .OO7"i8 0.593 104 1.1'" 101 0
.53 
'),015 .. 9 1.000 105 1.49 
o .0213b' 10328 106 1,,12 
0.03068 10820 101 1.35 
0 .• 00648 0.5 /.0 109 2.71 
0.00256 0.332 110 0.77 
0.00452 0.436 150 0.43 










--•. --~-------~------.---.------.------ --.-~--~ illL "_~""






Rutl NUMBER: ZIC 
CONFIGURATION: OTS POINF= 16.30 PSIA 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 PINF= 0.0563 PSIA 
ALTITUDE=109. K FT TOINF= 354.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES RE/FT TIMES 10(~1= 19.62 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F PC123= 1699.0 PSIA 
TET= 80.0 OEG F PC"o 220.0 PSI A Pe5: 238.0 PSIA 
PCIZ3/PINF TIMES 101-"01= 3.02 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PIHF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLO) 
9 0.0 
EXTERNAL TANK SIDEWALL 
24 ...... 0.0019 0.034 -0.05"038 
~ BODY FLAP 
N 
" 
205 0.84 132 0'.30 
BSRH SHROUD 
(04 0.1280 2.273 0.07168 48 0.0 47 0.19 
46 0.7170 12.732 0.66068 "9 1.88 50 1.13 
51 0.27 
53 0.49 
LEFT OHS POD 
57 0.0699 1.241 01101358 58 0.60 
8t, 0.0033 0.059 -0.05301 ~ 
SSME NOZZLE n 
72 2.1900 
SSME NOZZLe /12 
67 0.0608 
'_A __ ~'_ .• _"" ______ ~." ___ ~~._ ,_.~~.2 ____ ~. .:.._'2.~._c_JL ___ ~_._ , .. __ . __ ~,~_~_ .. ___ ~ ___ ~ _____ . __ ~.w ___ """ .... ~ __ iii >'!t •• 'i! ~~ 
!~ .. 
( 
RUN 21e CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
SSHE NOZZLE #3 
133 2.5700 


































102 1.0b 96 0.47 
103 1.11 97 0.05 
IOlt l'ZlSO 99 0.62 
C.OOI 105 1.42 

























. ''''', ( 
~-~. 
RUN NUHBER= 238 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
H~CH NUKBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=123. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
roB" 80.0 DEG F 
TET= BO.O DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF P-I'IHF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD I 
10 0.0789 2.371> 0.04570 
EXTERNAL TANK SIDEWALL 
24 2.2000 660260 2.16680 
;:;; BODY FLAP 
'" 
8SRI'I SHROUD 
44 0.0864 2.602 0.05320 
46 0.4770 lit ~3bb 0,'>4380 
L~FT OMS POD 
57 0.0531 1.599 o.orqqO 
LlFT OMS NOZZLe 
S'HE NOZZLE Nl 
72 :. .'!JOO 
( 
POHlF= 9.61 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0332 PSIA 
TOINF= 467.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 10.56 
PC123= 1645.0 PSIA 
PC4 284.0 PSI" 
PC5= 312.0 PSIA 
PC123/PIHF TIKES 10(-41= 1,..95 
P/PCL GAGE 0 
10000 9 1.81 
205 0.84 



















. __ ~ __ ~_....,~,~~. __ .. __ ,~ __ .:..__ __~, __ ~ ____ .. ~_. . .. ___ ,_.~._"._. ___ . ____ ~_ .. __ :~~ __ . ___ __.""_~,~..:....-..._..".."._... "m,._b:. ,..." 1tdi 
~ 
( ( ( 
i--
RUN 23B CONTINUED 
GAGE P PfPINF P-PINF PfPeL GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
SSHE NOZZLE .2 
67 2.5200 
SSHE NOZZL E .3 
133 2.6700 
----
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
66 0.0721 2 .. 172 0.03890 1.159 102 1.33 
96 0.58 
68 0.0663 1.997 0.03310 1.066 103 1.70 
97 0 .. 36 
89 0.0685 2.0b3 0.03530 1.101 104 
0.91 99 0 .. 56 
90 0.0622 1.873 0.02900 1.000 105 
1.22 101 Ooc:29 
92 0.0611 1.840 0.02790 0.982 106 1.62 
93 0.0683 2.057 0.03511l 1.098 107 
1061 
95 0.0594 1.789 0.02620 0.955 lOB 
1.66 
162 0.0587 1.768 0.02550 0.944 109 
1.22 
164 0.0585 1,,762 0.02530 0.91ol no 






113 ,- Oe77 










RUN flUIIBER= 32 
CONFIGURATION= OT 'OINF= 2.23 PSIA 
MACH NUHBER= ~.5 PINF= 0.0077 PSIA 
~g AL TITUOE=139I< Fr./Z. TOINF= ~12.0 DEG F ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DeGREeS RE/FT TIMES 101-4)= 2.50 
'<:Il';1 Toa= 80.0 OEG F 
PC123= 808.0 PSIA 
~~ TET= 80.0 oEG F PC4 0.0 PSIA pes= 0.0 PSIA PC123/PINF TIMES 10l-4)= 10.46 
to q~ i: GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R EXTERNAL TANK BASE lCOLo) 
10 0.0069 0.897 -0.00079 1.000 1 0.0 
2 0.0 
16 0.0062 0.800 -0.00154 0.892 4 01101 
8 0.0 
156 0.0072 0l1li927 -0.00056 1.033 7 0.03 
18 0.0 
157 0.0072 0.927 -0.00056 1.033 9 D.CIt 
129 0.0 
15B 0.0061 0.787 -0.00164 0.877 13 0.0 
130 0.0 
159 0.0063 0.816 -0.00142 0.909 15 0.0 
131 0.0 
~ 170 0.0073 0.943 -0.00044 1.051 17 0.05 
.W 
~ 171 0.0067 o.a72 -0.00099 0.971 19 0.0 
172 0.0064 O.,82.1t -0.00136 0.918 20 0.0 21 O.Ol 
; nTERNAL TANK SIDEIiALL il ; 






204 0.13 ~ 
206 0.0 
LEFT OMS POD 
84 0.0119 1 .. 541 0.00418 61 0.04 62 0.0 













RUN NUKBI;R= 33 
CONFIGURATION= aT POINF= <..27 PSIA 
~ACM NUMBER= 4.5 PINf= 0.0078 PSIA 
AL TITUDE=139 K Fr·I' T01HF= 397.0 PEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 PEGR~ES REfFT TIMES 10(-41= 2"b3 
TOB" 8.0.0 PEG F PClZ3= 797.0 PSIA 
TE1= 80 •. 0 beG F PC4 0.0 PSIA PC5x 0.0 PSIA 
PClZ3/PINF TIHES lO(-41= lo.lB 
GAGE P P/PINF P-P1NF P/PCL GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
EXTERNAL TANK SASE (cOLD) 




--' l ~FT 01-\5 POD w 
u 57 0.01Z7 l·623 0~00~8T 63 0.0 
SC 0.0 
LEFT OIlS NOZZLE 
66 0.0 
,-,HE NOZZLE n 




76 0.0 ~ 
-SHE NOZZLe ~? 





.SHE NOZZLE #3 
l33 l.;noo 
" 
___ ._~ ___ • __ . __ " --_ . .......0- __ .• _.-_ 






RUN 33 CONTINUED 
GAGE p 












"/PINf P-P~~F PIPCI. GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
-
4.536 u.Ol161 1.740 102 0.10 96 0.03 
1.495 0.00387 0.574 103 0.25 97 0.0 
1.62. OeoOO~'l7 0'0623 104 0.71 99 0.0 
2.607 0.01257 10000 105 0.0 101 0.03 
3.B72 0.02247 1.485 lOb 0.26 
2.019 0.00797 0.775 107 0.58 
1.62:3 0.00487 0.623 lOB 1 ... 05 
1.508 0.00397 0.578 113 0 .. 92 










RUN NUMBER= 3', 
CONF IGURA TION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=139 K FT./+ 
~NGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLDI 
10 0.0039 1.017 0.00006 
BODY FLAP 
..... 
w LEFT OMS POD 
U1 
57 0.0070 1.,825 0.00316 




5SME NOZlLE n 
7Z 0.5230 
~SHE NOZZLE lI2 
67 0.5790 
.~:, :' 
-~ .. --~ .. - .-._, -'--.~- ... -. . .. - . 
( 
<'O!Nf= 1.11 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0038 PSIA 
TOIHF= 343.0 OEG F 
RE/FV TIHES 101-41= 1.35 
pe123= 371.0 PSIA 
PC'> 0.0 PSI ... 
PC~= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 9 o b7 
P/PCL GAGE Q 































RUN 34 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
SSHE NOZZLE ,3 
133 0.5820 












1.369 0 .. 00141 
1.335 0.00128 
31)2.85 0.00676 
3 .. 390 0.00916 







P/PCt. GAGE ~ GAGE Q-R 
2.5'00 104 0 .. 29 96 0.0 
0.,417 106 0 .. 08 97 0.0 
0 .. 406 108 0.55 99 0.0 
----
1.000 III 1,,32 101 0.0 
1 .. 032 112 1.00 
0.618 113 0 .. 37 
0.51& 115 0.75 
0 .. 476 116 0.43 
0.702 
,_ .... - .---'-- .---.-.-~------~-,----- ~.--~-~-.~-. . .... ;:.-:---.:.-.::........:.'...., .. -.~~~--~---~...,.,;..::~ ... :..-'---~,,~~-~~~~~~ 
r~~--~----:-'-'--:--
L:"' 
'-'.- -y ( ",( ,~, ~ .p! i--" 
,--~ 
RUIi NUMBER= 35B 
CONFIGURATION~ GT ' OINF= 4.50 PSIA 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 PINF= 0.0155 PSIA 
ALTITUDE=142. K FT TOINF= 441.0 DEG F og 
"il .... 
ANGLE OF ATTACr.= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIMES 101-4)= 5vO'" 
g~ 
~ g:., 









TOS= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 30.0 DEG F 
GAGE P 
EltTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLD) 
10 0.0082 
LEFT OMS POO 
57 0.0147 
SSME NOZZLE #l 
72 0.86BO 
SSIIE NOZZLE #2 
67 0.8690 
SSME NOlZLE ~, 
133 0.87BO 







162 0 .. 0124 
164 0.0147 
.~ _______ ... __ J.. "I..~ _~-i:': __ _ 
PC123= 557.0 PSlA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA -~~~ 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
FC123/PINF TIMES 101-4)= 3 .. 58 
P/PHlF P-PlNF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.530 -0.00731 1.000 
O.91t5 -o.000B5 
2.386 0.02155 30118 -~ 
0.836 -i).00255 1.092 
0.765 -0.00365 1.000 
1.008 0.00105 1.395 
1.087 0.00135 1.420 
0.881 -0.001B5 1.151 
0.798 -0.00315 1.042 
0.945 -0.00085 1.235 
--.-




~ ...... --.-~.---. '" 
( 
RUr. NUMBER= 35C 
COr.FIGURATION= OT 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=l"2, K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TE:'= 80.0 I.\~G F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLDI 
10 0.0109 0.702 
BODY FLAP 
;:;:; LEFT OMS POD 
ex> 
57 0.0217 1.397 
LEFT OMS NOZZLE 
SSME NOZZLE U 
n L.3000 
SSIIE NOZZLE *2 
67 2.3300 






v. ~_. __ •.. 
( 
POIHF= 4.49 PSIA 
PIHF= 0.0155 PSIA 
TOINF= 430.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 5.08 
PC123= 1599.0 PSI A 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5" 0.0 PS lA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 10.30 
P/PCL GAGE Q 

















"-.--~., --,~.,.-. ._--' ...... -'-_.--------- ... , _....... . ~ 
II' 
~,( 
RUN 35C CONTINUED 
GAGE p 































P-F :",F- P/PCL GAGE 
I"I.V..:..l"-' 0.935 102 
0.00307 0.446 10" 
.'.02f:17 1.000 106 
0.03537 1.221 108 
0.01047 0.624 113 
0.00637 0.525 !l4 
0.00(:97 0.540 116 



















_______ ~ ___ ~~_._.~ __ ._~ ___________ ~~._ __..... ±=1> _____ -.",,:_. ~ 
r 
( ( ( I-.. ~-
RUN NUMBER; 49 
CONFIGURATJ~~'- u"; POINF; 1.55 PSIA 
HACH Nt!:.1dER= 4.5 PINF; 0.0053 PSIA 
At :;. rUOEc:16B. K fT TOINF; 390.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; 0 DEGREES RE/FT TIKES 101-41; 
1.80 
TaB; BO.O DEG F PC123; 13B3.0 PSIA 
TET; 80.0 DEG F PClt 0.0 PSIA pcs= 0.0 PSI'" 
PCl23/PINF TIKES 101-41= 25.91 
l GAGE 
P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q 
GAGE Q-R 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLDI 
10 0.00510 1.017 0.00000 1.000 1 
0.05 
16 0.0015 0.290 -0.00379 0.285 3 
0.03 
157 0.00101 0.761 -0.00128 O.7.fo.8 9 
0.01 
159 0.0056 1.053 0.00028 1.035 
170 0.0060 1.132 0.00070 1.H2 
171 0.0054 1.008 0.00004 0.991 




29 o .5~; 
35 0.05 
~SHE NOZZLE R\ 
72 2.3000 
,SHE HOZlLE N2 
67 2.3300 
>SHE NOZZLE #3 
133 2.5000 
3ASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD! 
82 0.0031 O.5~8 -0.00220 0.382 ill 
0.90 
90 0.0082 1.540 0.00288 1.000 
___ .~ ___ •• ,__ _ _;c __ . ___ ,~ .• ~_ ._~~_~_' __ _ ~-' 


































ORIGINf...r; PAGE 18 
nE EOOR :QuAJ..JTY' 
141 
I ; t 1 ! I I 1 I 1 I i ; I 1 I I I i j 1 I .J i i I I, i I .. I I I : I , 
r 
( ( ( 
/-.---
RUN NUIIBER= 50 
CONFIGURATION= OT POINf: 1.'08 ~SIA 
HACH NUMBER: 4.5 PINF= 0.0051 PSIA 
ALTITUDE=169. ~ FT TOINF= 370.0 OEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIMES 101-4'= 1.76 
TOBe BO.O OEG F PC123= 1486.0 PSIA 
TET= 80.0 OEG F PCIt 0.0 PSIA PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-4)= 28.96 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF ?/PCL GAGE Q 
GAGE. Q-R 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICDLO) 
156 0.0052 1.012 0.00006 0.000 1 0.13 
1. 0.05 
157 0.0049 0.959 -0.00021 0.000 3 0 .. 04 
129 0.0 
lS8 0.0051 0.994 -0.00003 0.000 4 0.06 
130 0.0:3 
170 0.0054 1.047 0.00024 0.000 5 0.0 131 
0.0 
171 0.0048 0.93b -0.00033 0.000 7 0.0 
172 0.00411- 0.856 -0.00074 0.000 9 0.07 
~ IS 0.0 
,,," 11 0.0 








.EfT OilS POD 
84 0.0079 1 .. 548 0.00261 62 0.29 
-~ 
.SHE NOZZLE n 
72 2.0840 






















'f G '" '" ... '" '" '.' ~ '" oJ I.> 0-':-u. Z ... 0. " .. .. UJ '" '" CI 





























































































































































































































PRIGINATI PAGE IB 
i 
















rr i _ 
( 
RUN NUllS ER= 52 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH IlUt1BER= 4.5 
ALTITUUE=16B. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK" 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLO) 





L= Fi OXS NOZZLE 
S,'lE NOZZLE #1 
72 Z .0060 





POINF= 1.56 PSIA 
PINFx 0.0054 PSIA 
TOIHF= 365.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 1.86 
PC123z 1466.0 PSIA 
PC4: 0.0 PSlA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 27.20 
P/PCL GAGE Q 













.. _~_.·_L._. ___ . _ _ .____ ,_-'='~·L____ ,..:~:.....~~_:. ___ .~-.-'"_ .... __ .~~ ____ ~~~.~_. ___ ._________ ...... _ ~_.~ .. _~ __ .~ ...... __ ",,, '" :;;;' ~" ~BI>.___ ... _~~_"""~ 
r. --~'-.~. .--r '~. ~-, ~ ,.: :cr > i ~ .. "',-
t~~~. ~-~. 
.::....::.( 
RLN 52 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
, 
























1 .. 375 0.00202 
1."95 0.00267 
1.484 0.00261 
( ( : ./~-





102 0.03 96 0.0 
103 0.06 91 0.0 
10 .. 0.51 99 0.0 
0.386 105 0.98 


















RUN NUMB E~" 53 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=167. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTA!J(= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAl TANK BASE ICOLD I 
10 0.0071 1.272 
16 0.U030 0.~31 
156 0.0078 1.3B6 
157 0.0076 1.351 
158 0.0106 1.894 
lS9 0.0065 1.168 
170 0.008a 1.565 
172 0.0069 1.233 
.'.'DY FLAP 
L~FT OMS POD 













" ., , 
- --
.• - .... ~.-'-'-~-- .. --~'~-----..,...--.. ~-.~~---,~--~_~ ___
_
 J ______ ,~ 
( 
POIHF= 1.62 PSI" 
PINF= 0.0056 PSIA 
TOINf= 400.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101~1= 1.88 
PCIZ3= 1~50.0 PSIA 
PC4:: 0.0 PSI'" 
PCS= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIHES 101-41= 27.69 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 1 0.06 
0.417 3 0.10 
1.090 4- 0.14 
1,062 5 0.10 
1.4S~ 7 0.11 
0.919 9 0.07 
1.230 15 0.0 






















r . ! 
:.x 
RUN 53 CONTI'lUEO 
GAGE P 
SSME NOZZLE 1/2 
67 1.9300 
SSMI' NOZZLE .3 
133 ,.2100 











P/PINF P-PINF P/PC~ 
1(>406 0.00227 0.268 
5.253 0.02380 1.000 
.. -,------~---~~ 







~_O::::::M _~_~~~ .A 
r~ 
, 
( ( ( 
/-~--
RUN NUMBER: 54 
CONFIGURATIOIi: OT POINF= 1.49 PSIA 
MACH NUMBER: 4.5 PINF= 0.0051 PSIA 
ALTITUOE:169. K FT TDINF= 376.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACKc 0 DEGREES REFFT TIMES lOI~I= 1.16 
TDB: 80.0 DEG F PC123= 1564.0 PSIA 
TETe 80.0 OEG F PC4 Q.O PSI" PC5: 0.0 PS!A 
PC1Z3IPINF TIMES 101-41: 30.38 
GAGE p P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE {COLDI 
10 0.0044 0081)9 -0.00018 1.000 1 0.02 2 
0.0 
156 0"'-;'152 1.014 0.00007 1.195 3 0.0' 
a 0.0 
151 0.0049 0.942 -0.00030 1110110 4 0.10 
16 0.0 
158 0.0052 1.006 0.000Ci3 1.165 5 0.10 
129 0.0 
170 0.0045 0.678 -0.00063 1.034 7 0003 131 
0.03 
1,{1 0 .. 0040 0.773 -0.00117 0.911 9 0.05 
~ 172 C .. 0044 0.857 -0.00014 1.009 13 0.0 ..,. 15 0.0 









l ~FT OMS POD 
eo, 0.0094 1.82.t~ Q .OO42 .... t 61 0.10 
$;HE tlOZnE n 
72 2.1400 
SSME NOZZLE ~2 
61 2.2800 ~ 
_2 _________ ~_"~, _______ ~_v • __ ~ ____ c__ --~~ . .""..~~-----~- --- .".-.~_ .. ~ "' A 




RlRl 54 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
SSHE IiOZZI.E >1'3 
133 2.3700 
















P/PINF P-PtNF P/PC!. 
1.700 0.00360 0.2"9 
b.838 0.03005 1.000 
GAGE Q 







'*" qlll ~/O.18 8 ...... .::..C'b CJJ,..J Que:STIOJ..J.A..BL....E: c.l--IA.,-,~e:L... 
c:..t3..L ,i>f1.l;:... ',oloJ. 15 A.<:' e:1:) O/...J ?12. J OR... c..-HJ'/!:>.. t-.JJ-.Jc3"'t--. 
c""~IBRA."o>-l (I<'-'>-l 5"'), QII'''' ..... 94 
~. - . 








RUf! PlUKBERz 55 
CONF IGUIlA TI O~I~ 01 
"ACH NUKBER~ 4.5 
ALTITUDE=16B. K FT 
ANGLE OF ~,TACK= 0 DEGREES 
T05= 8.0 .. 0 DEG F 
TET= eo.o DEG F 
G4GE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLD) 
10 0.0043 0.e04 
aooy FLAP 
LE FT OIlS POD 
57 0.0094 1.750 
LEFT OMS NOULE 
S~ME NOZZLE n 
12 2.1500 
~'IIE NOZZLE U2 
67 1.6600 






POINF= 1.56 PSIA 
PINFa 0.0054 PSIA 
TOINF= 370.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIKES 101-41= 1.B5 
PCIZ3= 1596.0 PSIA 
PC4e 0.0 PSlA 
PC5: 0.0 PSIA 
PC123IPINF TIMES 101~)B 29.74 
P/PCL GAGE Q 








69 1 .. 55 
70 5.42 






_ ......-.... ______ .,~_". ___ ,_~_) ( ..... ."..._; .... ~ ..... ~_. _ .. _._. ____ . _"_ ..__ . _____ , ___ ,.;...-.~~~.t.~~_~_~~;.. ~{ i!!:: '~Ed .4 
r.- ~ 
f_ 
-.' ( ( ~ \~ /...----
ROO 55 CONTINUED 
GAGE P I'/PINF ~-PINF PIPet. GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
----
a6 0.0090 1.677 0.0036" 0,,214 102 a.Db 96 0.05 (?l 
aa 0.0359 6.682 0.03053 00970 103 0.23- 97 
0.0 
69 0.0463 6.616 ().0~3 1.251 10 .. ;> 1.52 99 0.0 
90 0.0370 6.887 0.03163 1.000 lOS '> 3.63 
92 0.0140 2.606 0.00863 ~.376 107 2.05 
93 0.0084 1.569 0.00306 0.228 106 7.97 
95 0.0096 1.778 0.00'-111 0.258 109 10060 
IbZ 0.0086 1.603 0.0032 .. 0.233 110 0.0 


















R~ NUMIIERE Sf> 
CONFIGURATIONz DT 
HACH MlHSER= 4.5 
ALTlTUDE=167. It FT 
ANGLE DF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES 
TOIIz 80.0 DEG F 
TET'" 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PItiF 
EXTERNAL TAIII( BASE ICOLOI 
10 0.0052 o.'no 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0082 1.450 
LEFT OMS NOZZLE 
SSflE NOZZLE 81 
72 1.8000 
S~~E NOZZLE 12 
bl 1.3900 
S~ME NOZZLE _3 
133 1.8900 
L___ ___ ~ ______ .. __ .. __ . _____ "_~ __ _ 
P-PINF 
-0.00051 
0 .. 0 ',:7'56 
( 
POINF= 1.65 PSIA 
?lNFz 0.0057 PSI ... 
TOINF= 359.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIRES 101~lz 1.97 
PC123= 1~1.0 PSIA 
~C4= 0.0 PSIA 
PCS'" 0.0 PSIA 
PCl23IFINF TIRES 101~1= 25.71 
P/PCL GAGE II 


















RIJ'I 56 CO/tTIIlUED 
GAGE P 




















?/PINF P-PINF P/PCL 
1.687 0.00391 0.323 
1.515 0.00293 0.290 
1.724 o.0GI.12 0.330 
5.226 0.021002 1.000 
~.756 0.03272 1.293 
1.028 0.00016 0.197 
1.612 0.00382 0.320 
1.516 0.00328 0.302 
3.466 0.011002 0.663 
< • .' : ".,_ If 
( ~ /---
GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
102 0.03 96 O.GI. 
103 0.03 97 0.0 









112 > 1.26 
113 1.12 
115 > 2.00 
116 --4.69 
111 0.48 
151 0.25 (?J 
~ 
, 
~--.... --.... -------___ ~ _.~_.:..-___ "0 _l!!S. .l.= -.~ 
i' 
( 
RUN NUMBER= 57 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=142. K FT 
~NGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 60.0 OEG F 
TET~ eo.o OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERI'IAL TIINK eASE ICOLOI 
10 0.0096 0.625 
LEFT Ol4S POD 
57 0.0295 1.919 
~ 
~ SSHE NOZZLE Nt 
72 2.1800 
S' ~c NOLlLE ~2 
67 2. Z800 






?OINF= 4.45 PSIA 
~INF= 0.0154 PSIA 
TOINF= 363.0 DEG F 
~E/FT TIMES 101-41= 5.32 
?C123= 1635.0 PSIA 
?C4= 0.0 PSIA 
PCS'" 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-4)= 10.63 
P/PCL GAGE Q 




















RUN 57 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 

































( r~ r '<j /---
P-PINF PIPCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.00653 0.633 102 0.17 96 0.08 
0.00203 0.503 103 O.l~ 
0.OQ'>93 0.587 10'> 0.73 
0.01923 1.000 105 1.47 
0.04243 1.671 109 3.32 
a.01l33 0.172 110 0.49 
---
0.00383 0.555 150 0.12 
0.00723 0.653 111 5.52 














RUN NlJIIBER= 5B 
CONFIGURATION= aT 
KACH HUMBER: ".5 
ALTlTUDE=150. K FT 
A~GLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TaB.. 80.0 DEG F 
TET" BO.O OEG F 
GAf,E 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD) 
P 
10 0.0084 
LEFT OKS PDD 
57 O.OlTO 
LE FT OIlS NOZZLE 
S,.).HE NOZ ZLE 81 
n 2.1000 
S"IIE NOZZLE .2 
b1 2.2800 






~DINF= 3.20 PSIA 
PINFz 0.0111 PSIA 
TOIHF= ltItO.o DEG F 
~E/FT TIMES 101-'0)= 3.59 
FC123= 1553.0 PSIA 
?C4; 0.0 PSIA 
pcs= 0,0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-4)= 14.05 
P/PCl GAGE Q 
















RUN 58 caNTINUEO 
GAGE P 



























( ( .J .J--~-
P-PIHF P/Pi:L GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.0031'" 0.332 102 0.14 96 0.08 
0.00"34 0.360 103 0.1" 
O.OG&34 O.1t07 104 0.62 
0.03174 1.000 105 1.32 
0.0405' 1 .. 2.0(;, 108 1.92 
0.0091" 0.472 109 41>29 
0.0Qt,74 00369 110 0.68 
0.00734 0 ... 30 150 0.13 
















R\Rl NlJllaER= 59 
COHFIGUIlATIQN= OT 
HACH NUHBER= 4.5 
ALTlTUDE=loO. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB" 80.0 Da; F 
TET" BD.G DES F 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PIllF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLDI 
10 0.0068 0.915 -O.OOlth.3 
eDDY FLAP 
~ 
~ LEFT OIlS POD 
57 0.0347 0\-0671 0.02727 
LEFT OIlS NOZZLE 
5SHE 'Ion Le n 
72 1.9100 
5: ME NOZZLE #2 
67 2.2900 




POINF= 2.15 PS1A 
PINF= O.OO7~ PSIA 
TOIN""'" 400.0 DeS F 
REJ'FT T!MES 11l''''''''''' 2.49 
?C123= 1513.0 PS!A 
PC4~ !l.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123IPINF TI~ES 101-41= 21.18 
P/PCL GAGE Q 




















RLfi 59 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 






















P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
----
0.366 102 0.0'1 96 ~.o 
0.369 103 0.15 97 .(l.0 
0.366 lQ4. O"It'() 99 -0.0 
1.000 105 0.81 
1.324 108 1.28 
0.382 110 0.0 
0.353 150 a.Oh 
0.417 111 6.63 












RUN NlJI18ER" 60 
CONFIGURATIONz OT 
HACHHUllIIER: 4.5 
ALTlTUOE=132. K FT 
( 
POIHF= 6.69 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0231 PSIA 
TOINF= 376.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACKs 0 DEGREES REIFT TIMES 101-4)= 7.90 PG123= 112Z.0 PSIA TOOlE 0.0 DEG F 
TET= SOeO DC(; F PC4: 0.0 I'SIA PCS: 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 4.86 
GAGE p P/PINF P-PINF P/PCt GAGE Q 
exTERNAL TANK SASE teOLDI 
10 0.0112 0.4B5 -o.Oll90 1.000 
157 0.0123 0.533 -o.010BO 1.098 
lTO 0.0127 0.550 -0.01040 1.131, 
lT1 0.0107 0.463 -0.0121,0 0.955 
112 0.0099 0.430 -0.01316 0.B87 
~ BODY FLAP 
0"0 
0 
LEFT OIlS POD 
B4 0.0110 0.476 -0.01210 
LEFT OIlS NOZZLE 
66 0.0 
SStlE NOZZLE f.1 
72 2.4400 73 0.1,4 11, 0.33 
75 0.27 
76 0.11 
SSKE NOZZLE .2 
61 2.4500 6B Oa.91 69 0.19 
"-----\ 










RUN 60 COtiTIHUED 
GAGE p P/PINF p-plt;F 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLDl 
90 0.02.14 (r) 0.92.7 -0.00170 






£)11j fi2 ~. 
/:-' 0. 
N I?;j .. ~ r;J'. 
























































R~ NIJIIBER: 61 
CONFIGURATION" OT 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTlTUOE=12~. K FT 
ANGLE OF ~1TACKx 0 DEGREES 
T06= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
EXTERMA!. TANK BASE' (COI.D I 




LEFT OMS POD 
N 
LEFT OKS NOlZLE 
SSKE NOZZLE U 
72 1.7000 





POINF= 9.85 PSIA 
PINF- 0.0340 PSIA 
TO!NF= 423.0 DEG F 
RElfT TIKES lO(~la 11.20 
PC123= 1~80.0 PSIA 
PC4= 0.0 PSIA 
PC5: 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PIHF TI~ES 10(-41= 4.64 
P/PCL GAGE Q 



















r I, [ 
, '( 
-., ,., 
Rlm 61 c:lO!TINUED 
GAGE P 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOlD) 
86 0.0349 
90 0.0252 W 
9Z 0.0378 
93 0.0397 







-. __ 0. _.~ ___ • ___ .li ____ ~, ___ ~~:~~ 
~ 
( ( ') 1-·,--
P/P1I4F P-PINF P/PCl GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
1.026 0.00087 1.385 102 0.08 
96 Cl.o 
0.740 -0.00883 1.000 103 O.Zb 
97 0.0 
1.111 0.00377 1.500 104 0.39 
99 0.0 
100167 0.00567 1.575 105 0.80 
0.9'19 0.0 1.349 107 0",62 
1.011 0.00037 1.365 109 0.81 










.. _. ___ ~~ ___ ~-..:L........~ __ ,_=_·· ____ ·_,_, __ ,~-.:.:........~~L:...:..-~~_~:-""""-"';';"'~, !';~:::: £ , .. ~,,__ .'.dI "'~~ _ idJ iIlI::t. ...", 
rr , 
( ( ( 
1-----
RUN NUMBER: 62 
CONF IGUR AT 10N= OT POINF= 2.07 PSIA 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 PINFz 0.0072 PSIA 
ALTlTUOE=161. ~ FT TOIHF= 425.0 OEG F 
ANGLE OF °ATTACK= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIKES 101-41" 2.36 
TOB= SO.O DES F PC123= 1606.0 PSI A 
TET~ 80.0 OEG F PC4= 0.0 PSIA pes" 0.0 PSIA 
PCIZ3IPINF TIMES 10(-41= 22.40 
----
I G~GE 
P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
I EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLDI 




en LEFT OMS POD 
---
.;>0 
57 0.0456 6.361 0.03843 
L;;FT OMS NOZZLE 
lob 0.0 
',;/IE NOZZ LE n 
72 2.1600 73 1.92 7't 1.68 
75 1.82 
7b 0.31 
'0 ;ME NOZlLE #2 
67 2.1BOO 68 1.55 69 1.35 
70 1.25 
!"ME NOZZLE .3 
133 2.3400 
~ 
.--~-.----. --..-...:..;..~--,........,.,."".",~ ~ AI 
, 
-.. ( 
RlJ'I &2 CIl'ITINUEO 
GAGE P 






101-0 C::;... E:;O 
_i:'il 















6 .. 681 0.0'0073 
2 .. lbt:. 0.00&1-
1.911 0.00653 
1.98'" 0.007J 
S.o"'~ :J. 0<.'):3 
( /. ;, ~, ~L. --
----
P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
_.---
CI.730 102 0.0lI- 0.0 9& 
0.&15 103 0.23 97 0.0 
0.597 10" O~45 99 . G.o. 
1.000 105 0.93 101 0.05 
;;.119 lOb 0.25 
':J.I,EO 107 0.65 
0.606 108 1.06t 
0 .. b33 109 2.03 



















RUN HUIIBER= b3 
CONFIGURATION: OT 
MACH NUMBER: 4.5 
ALTITUOE=151. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
lOS= BO.O DEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COlO I 
10 0.0091 0.860 
800V FLAP 
lEFT OKS POD 
57 0.0537 5.(Mob 
SSHE OOZZLE n 
72 2.0200 
.HE ~aZZLE #2 
67 1.9500 






PO IN FE 3.08 PSI ... 
PINF= 0.0106 PSIA 
TOINFE 4Z4.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIKES lOI-4i E 3.50 
PC1Z3= l~O.O PSI ... 
PC4= 0.0 PSI& 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/Pl~ TIKES 101~1= 14.47 
















" ___ ~ ____ -~~'~ __ .~_~ ____ ~~ ____ ....... _~,_,.,,.____ ... a :::-~=.l """""-~~ 
~. c • 
I 
- -( ( (.' , . 1-.. -
RUN 63 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAl SHIELD (COLO) ---
86 0.0178 1.673 0.00716 1.319 102 0.14 96 0.0 
I. 
8S 0.01~6 1.466 0.000;96 1.156 103 0.29 97 0.0 
89 0.0153 1.438 O.OM66 1",133 104 0.41 99 0.0 
I 
90 0.0135 1.269 0.00286 1.000 105 1017 101 0.09 
92 0.0531 4.990 0.04246 3.933 106 0.36 
93 0.0195 1.832 0.00886 1."044- 107 1.11 
" 
95 0.0157 1.475 0.00506 1.163 108 0.93 
I 
162 0.0290 2.725 0.01836 2.148 109 2.98 







~ 117 o.ao 
'" ..... 151 0.45 










MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
AlTITUDE=14l. K FT 
ANGLE O. ATTACK= a 
TOB= ao.o DEG F 
TET= ~o.o OEG r 
~~GE 
DEGqEES 
P P/PINF P-PINF 
( 
POINF= 4.55 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0157 PSI. 
TOINF= 473.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 4.97 
PC123= 520.0 PSI. 
PC4~ 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 












~~ ~ .1:iJ 
~-( 
RUN NUHBEQ:: ~4B 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MAC~ ~U~BER= 4.5 
~LTlTIIDE=142. K FT 
A~GLE Dc ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
T08= °0.0 DEG F 
TET= ,~.O DEG F 
G·\GE P UPINF 
E<TERNAL nNK 8ASE ICOLD I 
10 0.0134 0.673 
"CDV FL~P 
~ 




57 0.0240 1.563 0.00864 
t.-:FT OHS "IOZLr_= 
: .ME NOZlLE ;;.1 
72 2 .. 1500 
ME 'JrjZ! LE #7 
61 2.1«;10") 




POINF= 4.44 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0154 PSIA 
TOINF= 471.0 oEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 4.87 
PC123= 1483.0 PSIA 
PC4= 0.0 PSI A 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PCI23/PIHF TIMES 10(-41= 9.60 
P/PCL GAGE Q 




75 C .34 





(. 1-.. -· 'C-" 
GAGE Q-R 
132 c.o 
~.--~~~---~-----.~ >~~-..,.-------:....;...- ... ,..; ..... -",..""'~. ~ 
I' , 
( ( ( 
1----
RUN 64B CONTINUED 
----
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/I'CL GAGE Q 
GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAl SHIELn (COLDI 
36 0.0214 1.393 0.00604 1.321 102 0.09 
96 C.O 
88 0.0212 1.38C 0.00584 1.309 103 0.27 
97 C.O 
89 0.0220 1.433 0.00664 1.358 104 0.92 
99 C.O ---
40 0.0162 (7) 1.055 0.00084 1.000 105 1.28 101 0.0'. 
02 0.0413 2.689 0.02594 2.549 106 0.43 
Q3 0.0251 1.6034 0.00974 1.549 106 1.21 
95 0.0209 1.361 0.00554 1.290 109 2.27 
162 0.0388 2.526 0.02344 2.395 110 0.0 



















. -. '\ 
RUN NUMBER= 65 
CONoIGURATION= aT 
HACY ~UHBER= _.5 
ALTITUOE=168. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK· 0 DEGREES 
TOB= '0.0 DEG F 
TET= 3G.0 DEG F 
-;~GE P P/PI~F 
EXTERNAL IA"< SASE ICOLD I 
10 0.0063 1.173 
:,I"JDY FLA.P 
--'I l.;~FT OKS P~Q 
..... 
~ 
57 0.0096 1.793 
'';'''E NOll LE 1# 1 
1? 2 • .1.300 
. ,Me t'IIOZZlE t#? 
"1 2.2300 






~OINF= 1.55 PSIA 
olNf= 0.0053 P$IA 
TOINF= 403.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 1.79 
PC123= 1557.0 PSIA 
PC4= 0.0 PSIA 
pe5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 29.17 
P/PCL GAGE o 














RUN 65 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
























2.13 b 0.00606 
2.023 0.00546 













102 0004 96 G.O 
103 0.13 97 G.O ----
104 0.46 99 0.0 
105 0.92 101 0.07 
5' .4-3<1- 107 o .bO 
I .55"1 IDS 0.96 
I .4"17 109 1.b1 
2.2% 110 0.37 














RUN NUMBER= bb 
CONFlGUOATION= OT 
MACH NUH5ER= 4.5 
ALTI TUDE = 147 K FT./2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTER~AL T'~K BASE (COLO I 
10 0.0068 1.234 
BODY FLAP 
..... l EFT OMS POD 
w 
57 0.0217(?) 3.950 
;SME NOZZLE #1 
7<' 101400 
~ME NOZ.ZLE tP 
67 1.1400 






POINF= 1.59 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0055 PSIA 
TOINF= 368.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 1.89 
PC123= 712.0 PSIA 
PC4= 0.0 PSU 
PC5= 0.0 PS!A 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 10(-'.1= 12.96 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0.04 













.4 ____ ~"._.._ ____ __=.,._ ... ~ __ =""!iiI. 
". 
( ( ( 1---
RUN 66 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
86 0.0119 ?16b 0.00641 0.534 102 
0.04 9b 0.0 
88 0.0107 1.948 0.00521 0.480 103 
O.If 97 0.0 
89 0.0106 1.930 0.00511 0.475 10It 
0.53 99 V.O 
90 0.0223 4.059 0.01681 1.000 105 
0.93 101 G.03 
<>2 0.0255 4.642 0.02001 1.143 106 
0.30 
93 0.0134 2.439 0.00791 0.601 107 
0.68 
95 0.0101 1.839 0.00461 0.453 108 
1.04 
























RUN NUMBER= b7B 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
/lACH NUMSER= 0.0 
ALTl TUDE=LB Z. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 




TET= 80.Q DEG F 
GAGE P 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICDLDI 
:;'l~lE NOIZU ~l 
·,tiE. "1DllLE #2 
,,,,HE. N:JlZ!..E #3 
~~ 
~~ ~g:; 







PINF= 0.0031 PSIA 
TOINF= 80.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 
PC123= 307.0 PSIA 
PC4: 0.0 PS!.t. 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
f '\ 
~ 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 9.94 




















RUN 67B CONTINUED 
GAGE p 



















P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.476 102 0.0 101 0.0 ----
1.000 103 0.0 
0.856 104 0.05 
0.622 105 0.14 
0.668 106 0.0 
























MACh NUHBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=142. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 
TOB= 50.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
DEGREES 
10 '1:1 ~ft 
"-'t>J ~5:J GAGE P P/PINF 
eXTERNAL TANK eASE (COLO I 
10 0.0104 0.681 
.:.SME NOZ.ZLE #1 
~ 12 1..8600 
.... 
.... 
..I'St.tE NOZZLe: ,,2 
67 1.8500 
>SME NOZZLi: 1J.3 





POINF: 4.4, PSiA 
PINF~ 0.0153 PSIA 
TCINF= 421.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-41= 5.03 
PC123~ 1433.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 101-41= 
P/PCl GAGE Q 





... _____ ~----,--.~~-------~.----"'"'---'~ I.~~~_"" ~ 
rr }I 
( 
RUN 6BA CONTINUED 
GAGE P 







I, 95 0.0190 
I 162 0.0196 







P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL 
1.126 0.00193 0.000 
1.270 0<00413 0.000 
1.500 c.00763 0.000 
2.174 0.01793 0.000 
1.467 o .0'J713 0.000 
1.244 0.00373 0.000 
1.283 0.00433 0.000 



























Q GAGE Q-R 





























RUN NUHBER= 6 BB 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NU~BEq= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=142. ~ FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 D~GREES 
TOB= eo.o DEG F 
TET= S',O DEG ~ 
-:'!\G~ P P/PtNF 
fXTERNAL TANK BASE (COL!)I 
P-PINF 
( 
PGINF= ~.47 pst. 
PtNF= 0.0154 PSt. 
TOINF= 406.0 DEG F 
~E/FT TIMES 101-41= 5.15 
'C123= 1514.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSI. 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 9.80 
P/PeL GAGE o GAG. 
10 0.0105 0.680 -o.004Q4 1.000 
-QOV FLAP 132 
~EFT OMS POD 5B 
57 0.0216 1.399 O.0061b 
I ~FT OMS "lOzzt.E 
66 0.0 
o"'C:ME NOZZLE ~l 
73 lc26 
12 ?3QOV 76 0.20 
. 5"'= NOZZLE #2 
b9 o.qe 
67 2.430" 70 2.03 
16B 0.0 
"$Io'I!; NOZZLE H3 
I" ;".63(0 





. " " .til ~->="~ .. .-"_",,,..,..Ji,.'; ___ _ "'_ .... " ..... ~!.I!_-"-...,.,-_ 
'r 
( ( ( 
1---
RUN 686 CONTINUED 
---
GAGE P P/PINF P-PIl'IF P/PCL GAGE C GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
B6 0.0181 1.211 0.00326 o ~'.65 102 0.12 96 0.0 
tig 0.0199 1.289 0.00446 0.495 104 1.20 97 C.O 
---
90 ~.=O402 2.603 0.02476 1.000 105 1.93 99 0.0 
93 0.OZ3V 1.489 0.00756 0.572 106 0.99 101 0.09 
95 0.0194 1.256 O~OO396 0.483 107 2.G4 
162 0.0237 1.535 0.00826 0.590 108 2.16 
































''!It:d ""~ ~~ 
to"" c::> §: 
~ -:( 
RUN NUMBER= 69 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITuuE=170. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG .F 
GAGE P PfPI>/F 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLO) 
10 0.0056 1.127 
BODY FLAP 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0103 2.085 
LEfT OMS ~OULE 
SSHE NOZZLE #1 
72 2.2500 
SSHE NOZZLE .2 
61 2.2500 








POINF= 1.43 PSI A 
pmF= 0.0049 PSIA 
TOINF= 363.0 OEG F 
~EfFT TIMES 10(-4)= 1.71 
PC123= 1473.0 P5IA 
PC4 0.0 P51A 
PC5= 0.0 P5IA 
?CIZ3fPINF TIMES 10(-4)= 29.81 
PfPCL GAGE 0 























RLN 69 CO~TlNUEO 
GAGE P 
BASE HEAT SHIELD leOlD) 
86 O.OOQ5 
aa 0.0135 
a9 ~ 0.0272 






( ( 1---. .. 
-~--
P/PINF P-PINF P/PCl GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
l.921 0.00455 0.260 103 0.71 96 C.G -.-
2.732 0.00656 0.370 104 0.53 97 C.O 
5.505 0.02226 0.745 lQ5 >2.16 99 0.0 
7.388 0.03156 1.000 106 C.63 101 0.02 
5.667 0.02306 0.767 107 1.26 
2.490 0.00736 0.331 108 >2.72 
1.876 0.00434 0.254 109 /"' 3 .27 
2.753 0.00866 0.373 110 0.37 















RUN NUHBER= 70 
CONF IGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= It-.5 
ALTITUDE=143. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
T06= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= ee.o oEG F 
GAGE ~ P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD J 
10 0.0119 0.798 
,ODY FLAP 
lEFT 0>15 POD 
57 0.0210 1.409 
~S>lE NOZZLE .1 
72 2.3400 
!:.SME NOZZLE ~2 
67 2.3600 
~ ... HE- ~OZZ.LE 1'l3 
133 2.500e 





POINF= 4.31 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0149 PSI A 
TOINF= 423.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIKES 10(-4J= 4.91 
PC123= 1526.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES lC(-4J= 10.24 
P/PCl GAGE C 
1.000 9 O.OB 


























RUfi 70 CONTINUED 
G'GE P 








162 0 .. 022tt 
164 0.0222 
( ( 
1- . .. 
P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GA
GE Q-R 
1.241 0.00359 0.403 103 u.17 "6
 0.0 
2.234 0.01B39 0.125 104 > 2.39 
97 0.0 
3.488 0.03709 1.133 105 ;> 4.65 
99 0.0 
3.01Q 0.03099 1.000 106 1.31 101 0.0
4 
1.630 0.00939 0.529 107 3.75 
1.456 O.OOb7Q 0.473 lOB 5.91 
1.375 0.00559 0.447 109 5.41 
1.503 0.00749 0.488 110 0.13 









.. ------ .. 









RUN NUMBER= 71 
CONFIGU~ATION= OT 
HAC>! WHBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=170. It FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 OEG~EES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTER.NAL TANK e.I>:SE 1 COLO) 
10 0.0059 1.182 
eOOY FLAP 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.00B6 1.743 
'SHE ~OZZLE 01 
T2 2.3000 
:-oMS I'~Ol!LE' "2 
'1 Z.37rc 






POINF= 1.44 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0050 PSIA 
TOINF= 272.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-4)= 1.86 
PCIZ3= 1479.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PCIZ3/PINF TIMES 101-4)= 29.83 
P/PCL G<GE C 












__ .. ___ ., __ ~_ . __ ~._,. __ ~_. __ ~ ___ ::....._-~ __ ":;:""~"-"'"~~_~._-.".,..,~~ "'l""h_~"'" .La -d'IIlIiII 
( ( ( 1----
-----
RU"I 71 CONTI"IUED 
GAGE P P/PI~F P-P!NF P/PCL ~AGE Q GAGE Q-R 
8A SE HEAT SH lELD (COLD) 
86 0.0086 1.73'9 0.00366 0.307 102 0.02 96 V.O 
-----
88 0.0305 6.152 0.02554 1.085 103 0.11 97 0.0 
90 0.0281 5.668 0.02314 1.000 104 2.99 99 t .0 
92 0.0122 2.461 0.00724 0.434 105 5.06 101 0.03 
93 0.OC89 1.793 0.00393 0.316 lC6 1.00 
95 O.OOQ4 1.894 0.00443 0.334 107 3.13 
16.£ 0.0101 2.037 ~.00514 0.359 108 50B5 






~ 116 0.39 
=<l 117 0.19 
:>'0 151 0.22 
. ------~--. -
.. __ .. _~ ___ .:.' ________ ;:;,.. >--....-..::..,-..j),. __ :.t .... __ -..~-....::..."'~~ 
r 
, 
-. ~ ( ( ,,~ 
I~.-
Rll'I NUMBER= 724 
~~ 
COtIF 1GURATION= OT P01NF= PSIA 
MACH NUMBER= 0.0 PINF" 0.0033 PSIA 
..,. ALTITUDE=lBO. K FT TOINF= 295.0 DEG F 
'8~ ANGLE DF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES RE/FT TIMES 10[-41= TOB= 80.0 DEG F PCIB= 711.0 PSIA ~~ TET= BO.O DEG F PC4 0.0 PSI A PC5= 0.0 PSIA §>o PC123/PINF TIMES 10[-41= 21.22 ~! GAGE p P{PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
E~TERNAL TANK SASE [COLDl 








'T a~s NDZZLE 
66 O.C 
SSME NOZZLE III 
72 l.oqoo 73 1 .. 3& 
75 0.71 
76 0.55 
:':;ME N[)ZZLE N2 
b7 1.1400 b9 1.~1 
70 C .5C 
, 
", 




1- LL\ M! '~". ~ -~-"'.~,-~.~---,--' , •. _------ '="-' .- 4 
r 
( ( ( 
1--
RU~ 72A CO~TINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/P(.L GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
66 0.0045 1.331 O.OOllI 0.402 102 C.Q 96 0.0 
66 0.0045 1.331 O.OOlll 0.402 103 c.e; 07 0.0 
89 0.0045 1.331 0.00111 0.402 104 C.24 
99 0.0 
90 O.Olll 3.313 0.00775 1.000 105 0.44 101 0.02-
91 0.0106 3.164 0.00725 0.955 106 O .. C4 
92 OlOOltt9 4.448 0.01155 1.342 107 0.29 
93 0.0056 1.681 0.00228 0.507 108 0.51 
95 0.0036 1.131 0.00044 0.341 109 1.05 
162 0.0052 1.546 0.00183 0.467 110 0.32 





~ 116 1.83 
CO 117 0.46 
CO 151 0.18 











Rt.."l NUH6E~= 73 
CONFtGUR~TION= OT 
~ACH 'lU~BER= 4.5 
.\lTITUDE=138 K FT /4-
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET= 6G.0 OEG F 
GAGe P P/Pl'lF 
EXTE~NAl TA'IK B4SE ICOlO) 
10 0.0040 1.036 
lEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0003 }.638 
<;SME 'lOZl LE "l 
72 0.5<>60 
!'S,"'1E ·":Jl!Lf #2 
b7 0.6C70 







POINF= 1.12 P51A 
P!NF= 0.0039 PSIA 
TOINF= 292.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES lQI-41= 1.42 
PC123= 341.0 PSI~ 
PC4= O.C PSIA 
p(.s= 0.0 PST A 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 6.81 















( ( ( 1-----
RUN 73 CO~TJWEa 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE hEAT SHIELD (C~L~) 
86 0.0057 1.476 0.00184 0.497 102 0.02 101 C.Ol ---
08 0.0046 1.199 0.00077 0.403 103 0.0 
89 0.0052 1.341 0.00132 0.451 lC4 0.23 
40 0.0115 2.972 0.00763 1.000 105 0.38 
91 0.0157 4.057 0.01183 1.365 106 C.03 
qz 0.0115 211972 0.00763 1.000 107 0.28 
93 0.0030 0.778 -0.00086 0.262 108 0.46 
95 0.0057 1.468 0.00181 0.494 109 1.00 
162 0.0058 1.489 0.00189 0.501 150 0.01 
164 0.0066 1.713 0.00276 0.577 112 1.17 
113 0.39 
115 1.20 
l. 116 0.82 117 0.13 
r 151 C.08 ~ ---
















MACH r..IU'"'DE~= Ih5 
ALTI1UD==14, ~ F1/Z. 
A~GLE OF ATTACK= C DEGREES 
TOB= "0.0 DEG F 
TET= ~O.G OEG F 
GAGE 0 P/Pt"'lF 
"XTERNAL TANI<. SASE (COLD) 
10 0.0064 0.909 
B~DY FLAP 
LEFT OMS 000 
57 0.0269 :3.798 
LEFT tlHS NOZZLE 
,SME NOZZLE >1 
72 1.1lGD 
~;iME ~OlZlE *2 
07 1.140C 






POINF= 2.05 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0071 PSIA 
TOINF= 364.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 2.45 
P(123= 664.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 9.66 






6. C. 0 4 








~ 1- . 
• _. ........ • •...••• _ .. .-.S~.. ._.......... . . >. •••• C.c.L'-__ ..... cc .. , •• ..::... ..... :. ____ "0 ...... '-.. : __ ->.<"'; • 4IiI 
~ 
( ( ( 1--
RUN 74 CONTINUED 
GAGE P PfPlNF P-PINF 
PfPCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE IiEAT SH lElD (COLD) 
86 0.0074 1.046 0.00033 0.319 
102 C.05 9b 0.0 
88 0.0093 1.312 0.00'221 Q.400 103 
0.04 97 C.O 
89 0.0111 1.567 0.00402 {).47B 104 
/",0.58 99 C.C 
90 0.0232 3.276 0.01612 1.00.0 
105 0.93 101 0.04 
91 0.0253 3.572 0.01822 1.0Q-1 lOb 
0.06 
92 0.0176 2.485 0.01052 0.759 
107 0.62 
93 0.0047 0.659 -0.00241 0.201 
108 1.11 
95 0.0103 1.454 0.00322 O./t 44 
109 2.28 
162 0.0112 1.581 0.00412 0.433 
150 0.13 














........ --,---~-~ --'~<-~~,~-~'.-.-- ~~~"":'::,.' - ~-.---~,,----~,~. ____ < __ "L~':'-...;·~_~~_<:_· __ «_" -.,~-,..:. ... ,:'_ •• .-.:~~~ 














RU'l NUMBER= 75 
CONFIGU~ATION= OTS 
HACH NUMBER= 0,0 
ALTITUDE=159. K FT 
ANGL.E OF ATTACK= C DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE [COLDI 
P-PINF 
10 0.0135 1.747 0.00577 
LEFT OMS POD 
~ SSME NOZZLE ~1 
'.0 
w 
~SME liOZZLE #2 
( 
POINF= PSIA 
PINF= 0.0077 PSIA 
TOINF= 44O.C DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-4)= 
PC123= 0.0 PSIA 
PC4 290.0 PSIA 
pes= 252.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF Tr~ES 10(-4)= 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 q C.97 
0.0 
73 I.C4(?) 







0. • ____ • ~ 0.00 ._ •• _ ••• 








RliN 75 CONlINUED 
GAGE P 






















P;PINF P-PINF P/PCL 
1.346 0.00267 0.717 
1.798 0.00617 0.959 
2.057 0.00811 1.097 
1.876 0.00671 1.000 
1.721 0.00551 C.ql7 
2.CIB C .Q0787 1.076 
0.9b5 -0.00027 0.514 
1.579 0.00447 0 .. 841 
1.307 0.00237 0.697 
".~--.~.-.~-~-~--~. ---.----.--. ---~---.•. --"-~-~--~~~-"'--------.. 
( ( 
1-·. 
GAGE Q GAGE Q-'\ 
102 0.32 97 C.25 








150 ..-1 .. 61 
III 1 .. 52 
112 o.·!o 
113 0.53 



















RUN NUMBER= 76 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
HAC'! NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=142. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 
TOB= BO.O OEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE 
EXTERNAL TA'IK BASE (COLO I 
DEGREES 
P P/PINF 
10 0.0440 2.843 
BODY FLAP 
~ LEFT OM S POD 
ID 
U1 
_oFT OMS NO'lLE 
SSME ~OZZLE n 





POINF= 4.48 PslA 
PINF= 0.0155 PSIA 
TOINF= 393.(, OEG F 
~E/FT TIMES 10(-41= 5.22 
PC123= 1437.0 PSI A 
PC4 181.0 PsIA 
PC5= 163.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 
P/PeL GAGE Q 

























RUN 76 CONTINUE~ 
G<GE p 





























P'PCl GAGE Q GAGE O-R 
1.318 102 (l.6S 96 L.bS 
1.C19 103 0.39 97 0.44 
1.170 104 0.51 99 C.b2 
1.000 105 C.97 101 C.66 
0.597 Hi6 C.5C 
1.066 107 C.75 
1.261 108 0.96 
0.884 109 0.74 
1.038 110 0.59 













RUN NUMBER= 77A 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTlTUDE=102. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= a DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET= BO.O DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLDI 
10 0.0233 0.303 




....., SSME NOZZLE 1t2 
67 2.5000 
~, 






POINF= 22.25 PSIA 
PINF- 0.0769 PSIA 
TOIHF= 437.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 25.02 
PC123= 14BO.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
FC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PIHF TIMES 101-41= 1.93 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
10000 9 0.13 









( ( ( 
1--
RUN 77A CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-Il 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD' 
86 0.0494 0.643 -0.02747 10033 102 0.22 
88 0 .. 0408 0.531 -0.03607 0.854 104 0.25 
89 0.0491 0.639 -0.02777 1.027 105 0.51 
90 0.0478 0.622 -0.02907 1.000 106 0.06 
9Z 0.0503 O .. 654t -0.02657 1.052 107 0.26 
93 0.0601 0.782 -0.01677 1.251 108 0.52 
95 0.01\70 OGbll -0.02987 0.983 109 0.63 
162 0.0,{t68 0.609 -0.03007 0.979 110 0 .. 37 




















'@t-d ~~ ~: 
-.;, ( 
RUN NUMBER= 77C 
I;ONFIGURATlON= OTS 
I~ACH NUMBER= ~.5 
,IL TITUDE"101. K FT 
,INGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
'fET= BO.O DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLDI 
10 0.1"30 1.82. 
BODY FLAP 
~ LEFT OHS POD <D 
<D 
SSHE NOZZLE ;Ill 
72 2.31PO 
SSHE NOZZLE t2 
67 2.3800 





POINF= 22.70 PSIA 
PINF= 0.07B4 PSIA 
TDINF= 422.2 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 25.B3 
PC123= 14B2.0 PSIA 
PC'> 33&.0 PSIA 
Pe5= 271.0 PS IA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 1.89 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0.85 
73 >1.56 












bg 7 ,cm:WJ.)J!!.!i! : i _._~ ___ ,_,_~-",--..:..""'::"_ . _____ ..::.. _. _________ ~.,_~.....:._.kjl.__'; __ "' __ · ___ "~_ ......... -....f;..._ ~ 
r:\~" 
( ( ( 
I-~-
RUN 71C CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
SASE HEAT SHIEL.D (COLO I 
i 
86 0.1250 11:1594 0.04657 1-22~ 102 
>0.77 96 0.0 
I BS 0.1040 1.326 
0.02557 1.020 103 /' 1.30 97 0 .. 16 
I 
89 0.1140 1.~5St 0.03557 1.118 10 ... 
0.56 99 01834 
90 0.1020 1.301 0.02357 1.000 105 
l.it6 101 0.15 
91 106 
0.99 
, 92 0 .. 1030 1.313 0.02~57 
1.010 107 0.89 
I 
93 0.1130 1.4Itl 0.03457 l.10B 108 
1062 
95 0.0907 1.156 0.01227 Ooa889 109 
1.63 
162 0.1020 1.301 0.02357 1.000 110 
0.51 
I 164 

















. __ ~_ '.l.1 ~ .: __ 
.-.... ,--.. ---.---~-. --- -~~-.-~---------=:----<III 
"'. 
" ~ ... - -" 
'" 0 ~
- ( 
RUN NUMBER= 78 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=102. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= ~O.C DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
Er.TERNAL TANK BASE (COLO I 
10 0.ll20 1,.460 
B1DV FLAP 
E,R.H SHROUD 
4't 0.1580 21106C 
46 0.6e20 3.892 
r FT OMS POD 
57 C.OO2SO 1.eso 
,"~or OMS N.)lZLF 
o .. "'IE ~DZZ.LE III 
72 2.2000 








pomF= 22.20 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0767 PSIA 
TOINF= 416.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 25.39 
PC123= 1457.0 PSIA 
PC4 323.0 PSI. 
f/CS: 263.0 PSI A 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 1.90 




50 1.33 (?) 
53 C.57 
ee C.C-





,\_~~_.__ > •• ___ ." ___ , ___ " _,~~_____ ,,-._. ___ '_'_~-:.~._._ ~-__ ~-_._",:,~~_-,_~~. __ .:. __ .,:,-~ ___ • _~ ____ Z-~_J_' _____ . __ -£~~',.jfj 
~ 
( ( ( 1--
----RU~ 78 CD~TINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE 0 GAGE 
Q-R 
.IS ME NOZZLE #3 
133 2.2700 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLO) 
86 0.1170 1."i25 C. 04C3 (' 1.309 102 1.3q 96 i.·.O 
88 0.oeZ5 I.C1b c.oe590 0$923 IC3 2.53 q1 0.0 
~9 0.1050 1.369 0.02830 1.174 105 1.18 
99 C .0 
90 0.0894 1.166 0.C1210 1.000 lOb 2.18 101 C .23 
91 0.0639 0.833 -0.01280 0.715 108 1.17 
92 0.0743 0.969 -0.00240 0.831 109 1.47 
93 0.1040 1.356 0.02730 1.163 llO 1.17 
95 0.0868 1.132 O.OICIO 0.971 150 0.89 
162 0.0437 0.510 -0.03300 0.489 112 0.17 
164 0.0680 1.141 C..01130 1J .. 984 114 0.99 115 1.10 
N 116 0.99 
a 117 ,-...I 0.81 
N 151 0.81 













- RUN ~., ~ NUMBER= 7q CONFIGURATION= OTS 
MACH NUMBER= ',.5 
AlTITUDE=142. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= C 
TOB= 80.0 DEG f 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
~ ~--1 
~1i ~b 










L;FT OMS POD 
57 
SSME NOUlE ~1 
72 
SSME "lOZ:!LE IF2 
67 

















POINF= 4.48 PSIA 
PINF= u.0155 PSIA 
TOINF= 378.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-41= 5.26 
PC123= 1514.0 p~tA 
PC4 190.0 PSIA 
PC5= 161.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 
P/Pel GAGE C 




















RUN 79 CO'<TINUEO 
GAGE P 



























P/PCl GAGe Q GAGE Q-R 
1.133- 102 0.35 97 
c;.o 
O.CJa2 103 C.45 99 C.O 
1.070 104 C.31 101 
(. .16 
1.000 105 0.70 
1.048 106 c.so 
1.145 lC7 G.51 
1.170 lCB fi.77 
0.991 109 0.75 
1.045 110 0.39 






117 ....... 1 .. 08 
151 0035 
" __ ,--,~_.,,~. ::, __ , __ "~,~, :··~,~~_j::,,~,:...:.;:..'.:·~t.;,;!/."~ ';~_ __'_~- ._,~_...;...:,~,_~_~-.:.:____ . ~ __ . ';t~_-..:.':'~':~: _~._.,,..' -eo ,,''''_~._', --."".;..~"""'~ .... _~-.:_.~ ,'- .,",. ~ 




- ~ ( 
RUN NUMBER= 8 e-c 
CO~FIGURATION= aTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTI TUDE=136. K FT 
A~GLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 8C.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TA~K BASE {COLOJ 
10 0.0139 0.711 
eSRH SHROUD 
46 0.2310 11.823 
; - FT OMS POD 
;7 0.0431 2.206 
'~SME 'lOZZLE III 
12 2 .. 5000 
'5ME \lOZZLE: ",2 
67 2.3700 






0 .. 02356 
jl: > '_ :.....:<_-.,:;.;".., ...:.... __ _ _____ ~ __ .. _ ll._';' 
( 
POINF= 5.65 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0195 PSIA 
TOINF= 364.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10{-4J= 6.75 
Pcr23= 1411.0 PSIA 
PC4 13.5 PSI' 
PC5= 13.5 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10{-4J= 7.22 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0.12 
48 0.0 







__ ._._ .. ____ -_. __ ~,..;.~_....:,S,.."__...,. -., ';"'--1 
rr· , 
( ( ( ~-
RUN ~OC CONTINUED 
GAGE p P/PINf P-PI~f P/PCL GAGE 0 GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLO) 
86 0.0257 1.315 0.00616 0.726 102 0.12 101 v.oe 
88 O.022Q 1.172 0.00336 0.647 103 0.04 
89 0.0247 1.264 (;.00516 J.698 104 0 .. 46 
90 0.0354 1.812 0.01586 1.000 105 2.57 
91 0.0323 1.bS3 :.01276 0.912 106 C.18 
02 0.0441 2.2138 0.02516 1.263 laO 2.1q 
93 0.0344 1.761 0.01486 0.972 110 C'.45 
95 0.0236 1.208 0.00406 0.667 150 0.13 
162 0.0159 0.814 -0.00364 0.449 111 3.81 



















RUN NUHBER= BOD 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
MACH WMBER= 4.5 
AlTITUDE=132. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
ToB= BD.C DEG F 
TET= 80.0 PEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TAN~ 8AS. (telD) 
10 0.0530 2.324 
b.iRK SHROUD 




L~FT OMS POD 
57 C.03S4 1.552 
:.::..r-tE NOZZLE #1 
72 2.3vCC 
,:ME NOHlE #2 
67 2.290C 






, •.. _-_ .. --,.~:...-.~ ..... -, .. _ .. _ .. -- ~ ..• ' --.--'-"'--';~- ----
( 
POINF= 6.60 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0228 PSI' 
TOINF= 339.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-4)= B.C5 
PC123= 1504.0 PSIA 
PC4 164.0 PSIA 
PC5= 135.0 PSI A 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 10(-4)= 6.60 
P/PCl GAGE Q 
1.000 9 l.66 
4B 0.0 
49 1.44 












--"-~-..•. --------. -....... 
r 
( ( ( 
./--.-
RlJ'I 800 CO~Tl~UEn 
GAGE P P/PI~F P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLO) 
86 0.0407 1.785 0.01790 1.077 102 0.63 
lel 0.6b (?) 
a8 0.0368 1.614 0.01400 00974 103 C.24 
8" 0.0414 1.816 0.018bO 1.095 105 0.53 
90 0.0378 1.658 0.0150C 1.000 106 {: .21 
"1 108 
C..65 
92 0.0388 1.702 O.OlbOO 1.026 109 v.82 
"3 0.0506 2.219 0 .. 02780 1.339 lH 
0.33 
95 0.0351 1.539 0.01230 O.92Q 15C 0.44 
162 0.0211 C.925 -0.00170 0.558 111 1.09 














RUN NUMBER= al 
CaNFJGU~ATJaN= aTS 
MACH ~U'-16E~= 4.5 
ALT!TUDE=121. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGOEES 
Ta6= eo.o DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
~A&E P P/PINF 
EXic~NAL TA~K SASE I COLD' 
10 0.0686 1.954 
~SRt1 SHROUD 
44 0.0761 2.16B 
:.. For 0/04$ PDiJ 
'37 0.OS03 1.433 
• SIo!E fIIOZlLE ;.1 
72 = .. 34QO 
C ME ~OZZLE ~2 
67 2.2600 
:: ME fIIOZZLE ",,3 
133 2.5100 




(' .. 01520 
( 
POINF= 10.16 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0351 PSI' 
TOINF= 396.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-4'= 11.61 
PC123= 1463.0 PSI. 
PC4 166.0 PSI' 
PC5= 156.0 PSlA 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 10(-4'= 4.22 
P/PCL GAGE ;l 







,::---;. 1---- . 
GAGE Q-R 
47 C.O 
5 B 0.0 
~-------""'--. -;:)."-~~",,--'---"""';;' ,,~. ~ 
r 
( ( ( 1--.... 
RUN 81 CONTI~UED 
GAGE P PfPINF P-PINF PfPeL 
GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ( COLDI 
86 0.0496 1.413 0.01450 1.025 
102 0.43 101 ~.20 
B8 0.0473 1.347 0.01220 0.977 
103 0.26 
80 0.0513 1.461 0.01620 1.060 104 
0.30 




02 C.0515 1 .. 467 C.01640 1.064 108 
C.67 
93 0.0540 1.538 0.01890 1.116 
109 C ... 61 
05 0.0486 1.385 0.01350 1.004 110 
0.44-
162 0.0478 1.362 C.01270 0.988 
150 0.33 












,"",--_: ___ ." __ .:. __ • ~~_. __ ._".~M .. 





RUN NUIlBE~= 92 
CONFIGU~ATiGN= OTS 
MACH ~U~&cR= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=122. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DeGREES 
TOB= 8~.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
G'~E P ?/PI'IF 
ExrEqNAl TANK BASE (COLDI 
10 0.0621 1.845 
EXTERNAL TANK SIDEWAll 
24 
N 
::! B~ cU1 SHROUD 
44 0.0969 2 6 819 
46 0.4140 12.302 
LEFT OMS "-00 
01 C.04~O 1.42 to 







"".='::' _~' __ . _____ ~_.o. ______ .:.:~:' "_'_~~ 
( 
POINF= 9.74 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0337 ?SIA 
TOINF= 373.0 OEG F 
qE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 11.54 
?C123= 1397.0 PSIA 
PC4 317.0 PSIA 
PC5= 265.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 4.15 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 1.96 
48 o.oq 













.... - .. ~-.-.. --------". ,---- -::......~ 
r 
( ( ( 1----
RUN 82 CONllNUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLOI 
66 0.0690 2.050 0.03535 1.423 lC"~ 1.19 101 
0.64 
68 0.0609 lcBlO 0.02725 1.256 103 C.50 
e9 0.0579 1.721 C .02425 1.194 105 1.49 
9~ 0 .. 0485- 1.441 0.01465 1.000 108 1.59 
91 109 1.25 
qz O.C51!,U; 1.533 0.01795 1.C64 110 1').66 
93 0.0045 1.Q17 0.03085 1.330 150 1.15 
95 0.0502 1.492 0.01655 1.035 111 0.96 
162 0.0534 1.587 0.01975 1.101 112 C.52 







~ __ n"-~~ __ '~ :--~_""--_______ --:' _____ .~_".". ____ .. -"-___ ~_~._~ ______ . __ '--"':'d<~. _, __ :~,::, ____ '_-' :-'_. _._.:.....-:_. __ ".: .... ~ ___ , _______ ~_._: ___ ....:........._t_. ~ ............... - ~~d 
,-












RUN "iUMBER= b3 
CO~FIGU~'TION= OTS 
MACH NU~6ER= 4.5 
ALTITJDE=112. K FT 
ANGLo OF ATTACK= 0 DEGOEE, 
TOB= 80.C DEG F 
TET= SC.C DEG F 
GAGE P D/P!t>,JF 
EXTERN~L TA ..... ~ASE (COLD 1 
10 0.OQ55 1.861 
E,TERNAL TANK SIDEWALL 
24 
c.;ttlo\ SH~'JUD 
44 0.1424 2.775 
46 C.6820 13.29A 
L I=r o~s !):) 
07 ('I • .)to47 1. ~61 
_~-tE ·,!:}!llE -1 
72 :'.:130 
( "112 "'Ol!LE II? 
AT 2 .1200 







~--~---~-,,~.--~.~~ ----~~~.~-- .• - .----.----~---
( 
POINF= 14.85 PSIA 
PINF= a.C513 PSIA 
TDINF= 403.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 17.17 
PCl'3= 1439.0 PSIA 
PC4 355.0 PSIA 
PC5= 313.0 PSI. 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 
P/PCL GAGE o 









56 t .48 (?) 
---
---------~------ ----- . """ 
r 
L 
( ( ( J----
RUl'I 83 CONTINUED 
GAGE p P/PINF P-PINF P/PeL CAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLD) 
80 0.0904 1.878 C.04508 1.2B9 102 1",&5 99 C.45 
BB 0.1006 1.9bt t .. 0492S 1.345 103 1.51 1(11 (,.41 
PO j.0600 1.~=7 C .. oz,o'7 l .. Q7c 105 3.S7 
9C 0.0748 1.457 C .CZ34E 1.00C lOB 1 • .f..4 
91 109 1.00 
92 0.C753 1.46; 0.0239B 1.007 110 1",02 
93 0.0862 1.6BC 0.03488 1.152 111 0.65 
95 0.0733 1.426 0.0.0198 0.980 112 o.sq 
162 0.0811 1.580 0.02978 1 .. 084 11'" >0 .. 92 






--,--~~-----...--.-,---..... ~':"·_~. ___ ~, . .JL~ _____ ~.~_ ~~~ ______ . _____ "_'_<~ __ .. , ___ ~"";...-..._~", ___ ~"",,,-_~ ,~", ___ ,
-' _.....:.:.. .. .-!IoiI 
!f 
--- ( 
RUN Plu>\BE~= 84 
CONFIGUqATION= OTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=120 K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
rET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
eXTERNAL TANX BASE (COLOI 
10 0.0385 2.300 
.Jay FLAP 
~ B~RM SIiROUD 
U1 
44 0.0702 4 .. 194 
~6 0.2410 14.397 
LeFT OMS POD 
57 0.0300 1.792 
l FT OMS ~OZLLE 
"'IE ~OUl.E 01 
72 1.2200 
Si.ME PIlOZZLE HZ 






-- ---- .. _----_._. 
( 
POINF= 4.85 PSI A 
PINF= 0.0167 PSI A 
TOINF= 375.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 5.73 
PC123= 706.0 PSIA 
PC4 179.0 PSI A 
PC5= 14Q.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 4.22 
P/PCl GA(;E Q 












,_._~" .. _~~_. __ ~...,: __ .:":"""""".: ........ ~._-=""~_~_:""--"' ___ :""'~~~~L... __ . c...-...t. 
~ 
( ( ( 1---
RUN 84 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PIIIIF P-PI>lF P/Pel GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
SSME NOZZLE N3 
133 1.2000 
8ASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
66 0.0454 2.712 C .02866 1.428 102 G.16 
96 l.17 
88 0.0332 1.Q83 C .01646 1.044 103 0.79 l?) 9
Q \...0 
e9 0.0361 2.157 0.01 0 36 1.135 lOS 0.61 101 
C.II 
90 0.0318 1.900 0.01506 1.COO 106 0.76 
91 0.0205t ?) 1.762 0.01276 0.928 109 0.62 
92 0.0321 1.918 0.()1536 1.009 11C 0.58 
93 0.0381 2.276 0.02136 1.198 111 0.67 
95 0.0313 1.610 0.01456 0.984 112 0.47 
162 0.0354 2.115 0.C1866 1.113 115 
C.56 










RUN NUH8E~= 85 
CONFIGU~ATION= aTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=122. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 OEGREES 
T08= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTE~NAL TANK BASE (COLD) 
10 0.0591 1.130 
157 0.0631 1.841 
158 0.0418 1.223 
159 0.0534 1.563 
110 0.0561 1.642 
N 111 0.0556 1.621 
~ 172 0.0539 1.571 
" 
~{TE~N4L TA~K SIDEWALL 
25 C.0031 \"\ C.090 
oJOY FLAP 
f.. -1M NOZZLE 















POINF= 9.89 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0342 PSIA 
TOINF= 382.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-4)= 11.63 
PC123= 1382.0 PSIA 
PC4 14b.0 PSIA 
PC5= 131.0 PSIA 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 4.04 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 1 1.48 
1.068 3 0.78 
0.707 5 0 .. 83 
0.904 " 1.16 
0.949 9 0.20(?) 
0.941 15 1.01 
0.912 17 0.92 
21 0.54 
28 C.91 
26 C .c 
29 C0 39 
33 C.::7 


























RUN 85 CONTlNUED 
GAGE p 
LE FT 0Ii5 POD 
55>!E NOZZLE Ul 
72 2.2000 
SSHE NOZZLE .l 
61 2.2600 
~SI.\E NOZZLE ;13 
133 2.3900 




"'" ~~ ~g; 
Dfot:i ~~ ~: 
62 0.0501 
90 0.0459 
p IPINF P-P IN f 
1.484 0.01653 
1.343 0.01173 
, ......... ::2.-:' ' __ .. '. __ ~-' .. _.~ •. <~.~_, __ .~ __ ,::~~~ .. _ '. __ ,._ .~ __ :':~_~'~-=--__ ~~~_~ ... _...;.,.;~,:,:,:,,;,, __ .. _ •. _:"_-~~ .. 
( ( 
1--.-
PfPCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
61 O.C 
1.105 III 0.08 C'l 
1.000 
~ 










RUN NUMBER= 9b 
CONFIGUQATlON= OTS 
KACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=13!. K FT 
A"IGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEG"EES 
TOB= 8D.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P PI?IPIlF 
EXTERNAL TANK SASE (COLD) 
10 0.0458 2.052 
156 0.04'/4 I .'19 2-
157 0.0459 2.057 
158 0.0350 1.568 
15Q 0.0415 1.859 
170 0.0434 1.945 
171 0.0425 le904 
172 0.0384 1.720 
~ .• rJY J:LAP 
n :":'ll-t NOZZLe: 




~':"'E "'OZ'::lE #1 











l __  
.. _"._ •. _.c:.~, ___ ~", _______ J. 
-- ... --. ...:.... . ..-::..---.--.:..-- -
( 
POINF= 6.46 PSI' 
PINF= 0.0223 PSI' 
TOI~F= 353.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-4)= 7.78 
PC123= 1450.0 PSI' 
PC4 1&2.0 PSIA 
PC5= 1'>5.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-4)= 6.50 
P IPCL GAGE Q 
1.000 1 0.70 
0.%') 3 0.83 
1.002 4 1.10 
0.764 5 1.25 
0.906 7 1.61 
0 .. 948 Q 2.03 
Oe928 15 1.15 










8 0.50 (?) 




__~ ... _: . .:.:....:.. ___ ~ . ....".... ___ ..;._____ • '!.._~£"""'--...... ,:.;.....-;_.,..,..;.,...____ '"-. - ~tiIII 
r 
( 
RUN Bb CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
55 HE ~OZ!lE ~2 
n 2.4500 
SSHE NOH lE H3 
133 2.6400 













P/PINF P-PINF p/pel GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
---
1 .. &01 0.0,34- o. '173 111 0.72 ----
1.644 0.01438 1.000 
_______ .__ .~: __ "_ __ . __ .::._.:..._.:.~:..':;~.LiL_.... .. __ -_-_. __ .~:._~~~_...;... -' _:t:23 _ .!' -:: M •• _.I±!! :~ ~ 
~ .. ( ( , , \.4 /-.--
RLtI HUllS ER= 87 
CONFIGURATION= OTS POINF- It.63 PSI ... 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 PINF= 0.0160 PSIA 
ALTITUO~=141. K FT TOINF- 376.0 OEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES RE/FT TIKES lOI~I= 5.46 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F PC123= 1522.0 PSIA 
TET= 80.0 DEG F PC4 198.0 PSIA PC5: l't5.0 PSi" 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 9~5Z 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
EXTERNAL TANK SASE 1 COl.O J 
10 0.0418 2.616 0.02582 1.000 1 0.94 8 
0.65 
16 0.0521 30260 0.03612 1.246 
" 
0.95 18 >1.60 
156 0.0412 2.578 0.02522 0.986 5 1.22 130 0.31· 
157 0.0463 2.897 0.03032 1.108 7 1.55 131 0.24 
15B 0.0361 2.259 0.02012 0.864 9 1.55 
N 159 0.0363 2.272 0.02032 0.86B 15 1.01 
N 170 0.0435 2.722 0.02752 1.041 11 0.35 ~ 
171 0.0437 2.735 0.02172 1.045 19 0.63 










54 0.0479 2.998 0.03192 
55 4.8300 
56 4.3900 
,SHE NOZZLE n 
72 2.5700 
, •..• ~_~~~ ... ~_.....:.~:::..-.,. _j.~._ .::':~~_'''''':'''~~'''_-''' .• ______ ..._..::-:.:.:.. _____ ... ~_ .. ~".;.,~~""" t,,__ ,, _______ . .' ,4 
w
 













































































































































































































'Ie Q (;: '4. G'liJ 
~18 
r 
I: I I ! I 1 , I , i I I I 'i i ! I I I .1 I i i ! J 
r 
-. -( 
Rrn KUMBER= 88 
COHFIGURATIDN~ DTS 
HACH NUIIBERz ".5 
ALTITUDE=119 K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES 
TOll" 80.0 DEG F 
TETE 8().0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLD) 
10 0.0323 1.B85 0.01516 
156 ().030" 1.77" 0.01326 
157 0.0342 1.996 0.01706 
158 0.0262 1.646 0.01106 
159 0.0314 1.632 0.01"26 
170 0.0381 2.223 0.02096 
N 171 0.0296 1.727 0.012'>6 
N 172 0.0270 1.576 0.00986 w 
BCDY FL4P 
8~"H NOZZLE 
~4 0.0391 2.262 0.021Qb 
55 3.351() 
51> 4.032() 
S:;HE ,-,OlZLE #1 
72 1.2230 
( 
POINFz It.96 PSIA 
PINF~ 0.0171 PSIA 
TOINF= -.olt.O DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-lt1= 5.73 
PC123= 717.0 PSIA 
PCIt 133.0 PSltl 
PC5: 102.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-")= 
P/PCL GAGf Q 
1.000 3 ().53 
0.941 4 0.83 
1.059 5 0.86 
0.673 7 1.13 
0.972 9 1.23 
1.180 15 1.16 
0.916 17 0.67 






















~,. 1--.. " 









































































































































































































































































































/-: . ~ 
',:; , 1--·-
RUN NUMBER= S9~ 
00 CONFIGURATION= OTS 
POltlF: 14.80 PSiA 
'"';1~ HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
PINF= 0.0511 PS1A 
'"OS ALTITUDE=112. K FT 
TOINF= 347.0 DEG F 
ANGLE Of ATTACK: 0 OEGREES RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 17.92 
otz! TOB= 80.0 OEG F PC123= 1452.0 PSIA ~g:; TET= BO.O DEG F PC4 407.0 PSIA pe5= 405.0 PSIA --
/0 PC123/PINf TIMES 101-41= 2.84 c::'"O g:;g; 
~: GAGE p P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
EXTERNAL HNK BASE ICOlDI ---
10 0.0933 1.825 0.04217 1.000 1 2.25 8 0.97 
156 0.0828 1.b19 0003167 0.68? 3 0.81 IB 0.B3 
159 0.08Bb 1.733 0.03147 0.950 4 1.81 129 
0.55 
170 0.0949 1 .. 856 0.04377 1.0n 5 1.9B 130 0.55 
172 0.0862 1.bBb 0.03507 0 .. 924 7 2.27 131 0.41 9 Z.03 
---N 
N 15 1.53 ,;, 17 0.64 









204 > 0.95 
-~ 
".RH 'lOZZLE 
~4 O.llBO 2.308 0.00b81 
L FT OMS POD 
61 0.12 




( ( ( 
./--
RUN 891. CONTINUED 
G4GE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
SSHE NOZZLE U 
---
72 2.5500 
SSHE /iOZZLE 1/-2 
67 2.5200 
SSIiE NOZLLE #3 
133 2.6000 
eASE HEAT SHIELD ICOlDI 
82 0.0751 1.469 0.02397 0.872 Ul Oot09 








RUN NUMBER= B9B 
CONFIGURATION' OTS 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=llZ. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 60.0 OEG F 
TET= BO.O OEG F 
GAGE P P/PIHF 
EKTERNAL TANK SASE ICOLD) 
10 0.0913 1.622 
156 0.0927 1.850 
157 0.0959 1.914 
158 0.0705 1.407 
159 0.0833 1.663 
170 0.OB54 1.105 
171 0.01&1 1.519 
N 
N 112 0.0792 1.581 
..... 
B~;)Y FLAP 
~. 'oM NJlZLE 
54 0.1010 2.13. 
55 901400 
56 B.5300 
" 'F NOllLE "l 
7Z 2.4900 













POINF= 14.50 PSI. 
PIHF- 0.0501 PSI' 
TOINF= 406.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 16.69 
PC123= 1461.0 PSIA 
PCs, 363.0 PSIA 
PCS= 291.0 PSU 
PCIZ3/PINF TIMES 101-41= 2.9Z 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 I 2.46 




0.772 5 loll 
0.912 9 1.79 
0.935 15 2.ll 
0.834 17 0.61 











, _______ ~, __ ~~ ___ ~_._~_ .. ~_.~ ____ ,. . •. ______ ~_._. __ . _____ i_. ___ ..:...... __ "-. __ ~:';;~.:...~_. 
'--' 1-·. 
---






RUN 69B CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
SSHE NOZZLE #3 
l33 2.5900 








( ( 4.. 
P/PINF P-PINF PJ'PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
1.307 0.Ol540 O~793 ll1 1.79 






RUfi NUI1BER= 90 
CONFIGURATIONE OTS 
HACH !'lUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=142. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOa= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BAS. ICOLO) 
10 0.0424 2.715 
156 0.0322 2.062 
157 0.0399 2.555 
158 0.0305 1.953 
159 0.0368 2.356 
N 170 0.0370 2.372.. N 
'" 
171 0.0386 2.472 























POIHF= 4.52 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0156 PSIA 
TOINF= 36a.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 5.38 
PC123= 1496.0 PSIA 
PC4 173.0 PSIA 
PC5: 178.0 PSIA 
PC123/PIHF TII'lES 101-4'= 9.58 
P/PCL GAC,E Q 
1.000 1 > 3.11 
0.759 3 1.08 
0.941 4 1.26 
0.719 5 > 2.58 
0 .. 868 "1 3.59 
0.Cl73 9 2.81 
0.910 15 1.54 













































































































































































































































































!l( Q(f. :,<JQ/J} 
'<1.£!J>:l' 
230 




































-. - .( , ( --_. c. 
RUN NUMBER"' 91A 
COIIFlGURAHOII= DTS POINF= 10.02 PSIA 
HACH /IlII1BER= 4.5 PINF= 0.03~ PSIA 
ALTlTUDE=122. K FT TOIHF= 378.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIMES 101-41= 11.82 
TOB= BO.O DEG F PC123., 1~4.(l PSIA 
TET= 80.0 DEG F PC4 4n.0 PSIA 
PC5= 375.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 4.23 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PlIiF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q--!\ 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD) 
10 0.0845 2.4'>1 0.04988 1.000 1 > 6.29 8 1.02 
156 o.osao 2.542 0.05339 1.041 3 1.90 18 0.8~ 
157 0.0883 2.551 0.05368 1.045 4 2.66 131 0.21 
15S 0.0661 1.909 0.03148 0.7B2 5 1.93 
159 0.0766 2.213 0.04198 0.907 7 2.09 
N 170 0.1020 2.946 0.06738 1.207 9 >3.70 
w 171 000744 2.149 0.03978 0.880 15 2.16 -~ 172 0.0756 2.184 0.04095 0.895 17 1.58 
19 1.69 
20 ....... 3.65 
2 ... 3.06 
<8 3.["5 
BODV FLA? 
33 - 2.46 
34 ::> 6.69 
B!.RH NOZ?LE 
~ 
5.., 0.0889 2.56B 0.0542B 
55 12.8800 
56 10.2500 
SSME NOZZLE ~1 
7Z 2.5,080 
~ 






Z B C ... '" !':i '" 












































0 N 0-'" • 
N
 








































































































.) I , 1 I 1 I , -"I i A 1 ! 'j j 
232 













- .. ( 
RUN NUMBER= 91B 
CONFIGURATION: OTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
AlTITUDE=122. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 OEG F 
TET: 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOlDI 
10 0.0750 2.185 
156 D.On2 2.103 
157 0.07Bl 2.275 
158 0.0605 1.763 
159 0.0690 2.010 
170 0.0771 2.246 
171 0.0679 1.978 
172 0.0596 1.736 
;10Y FLI\P 
r~p.M "IJZZLE 
54 0.0797 2.322 
55 9.6600 
56 8.4000 
' .. ;ME ~OZZlE 01 
72 2.5200 













PO!NF= 9.94 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0343 PSIA 
TOINF= 297.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIKES 101~1= 12.57 
PC123= 1469.0 PSIA 
PC4 289.0 PSIA 
PC5: 252.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 4.28 
P/PCl GAGE Q 
1.000 I 3.72 
0.963 3 1 .. 16 
1.041 4 1.32 
0.807 5 1.75 
0.920 7 2..83 
1.028 9 2.76 
0.905 15 2 .. 16 













~-~-.--~ C:.'.~_;.~.',~;~ .. ~_~ _.::... ___ ~ .. _':':::. ._~ ___ -_.·_ .. ;'i."""': __ ~~~":"~"': __ " ";'",,c ",co ~~,..;_:::t..!'£";'::"':.:::3 .... '-"_. ___ ""';_"';"~,_ .• _. ___ ~.:..:~ 
r-:---
( 
ROO 918 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
SSKE NOZZLE ~3 
133 2.6100 














P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
-.~ 
1.579 0.01987 1.006 111 1.37 
1.570 0.01957 1.000 




RUN NUMBER= 9IC 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
IIACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=12I. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 OEGR~ES 
TOB= 80.0 Deb F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLO) 
10 0.0805 2.262 
156 0.0873 2.453 
157 0.0930 2.613 
158 0.0808 2.271 
N 159 0.0755 2.122 
w 170 0.1000 2.810 
'" 171 0.0835 2.346 
172 0.0739 2.077 
8SRH NOZZLE 
54 0.0955 2.684 
55 8.6500 
56 9.6500 
5:>10 NOZZLE U 
72 2.4000 
S .HE NOZlLE 12 
67 2.4600 














POINF= 10.30 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0356 PSIA 
TOINF= 348.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= I2.~ 
pe123= 14T6.0 PSIA 
PCIt 3~.0 PSIA 
pe5= 386.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41= 4.15 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 I 2.14 
1.0BI, 3 1.05 
1.155 4 1.41 
1.004 5 1.66 
0.936 7 2.50 
1.21,2 17 0.86 
1.037 19 1.16 
0.918 20 1.81 




. , . 
-- ~~--'---'~---'~~-"""---.---"'----""'--
--L 1-· .. 













~ <J ... .. 5 0: 
5
.-.! 
'f a w ~ '" a Ll Go " .. u. Z ... t .. .. w '" "" '" 






































































































11 '1 .j I i I ! I I I I 1 I I •. ~ I ! I i J I , • , II I I I I I I , I ; 'i I J 
r 
'" f' 
- .. ( 
Rlfl NUHBER= 92 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=lOO. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O OEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P PJ'PINF 
EXTE~NAL TANK BASE (COLD' 
10 0.1140 1.398 
156 0.1530 1.816 
151 0.1260 1.545 
158 0.1010 1.239 
N 159 0.1050 1.288 
w 170 0.1170 1.'i35 ...., 
111 0.0974 1.195 
172 0.1010 1.239 
EXTERN.t.L TA'IK SIDEWAll 
25 
8SRK '1DZlLE 
54 0.16'<0 2.011 
55 B.9000 
56 a .1400 
S .ME NOZZLE U 
72 2.2700 













POINF= 23.60 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0815 PSIA 
TOINf= 402.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 27.29 
PC123z 1451.0 PSIA 
PCIt 351.0 PSIA 
PC5= 294.0 PSI" 
PC123/PINF TIHES 10(-41= 1.78 
PI Pel GAGE Q 
1.000 1 2.02 
1.342 3 0.72 
1.105 4 0.87 
0.886 9 1.17 
0.921 17 o. i'l 
1.026 19 0.8t..' 
0.854 20 1.11. 









L .. c:._"" . _:... __ ~ -";"--"--'-".--.--,:~-,:-"",:,-~-.---~."":"-~~..;,,,,,-----:-. --~.-.-:.:"'--.-:~---. ---"--."~-;~-.--;.-~~,.- , - ~~~k.-.-.; '~~~ ___ ~.." . ..:~ 
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MACH NUMBER: 4.5 
ALTITUDE=IZ2. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TETz 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PIiiF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD I 
10 0.0727 2.136 0.03B67 
150 0.0865 2.542 0.052+7 
157 0.0766 2.257 0.04277 
156 
159 0.0660 1.998 0.03397 
170 0.09" 2.174 0.06037 
171 0.0650 1.910 0.03097 
112 O.Ob1Z 1.915 0.03317 
9SRN NOZZLE 
54 0.08BO 2.586 0.05397 
55 8.9600 
56 8.6700 
LoFT Il'IS POD 
84 0.1407 4.134 0.10667 
.• 04E NOZZLE 01 
72 2.1710 
~·.HE NOlZLE .2 
01 2.4730 
': .. ; .. : .. L 
( 
POINF= 9.B5 PStA 
PINF= 0.0340 PSIA 
TOIHF=>3~.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-4'''' 12.00 
PC123= 11007.0 PSIA 
PC+=321.0 PSI" 
PC5= 310.0 PSI-' 
PC123/PIHF TIMES 101-41= 4.13 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 3 1.08 
1.190 .. 1.06 
1.056 5 1.36 
7 1.90 
0.935 9 2.06 
1.298 15 2.91 
0.894 17 0.86 













































































































































































































































RUN NUMBER: 938 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
HACH NUM8ER- 4.5 
ALTITUOE=121. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREeS 




TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE 
" .... 0'1' FLAP 
: ,R~ NOZZLE 
·;ME NOll LE n 





















































POINF~ 10.34 PSIA 
PIHFz 0.0357 PSIA 
TOIHF= ~16.0 nEG F 
RE/FT TIHES 101~'= 11.82 
PC123= 1475.0 PSIA 
PC4,286.0 PSIA 
PC5= 273.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIllES 101-41= 4.13 





1.297 ~ 1006 
1.235 5 1,,21 
0.903 7 2.14 
1.140 9 2.53 
1.212 15 __ 2 .. 46 
1.108 17 1.19 



















RU'I 936 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 
SSHE NOZZLE #3 
133 2.6570 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLOI 
62 0.05B2 
90 0.0533 
~§la ~~~<t Ar$'b~ f.)4. ~~ 
( 
P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
1.b29 0.02248 1.092 111 1.58 
1.49Z 0 .. 01758 1.000 
.... ___ __c __ • __ 











RUN NUI'IBER= 94 
CONFIGURATION= OTS 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTlTUOE=121. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O OEG F 
TET= BO.O OEG F 
"AGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE I COLD ) 






~~~E ,\IOr!lE *1 
1Z 2.6100 
<' .... '1[- ,,,,OZl.LE 1#2 
61 2 a 'i 220 





POINfc 10.20 PSIA 
PINF" 0.0352 PSIA 
TOIHF~ 422.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 11.61 
PC123= 1~9.0 PSIA 
PC"~31".0 PSIA 
PC5= 250.0 PSIA 
PCI23/PINF TIMES 101-41= 4.17 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 2.04 
48 0.15 
109 2.26 





__ ~_~_._.____ ____ -..:.-dIi 
r " 
I 
( ( ( 
1--
RUN 94 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCt. GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIEl.O lCOLO) 
86 0.0722 2.049 0.03696 1.07" 103 
1.40 91> 0.42 
88 0.0101 1.969 0.03"86 1.040 104 
1.14 99 0.88 
89 0.0122 2.049 0.03696 1.079 105 
1.98 
90 O.Obb" 1.898 0.03166 1.000 106 
1.52 
92 O,Obbl 1.876 0.03066 0.988 107 1.35 
93 0.0135 2.066 0.03826 1.099 106 
2.09 
95 0.0636 I.B05 0.02836 0.951 III 
1.bO 
162 0.0681 1.932 0.032B6 1.01B 112 
0.98 








'11. ~ • __ . __ •. : __ , __ , ____ ._~ ••. __ •. :::......~ . _____ . __ -'::..: __ ' ~.......!lIl 
r' .. 
-.J ( "-- / ... 
---
RUN NUMBER= 91> 
CONFIGURATION= aT POINF- 2.29 pst" 
~~ 
MACH NUMBER= ' •• 5 PINF- 0.0079 PSIA 
ALTITUDE=159. K FT TOINF= 446.0 DEG F 
'1:JS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= a DEGREES RE/FT TIMES 101-41- 2.51> 
TOB= BO.O DEG F PC123z 1~30.0 PSIA 
~~ TET= 80.0 DEG F PC4= 0.0 PSI" pes= 0.0 PSIA --.-PC123IPtNF TIMES 1{)(-41= 18.'l7 
1O'1:J ~~ GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R ~: EXTERi'lAL TANK BASE (COLO) 





'-" SSME NOZZLE #l 
12 2.5100 
SSHE NOLZLE i12 
1>1 2.5 BOO 
SSHE i'lOULE 113 
133 2.6100 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD) 
82 0.0093 1.172 0.00136 0.23~ 103 0.19 91> C.02 
81> 0.0094 1.182 0.00144 0.236 104 0.89 
88 0.0091 1.222 0.00176 0.244 105 0.14 
B9 0.0130 1.643 0.00509 0.321 108 1.31 
90 0.0397 5.018 0.03179 1.000 112 2.65 
92 0.0275 3.416 0.01959 0.693 116 ) 2.43 
93 0.0134 1.694 0.00549 0.338 117 0 .. 39 
95 0.0143 1.807 0.00639 0.31>0 151 0.48 
162 0.0125 1.580 0.00459 0.315 
-----~.,.,.-.-.. --.-... ~ .... _._ .. . _~ __ ._-1L.~ ___ ~.~~_",_.w ----,-_.~._~.- .-~-~~-.---- .. ----.---.>---.. -' ---~.-----
. ..... .... 
<~~ .. __ .. ,~_J~ ___ ~ .~_'_'. _~-~ ~_~_~ 
r~ ,,',\ t'. 
N 
( 
RUN NUMBER: 91 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER: 4.5 
ALTITUoEclSl. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACKz 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P'/PiNF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD) 




LEF7 OMS HOLZLE 
:"~E >lOZZLE fl 
12 2.5300 
SSHE ~OZZLE jj2 
67 2.5100 





POINF= 3.15 PSI. 
PINF= 0.0109 PSIA 
TOINF= 368.0 oEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101~1= 3.75 
PC123= 1457.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PCS" 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PIHF TIMES 101-4)c 13.39 
P/PCL GAGE II 
1.000 9 0.08 
29 0.11'> 





- ----------- ----.~-----.--.--.~.~-.-...... -.-,",,-.-.,..:-,,:-.~-; -.. ~~ 
-J ( 
i" 1-- . 
R~ 97 CONTINUED 
GAGE p P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-I\ 
BASE HEAT SH IELO (COLO) -.-
82 0.0098 0 .. 901 -0.00107 0.238 103 0.21 96 .0.03 
86 0.0109 1.002 0.00002 Oe>265 10'0 0.91 
88 0.01l5 1.057 0 .. 00062 0.279 105 1.25 
89 0.0149 1.369 O.OO'tOZ 0.362 108 1.41 
90 0.0412 3.186 0.03032 1.000 111 7.44 
91 0.0360 3.308 0.02512 0.874 112 2.95 
92 >0.0188 1.727 0.00792 0.456 116 4.29 
93 0.0071 0.651 -0.00379 0.172 
---
95 0.0149 1.369 O.OOIt02 D.3b2 
Ib2 0.0127 1.167 0.00182 0.308 








RUN NUMBER= 98 
CONFIGURATION~ OT 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=14Z. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLDI 





LEFT OMS POD 
51 0.0154 0.988 
S,~E NOZZLE ~1 
12 2.4100 
~S"E NOZZLE #2 
67 2.4600 





...... _ .• ___ " .'_~ _____ u._. -~-.--"-.---:;,~- ,'-----~-
( 
POINF= 4.S1 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0156 PSIA 
TOlijF= 360.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 5.40 
PCIZ3= 1383.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 




PCI23/PINF TIMES 101-41= B.B8 
P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
1.000 9 G.19 
29 0.50 132 0.0 
.. ______ .~_____ ,~~_~~~~_" .... <~~i~_"' tttl 
" ! 
( 
RUN 98 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 




































-, ( "'~I t--.. 
P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.222 103 0.60 96 0.0 ---
0.314- 104 0.36 
0.416 105 1.34 
1 • WO III 4.19 
0.901 112 2.22 
















RUN NUtlBER= 99 
CONFIGURATION: OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE~169. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES 
TOB: BO.O DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTErtNAL TANK BASE ICI1DJ 
10 0.00310 0.638 
BODY FLAP 
LEFT OKS POD 
57 0.00£>8 10294 
S<ME NOZZLE n 
12 2.4Q()0 
SSHE ~OZZLE M2 
67 2.4600 





____ ~ ____ ;:,·_L_~~_ .. _~ __ -__ ._. ___ ._.,_,. _____ ._. _____ ~'_ __ ~,_._-_-_____ ~ _~ _____ _ 
( 
POINF= 1.53 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0053 PSIA 
TOINF= 316.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-4)= 1.90 
PC123= 1417.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSI A 
PC5= 0.0 PSI" 
PC123IPINF TIMES 101-4'= 26.81 
P/PCL GAGE o 










RLtl 99 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
-----
8ASE HEAT SHIELD (COLD' 
i 82 0.0052 0.984 -0.00009 0.161 103 0.22 
I. 
88 0.0126 2.384 0.00731 0.391 104 1.52 
89 0.0251 4.148 0.01981 0.780 105 2.3Q 
I 90 0.0322 6.091 0.02691 1.000 
lOb 0.52 
I' 
91 0.03.:09 6.413 0.02861 1.053 107 1.05 
92 0.0311 5.883 0.02581 0.966 108 3.07 
93 0.0074 1.396 0.00209 0.229 III 3.69 
r 95 0.0074 1.404 0.00213 0.230 112 
3 .. ~~ 












RUN HUMBER= 100 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH ';IJIIBER: 4.5 
ALTITUDE=14Z. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTE~NAL TANK BASE ICOLD) 
P-PIHF 
10 0.00B8 0.571> -0.001>50 
BODY FLAP 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0237 1.545 0.00836 
S;ME NOLZLE #l 
72 2.5000 
SSKE NOZlLE .2 
67 2. oCt 90 0 
,.iKE ~OZZLE $3 
133 2.5800 
'-=--'-"'""~--~-"~~-..... ----- ~.~~~--...--------~ 
( 
POIHF= ~.44 PSIA 
PINF~ 0.0153 PSIA 
TOlNFc 356.0 oEG F 
REIFT TIHES 10(-41= 5.33 
PCIZ3= 1449.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PCS: 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIHES 10(-41" 9.45 
P/PCL GAGE Q 










RUN 100 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 






















P/P!NF P-P!NF P/PeL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
- -
0.730 -0.00414 0.370 103 > 1.57 96 0.05 
0.913 -0.00134 0.462 104 0.89 
2.933 0.02966 1.485 105 ... 24 
2.203 0.01846 1.116 106 2.DO 
1.975 0.01496 1.000 109 4.34 
0.958 -{) .00064 0.485 111 2.98 
1.369 0.00566 0.693 112 1.92 
1.460 0.00706 0.739 115 1.36 
1.186 0.002B6 0.601 116 7.b!> 
1.232 0.00356 0.62" 202 ,.., 6.04 














MACH NUM8ER~ 4.5 
ALTITUDE=169. K fT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE 




cHT 011S POD 
57 0.0075 
SSHE NatHE $1 
72 2.4600 
S;I1E NOULE U2 
07 •• 4200 






POINF= 1.53 PS!A 
PINF- 0.0053 PSIA 
TOINF= 324.0 DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 1.69 
PC123= 139~.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TINES 101-4)= 26.37 
P/PCL GAGE Q 











RUN 101 CONTrNUEO 
GAGE P 
BASE HEAT SHIEL~ eCOLOI 
BZ 0.0058 
a6 0.0071 








P/PIHF P-PINF P/PCL 
1.099 0.00052 0.258 
1.347 0.00163 0.316 
1.243 0.00128 0.292 
1.723 0.00382 0.405 
4,,256 0.!l1721 1.000 
5.429 0 .. 02:;'''''1 I.Z76 
5.978 O.C:~1;.3 L 1.40 .. 
1.358 0.00189 0.319 
1.634 0.00335 0.38 .. 
5.089 0.02161 1.196 
Ii .. ..... __ ~'--o.....~, ___ ." __ ._-,~_ .----~-.......,.---- .---~----~-.,,-----' .-.. -~-----...--,-:......--:.:....':"""':;Q--
f, \ 1-.. ( ~ 
-.---
GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
-- .. -
103 0.10 96 0.07 
104 1.19 99 0.02 
105 0.78 







_._._. ___ ~'.v_~ __ ~ __ .. ~ ____ .,.;. ____ ,_~-";;_·_.~--"",""~~~. __ "~ ___ .~._·_. _____ o,,;_,,,,,;;,~,_:,-_...ut1 
r 
( 
~UN NUMBER= 10Z 
GONFIGURATIONc OT 
HAtCH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=lbO. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTA~u 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= BO.O DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTE~NAL TANK BASE (GOlD I 





LEFT OIlS POD 
57 0.0118 1.589 
:'SHE NOZZLE n.l 
72 2.6100 
_»HE NOlllE ~2 
67 2.4800 







POINFz Z.15 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0074 PSIA 
T01NF= 345.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-1,1= 2.bl 
PGIZ3= 1433.0 PS!A 
PC'" 0.0 PSlA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123,fpINF TIMES 101-41= 19.29 
P'PCl GAGE Q 






_.- ,.----.,.,.,---~----.---'~--' -" -~.:...--.------:...--~ 
[ 
--, ( 
ROO 102 CONTINUED 
GAGE P 































P-PINF P/PeL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.00209 0.214 103 0.13 96 G.oa 
0.00427 0.336 105 1.16 99 0 .. 07 
0.00257 0.287 106 0.37 
0.00597 0.385 107 1.02 
0.02131 1.000 108 1.25 
0.03037 1.086 III -' 6.71 
0.02067 0.807 U5 6.03 
0.00587 0.382 116 1.62 
0.00597 0.385 202 2.86 
0.01897 0.759 
- .--:-~.~.-~--------------------~-;.....~.-::,--.. ~--------","-""",- ..4J 
I' 
( 
RUN NUMBE~= 103 
CONFIGURATION: OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUOE=I~2. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O OEG F 
lET: 80.0 OEG F 
~AGE P P/PINF 
EXTERN4L TANK BASE (COLDl 





SS~E NOlllE It 
72 2.4300 
~~Io\E NOZZLE #2 
67 2.3600 








POINF= 4.53 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0157 PSIA 
TOINF= 35BoO OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-4l s 5.~3 
PC123= 1419.0 PSI A 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
( 
/---
PC123IPINF TIMES 10(-41= 9.07 
P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE ~-R 
1.000 9 0.10 
29 0.80 
_'-" ____ .-'_....: __ ._ _ __ .--_.--4 
r 
f_ 
-. :'( ( --, /----
RU!i 103 CD~TINUED 
GAGE P P,rpINF P-PINF P/PCl GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLO! ----
B2 0.0172 1.099 0.00155 0.562 103 0.42 96 0.09 
86 0.0157 1.003 0.00llV5 O.SU 104 5.38 99 0.06 
88. O",05.1tl 3.457 0.03845 1.768 105 3.20 
90 0.0::'0., 1.,}S5 0.Ql'>95 1.000 106 4.00 
91 0.0193 1.233 0.00365 0.631 107 5.19 
92 0.0199 1.271 O.OGlf.25 0.650 108 10.70 
93 0.0205 1.310 0.00,>85 0.670 III Z.85 
95 0.0115 1.11B 0.00185 0.572 112 1.43 








l __ ~ .. _ .. _._.< ________ • _______ _ 





RUN NUHBER= 104 
CONFIGURATION= aT 
~~C~ NUMBER= 4.5 
AL.Il~DE=150. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTAtKc a DEGREES 
TOB= 90.0 OEG F 
TET: 90.0 OEG F 
GAGE 
SASE HEAT SHIELD (HEATED) 
N EXTERNAL TANK BASE (HEATED) 
en 
C> 
P P/PlNF P-PINF 
( 
POINF= 3.22 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0111 PSI A 
TOINF= 345.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 3.90 
PC123= 1410.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSJA 
PC5c 0.0 PSIA 


























0 .. 08 
GAGE Q-R 
c -:-- . Ii (.1 ','"-':'._~ __ '_~~ :~,,-__ .~.~~~ __ ,:.....-:~._~.~.';;'~';;"~ __ 
( 
1-.. 
• ___ :__ ........c; .... ~.J 








RUN NUMBER= 105 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
HACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=151. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= a DEGREES 
TOB= 605.0 DEG F 
TET= 590.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (HEATED) 
N EXTERNAL i4NK BASE (HEATED) 
0> 
~ 







POINF= 3.05 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0105 PSIA 
TOINF= 385. a DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 10(-41= 3.58 
PC123= 1461.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
~ 1---
PC123/PINF TIMES 10(-41= 13.86 














.. , ___ ~."" .. ~_~ __ .______ . .-oIid 
I' 
( 
RLri NUIIBERz 106 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=151. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 960.0 DEG F 
TET= 970.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
BASE HE~T SHIELD (HEATED I 




POINF~ 3.06 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0106 PSIA 
TOINF= 394.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TiMES 101-41= 3.56 
PC123= 1436.0 PSIA 
PC., 0.0 PSI A 
PCS= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123IPINF TIHES 10(-4'z 13.58 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
118 0 ... 67 
tl9 6.25 
123 0.31 


















RLN NUIIBER= 107 
~ONF!GURATIOH= aT 
H~CH NUKBER= 4.5 
ALT!TUDE=151. K FT 
ANGLE OF A1TA~= 0 DEGREES 
TOO= 350.0 DEG F 
TET= 300.0 DEG F 
GAGE P 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (HEATED) 





POIHF= 3.08 PSIA 
PIHF= 0.0106 PSIA 
TOINF= 379.3 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 3.63 
PC123= 1304.0 PSIA 
P~4 0.0 PSIA 
P~5= 0.0 PSU 
PC123IPINF TIKES 101-41= 12.25 



























~U'l tjUIIBER~ 108 
COOFIGURATlOllC OT 
MACH NUHB"-i<= ",.5 
ALTITUOE=151. ~ FT 
ANGLE OF ATTA~~ 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 710.0 OEG F 
TET= 110.0 DEG F 
GAGE 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (HEATED) 
N EXTERNAL TANK BASE IHEATED. 
0\ 
oj:> 
P P/PINF P-PINF 
( 
POINF: 3.15 PSIA 
piNFa 0.0109 PSZA 
TOINF= 378.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TI~ES 101-41= 3.71 
PC123= 1~9.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
pes.. 0.0 PS IA 
PCl23IPINF TIMES 101-4)= 13.34 






























c:::'"O ~~ ~til 





HACH NUMBER= 0_0 
ALTlTUOE=137. K FT 
A"GLE OF ~TTACR~ a DEGREES 
lOBz 80.0 OEG F 
TET= so.o OEG F 
G4GE ? P/PHIF 
E~TERNAL HNK 8ASE (CIlLOl 
10 0.0229 1.218 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0223 1.186 
SSHE NOZZLE ~l 
72 2.5100 
SSKE NOZZ LE #2 
67 1.8700 







PINFs 0.0188 PSIA 
TOINFe 80.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TII!.IiS 101~i· 
PC123= 1~1.0 PSIA 
PC.. 0.0 PSIA 
pcs" 0.0 PSIA 
PC123IPINF TIMES iOI~lE 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0.04 
73 1 .... 7 










--_. ~~"'-,,>-,-,---'.. ---.~-----,-,.- ,~.~-":::::,,..,.,,",,-,,-~~----,-~ .• ---- --,---:"-"-:-:-.:."-~-~:"'-.---~.-..:...':.~--~-'-::~---' ::.-~;,,',~:,,:,,-.:...--., ... ~ ... ~-...::-..........:-~~ .......... ~.~ "-~~ 
it 
( ( ( 
1--
RLH 01 COOTIIlUEO 
- -----
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE 
g GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLOI 
86 0.0261 1.389 0.00730 0.913 102 0.G4 
ae 0.0230 1.224 0.00420 O.801t 103 
1.01 
89 0.0231 1.229 0.00430 0.80B 104 0.28 
90 0.0286 1,,522 o.OOgeo 1.000 105 O.b4 
- -
92 0.0361 2.027 0.01930 1.332 108 1.11 
93 0.0233 i.21t-O 0.01)1050 0.815 109 1.68 
95 0.0215 1.144 0.00270 0.152 110 0.27 
i 
162 0.0230 1.224 0.004>20 0.804- 150 0.21 





I 115 >2.58 
------
I 116 3.15 117 0.79 
I: N 
151 0 .. 21 
C'> 
C'> 





















L ~ .'f 
-. -( 
RUN NUI-lBER: 02 
CONF1GURATI0N~ aT 
HACH NUIIBER= 0.0 
ALTITUDE=lB7. K FT 
ANGLE OF ~TTACK= a DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET: 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
EXTERNAL T~NK SASE ICOLD I 
10 0.0038 1.486 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0036 1111391 
N 
O"l 
'" SSHE NOZZLE *1 
72 2.4700 
~SHE NOZZLE '1"2 
67 2.3300 
,S"E NOZZLE #3 
133 2.5300 






PINFE 0.0026 PS!A 
TOINFE 80.0 DEG F 
REIFT TI~ES 101-4)= 
PC123= 1526.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSI ... 
PCSz 0.0 PSIA 
PC123IPIHF TIMES 101-41= 59.61 
P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
1.000 9 0.06 
73 2.65 
74 1.92 
75 1.7Z l1l 
76 0.19 
66 0.96 









( ( ( 1---
RUN 02 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PIIiF P-PINF P/PeL GAGE 
Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLDI 
86 0.0022 0,,815 -().000~2 0.146 102 0.07 
88 0.0010 2.734 0.00444 0.458 103 0.28 
89 0.0081> 3 •• 15 0.00608 0 .. 565 104 0.47 
90 0.0153 5.916 0.01274 1.000 105 0.89 
92 0.0212 8.281 0.0166 /• 1.386 lOB 1.18 
93 0.0119 4.b48 0.00934 0.778 109 1.98 
95 0.008. 3.2ZI> 0.00510 0.5"0 110 0.51 
162 0.0101 3.945 0.0075" 0.1>60 150 0.05 
164 0.0229 6.945 0.02034 1."91 III 2.31 112 1.55 
----






















RUN NUKB E R= 03 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 0.0 
ALTITUOE=196. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTER~AL TANK BASE ! COLO) 
10 0.0107 6.014 
LE, FT OIlS POD 
57 0.0035 1.945 
N 
~ S5~E HOULE n 
72 2.4600 
S~f004E NOZZLE H2 
67 7..340C 







PINF= O.OOlB PSIA 
TOINF= BO.O OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-4)= 
PC123= 1408.0 PSIA 
PC4= 0.0 PSIA 
PC5= 0.0 PSI" 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-4)= 82.50 
P/PCl GAGE ~ 








~ ~ .., t-· 
GAGE Q-R 
-. ",.,_ ._~_"~_':,~:-,:~ __ .~___ __; .2::::.--.:::... _____ ~~"___._._ _ ___ ... _,~_~~; .. __ ., ~.~_. _. __ .. ~_. ,_."-";"',._-,_. . __ ...........;:..-'., .. '-_. .ail 
~ ! ( ( ( 
1-. 
R~ 03 CONTINUED 
--.-
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLO) 
B8 G.OO?4 4.146 0.00560 0.453 102 0.04 
B9 0.0093 5.210 0.007"9 0.569 103 0.13 
--90 0.0 t63 9.1&1 0.01"52 1.000 104 0.35 
92 O. 02LiS 11.690 0.01902 1.276 105 0.62 
93 0.0152 8.543 0.013'.2 0.933 lOB O.sq 
95 0.00B3 't .. 646 0.00649 0.507 109 1.80 
Ib2 0.0099 5.564 0.00812 0.607 110 0.49 







N 151 0015 
...., 
0 
l."_~· '. .. .. ... _._... _. __ ~. __ ... _ ..... _._ ...... __ .. ____ ...  
.. ...... _ ae-" ____ -..."...,... """""'= .. -.L .... _____ -d/JiII 
rr' 
... Co 
-- -( ( ~ 1----
-~~-
RUN N\JH8ER= 04 
CONFIGURATION= OT POINF= PSIA 
MACH NUM8ER= 0.0 PINF= 0.0085 PSIA 
ALTITUDE=157. K FT TDINF= 80.0 DEG F 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIMES 101-4l x 
Toa.: 80.0 DOG F PC123= 1540.0 PSIA ----
TET= 80.0 OEG F PC4 0.0 PSlA pes'&" 0.0 PSIA 
PC123IPINF TIMES 101-41= 18.12 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PIHF P/PeL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
~---
EXTERNAL TANK BASE I COlD I 
10 0.0114 1.3"'1 0.<>0290 1.000 9 0.05 
LEFT OMS POD 
N 57 0.0114 1.341 0.00290 
.... 
~ SSHE NOZZLE I'l 





SSHE NOZZLE #2 . , 
67 2.3300 6B 0.65 69 1.46 
10 1.31 
SSHE NOZZLE ~3 -~~--
133 2.6000 










RUN 0" CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCl 
BASE HF.H SHIELD (cOLDI 
BB 0.0127 1.494 0.00420 0.6B3 
e? 0.0115 1.353 0.00300 0.61B 
90 0.0186 2.188 0.01010 1.000 
92 0.0415 4.883 0.03300 2.231 
93 0.0122 1.435 0.00370 0.656 
95 0.0095 1.118 0.00100 0.511 
164 0.0334 3.930 0.02,,90 1.796 
~"'------,-
____ ~_. ________ .. ____ .... __ c"_~_, • ____ ~" ___ .. 
( ( / .. -
GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 










111t 0 .. 69 
115 :..- 2.53 
116 >4.TI 
117 1 ... 08 
151 0.17 
____ . ._ .. __ . __ "_~.. ____ ~_.. .41 
r 
Ii. 








HACH NUMBER: 0.0 
AlTITUDE=115. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOlDI 
lEFT OHS POD 
57 0.051B 1.161 
N 
'" YO SSHE NOZZLE #1 
12 2.5000 
SS>lE NOZZLE ~2 
67 2.3700 






PINF= O.04+b PSIA 
TOINF= 80.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TINES 101~1= 
PC123= 15~.0 PSIA 
PCIo 0.0 PSl/I 
PC5& 0.0 PSIA 
PC123fP!NF TInES 101-41& 3.107 
P/PCl GAGE Q 
9 0.04 
73 0.75 








~ ~. -~:,::,,'~~-=--=::: ______ .. _. ____ .___ ~___ .4 
( ( ( 
/_. 
RlR'I 05 ~O~TlNUED 
- -- --------. 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF UKL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLDI 
B8 0.01tZ2 0.946 ~.OO240 0.890 102 0.12 96 0003 
89 0.0475 1.065 0.00290 1.002 103 0.11 
90 0.0/074 1.063 0.00280 1.000 1~ 0 .. 13 - ---
92 0.0505 1.132 0.00590 1.065 105 0.20 
93 0.0452 1.013 0.00060 0 .. 954- 10e 0.51 
1b2 0000415 0.930 ~.00310 0.876 109 0.,69 
16/0 0.0"""0 0.966 ~.OO060 0.926 110 0.16 
150 0.05 
111 Oal0 














RUN NUMBER: 06 
CONFIGURATIONc OT 
MACH NUMBER: 0.0 
ALTITUDE:1l6. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES 
TOB: 60.0 DEG F 
TET: 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE [COLDI 
10 0.01tB4 1.105 
LEFT OMS POD 
57 0.0476 1.087 
SSHE NOZZLE 61 
7Z 2.4600 
SSHE NOZZLE .2 
61 Z .3400 







PINF= 0.0436 PSIA 
TOINFc 80.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 101~la 
PC123= 1599.0 PSIA 
PCIt 0.0 PSJA pes: 0.0 PSIA 














... ---- -_ .•. _-- ------~- - ------
. .....• A ---::'-~_-'__ '~k:"":':"';~_:':':""':~L...-:"":"':" .. _~~~2..._ .~-':"";_...=..:__ ~-...._~._..:-..-:.:,.;.,._, _rl __ ~_· _ •• _-;..i,~,..."...;"",,~ '-~~-' ~" ~~~: ", --'~~".,:...,.~~---=-
[' 
, 
( ( ( 
1----
RUN 06 CONTINUED 
~~~ 
G~GE P P;PII'IF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
BASE ~EAT S~IELO eCOLD) 
86 0.0491 1.121 0.00529 L.036 102 0.03 
88 0.0419 1.09'3 0.Q0Ii09 1.011 103 0.09 ---
8" 0.0481 1.096 0.001>29 1.015 10" C.12 
90 0.0474 1.082 0.00359 1.000 105 0 .. 21t 
92 0.0511 1.166 0.00129 1.018 109 0.62 
93 0.0495 1.130 0 .. 00569 1.044 150 0.03 
95 C .. 0474 1.082 0.00359 1.000 111 0.98 
162 0.0412 1.017 0.00339 0.996 112 0.68 








i'-__ -"'-_-' __ ._. 













RUN NUMBER= 01 
CONFIGURATID!I= OT 
IIAC'; NUHBER= 0_0 
ALTITUDE= 86. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= ~O.O OF.G F 
TET= 80.C 9EG F 
GAGE p P/PINF 
E~TERNAL TANK BASE ICOLO) 
10 0.1590 1.0B9 
LEFT OMS POO 
51 0.1450 0.993 
SoME NOZZLE #l 
$.,)~E PtlOZZLE 112 
"ASE ~EAT SHIELD ICOLO) 
S6 0.1660 1.137 
8d 0.1610 1.W3 
89 0.1620 1.110 
90 0.1600 1.09f:t 
92 0.1600 1.096 
93 0.1620 1.11C 
95 0.1440 0.986 
162 0.1600 1.096 
164 0.1640 1.123 




PI~F= 0.1460 PSIA 
TOINF= 80.0 OEG F 
RE/FT TIMES 10(-41= 
PC123= 1535.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSI A 
PC5= 0.0 PSI;I. ---
PC123/PINF TIKES 101-4)= 1.05 
P-PINF P/PeL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.01299 1.000 9 0.02 
-0.00101 




0.01999 1.037 102 0.02 
0.01'>99 1.006 150 0.0 
0.01599 1.012 111 0.15 
0.01399 1.000 112 0.03 --~ 
0.01399 1.000 113 0.13 
0.01599 1.012 114 0.0 
-0.00201 0.900 116 0.26 
0.01399 1.000 111 0.08 
0.01799 1.025 151 0.0 
- ~-------





~UN NUH~EIt= DB 
CONFIGURlTION= aT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=169. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEG~EES 
Toe= BO.O DEG F 
TET: 60.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOLD I 
10 0.0058 1.084 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLDI 
86 0.0081 1.645 
96 0.0065 1.212 
89 0.0069 1.302 
92 0.0069 1.269 
93 0.0076 1.434 
95 0.0055 1.028 
Ib2 0.0059 1.107 












POINF: 1.~4 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0053 PSiA 
TOINF= 340.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIHES 101-41= 1.88 
PC123= 0.0 PSIA 
PC.. 0.0 PSlA 
pes: 0.0 PSIA 
PCI23/P!HF TiMES 101-41s 0.0 











//;: __ ~ ___ '_- ______ ._ . ____ ..:..;.;,.--": __ -"-1[__ _.: ___ :-":: .. ~. ___ ,,;;,~:_~, __ . _~_ ...... ...::_-_._. _-~.;~~ 
( 
/~.-






RUN NUIIBER= 011 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE=lll. II FT 
A~GLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
rOBe 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TMIK BASE ICOLDI 
10 0.0181 0.346 
BASE HEAT SHIELD (COLOI 
86 0.0436 0.833 
88 0.0353 0.674 
89 0.0402 0.768 
90 0.0396 0.757 
9Z 0.0393 0.751 
93 0.0429 0.820 
95 0.0367 0.701 
162 0.0373 0.713 













POI~F£ 15.15 PSIA 
PINF= 0&0523 PSIA 
TOINF= 480.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES lCI-4I= 16.48 
PC123= 0.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
pes: 0.0 PSJA 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101-41- 0.0 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0.11 















RUN NUMBER= 012 
CONFIGURATION= 01 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTlTUOE:16ge K FT 
ANGLE OF ~rTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= 80.0 OEG F 
TET= BO.O OEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE tCOlCI 
10 0.0050 0.951 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOlDI 
B6 0.0080 1.541 
N 88 0.001>3 1.213 
CXJ 89 0.0069 1.319 C) 90 0.0070 1.344 
92 0.0068 1.296 
93 0.0077 1.47B 
95 0.0064 1.225 
162 0.0065 1.250 













PO'HFc 1.51 PSIA 
P!NF: 0.OOS2 PSIA 
TOIHF= 360.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIKES 101-41= 1.ao 
PC123= 0.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSI,. 
PCS., 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TIHES 101-418 0.0 














-... ~---- .. ~---, -~-'"'--~-- ""\.' ,.~ ____ ~ __ r ____ . ___ '~ __ ._.'-. __ .. __ _ ._.,..;:....... __ ... ~_~" ___ ~~..: __ ,_,.,.:;,...M_.;..;. .... -..'L.; .. :~ __ ~J..: . ~"';...~_~.;~ .~ 
-:.~{ ( t _. 
-----
RUN NUMBER: DB 
CQNFIGURATIOl\i: []T POINF= 15.01 PSIA 
"",eH NUMBER: 4.5 PIHF= 0.0519 PSIA 
00 ALTITUDE=111. K FT TOINF= 438.0 DEG F '=;j~ ~NGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES REIFT TIHES 101-41= 10.87 
t-< TDB= 80.0 DEG F PC123= 1567.0 PSIA ~g TET= 80.0 nEG F PC4 D.O PSIA - --pes: 0.0 PSI" f5i; PC123IPINF TIMES 101-41= ' .. 02 
§-o §! GAGE p PJ'PINF P-PIHr- PJ'PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-I\ EXTERNAL TANK MSE ICO!.D 1 -----
1 
10 0.0620 1.19& 0.01014 1.000 9 > 1.61 
BODY FLAP 
132 0.0 
t N LEFT OMS POD , co I ~ 63 O.OB 
J 
LEFT QMS NOZZLE 
66 0.0 
!·I 
SSME NOZZLE III 
, 
! 72 2.0800 73 1.09 
'I 74 2.51 I, ~ 75 3.00 76 1.23 SSME NOZZLE .2 II 67 2.1600 68 0.15 
:_t 69 0.92 
I 70 1.91 
" S'HE NOZZLE '3 
133 2.2800 















RUN Oll CO~TINUEO 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCl GAGE 
Q 
BASE HBT SHIELD I COLO' 
86 0.0531 1.024 0.00124 1.090 tOZ 0.27 
88 0.0'>63 0.893 -0.00556 0.951 103 0.26 
89 0.0533 1 .. 028 0.001t,4 1.094 104 0.17 
90 O. JIt87 0.939 -0.00316 1.000 105 0.24 
92 0.0484 0.933 -0.003,,6 0.994 108 0.42 
93 0.0511 0.985 -0.00076 1.049 109 0.32 
95 0.0490 0.945 -0.00286 1.006 110 0.0 
162 0.0489 0.943 -0.00296 1.00" 150 0.3-0 
164 0.0485 0.935 -0.00336 0.996 III 0.58 112 0.65 
113 0.95 
114 0.53 
116 > 1.36 
117 1.15 
151 0.21 (?) 













RUN NUflBE~= 014 
CDNFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUMBER= 4.5 
ALTITUDE%170. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
T06= 60.0 DEG F 
TET= BO.O DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNhL TANK BASE (COLD) 
10 0.0079 1.570 
BODY FLAP 
LEFT OHS NOZZLE 
SS~E "'ClZLE n 
72 2.2300 
55"= ~CZZLE #2 
67 2.2900 






POINF= 1.4~ PSIA 
PXNFc 0.00',.1 PSlA 
TOINF= 35'0'.0 OEG F-
RE/FT TIMES 101-41= 1.74 
PC123= 1577.0 PSI" 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PC;;= 0.0 PSIA 
PC123/PINF TTHES 101-4)= 31.37 
P/PCL GAGE Q 
1.000 9 0.13 
06 0.0 












_:.....~_ ~. __ ~._._. ___ ~-.-..... ' _____ ~ ____ .-;"jL.:.;;.:"'-';':L ~~/ .4JI 
r - - -,/,-, f.-
( ( ( /-.~--
RUN 014 CONTINUED ----
GAGE 
" 
pnINf P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLDI 
B6 0.lll13 2.2"8 0.00627 0.523 102 0.12 
96 0.10 
88 0.0099 1.915 0.00'-90 \"l.460 103 0.18 
97 0.0 
89 0.010l 2.009 0.00507 ~'.46a 104 0.46 
99 0.<> --"'--
90 0.0216 4.297 0.01657 1.001) 105 0.92 
9Z 0.0'167 9.290 0.04-16"' 2 .. 162 108 
1.10 
93 0.0096 1.914 0.0G459 0.445 109 
1.54 
95 0.0078 1.546 0.0027" 0.360 HO 0.65 
162 0.0114 2.268 0.00637 0.528 150 
0.06 
164 0.0354 7.042 0.03037 1.639 III 
,...., 4-.62 
112 __ 5.03 ---
113 3,,41 
114 0.94-








-- ,- . --_ .. _"_._--_. 






RUN tlUHBER= 016 
CONFIGURATION= OT PDINF= PSIA 
MACH NUMBER= 0·0 PINF= 0.0015 PSIA 
~g ALTITUOE=lOl. K FT TOINF= 80.0 OEG F ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES REiFT TIKES 101-4'= 
'"CI Q TOB= BO.O OEG F PC123= 1527.0 PSIA 
C) iz! TET= BO.O OEG F PC4 0.0 PSIA 
Oil> PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
l:dt"' PC123/PINF TIMES 101-4'=102.54 
1OI-d §! GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCl GAGE Q GAGE Q-R EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOlD. 
10 0.0029 1.941 0.00140 1.000 
BODY FL4P 
132 0.0 
lEFT OMS POD 
N 
CO 0.0054 3.640 0.00393 <.n 57 
LEfT OMS HOULE 
66 0.0 
SSME NOZZLE #l 
72 2.0900 13 3.72 15 1.62 
76 0.61 
SSME NOZZLE 82 
61 2.0700 6B 1.40 69 1.71 
70 1.39 
SSM;; NOZZLE ~3 
133 2.0900 
it ;, -.-.:.......~~ -~ _. __ ..... -_ ... ~.!ll 
I' 
( ( ( 1--
RUM 016 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF 
P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE CHl 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOlDI 
B6 O.DlSa 10.610 0.011031 1.656 
102 0.010 96 0.0 
BB 0.0091 6.L04 0.00760 0.953 
103 0.09 97 0.0 
90 0.0095 6.407 0.OOB05 1.000 
1010 0.38 99 0.0 
92 o .()31Z 20.952 0.Ol911 3.210 105 
o.e6 101 0 ... 01 
93 0.0161 11.215 0.01521 1.751 
106 0.26 
95 O.008S 5.910 0.00731 0,922 
101 0.66 
162 0.00910 b.319 0.00792 0.986 
lOB 1.05 







115 , 2 • 81 
116 f ".'1J 

















RUN NUMBER= 017 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
KACH NUHBEl\= 0.0 
ALTITUOE~159. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 OEGREES 
TOll= 80.0 DE(; F 
TETn 80.0 DEG F 
G,o.GE P P'PINF 
EXTERNAL TAHK BASE (tOLD) 
10 0.0100 1.281 
LEFT O/IS POD 
57 0.0091 1.168 




SSIIE NOZZLE 12 
61 2.2100 







P1NFz 0.0078 PSIA 
iOINF:E: 80.Q DEG F 
REJ'FT TIMES 101-'01= 
PC123= 1518.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSIA 
PCS= 0.0 PSIA 
Pt123'PINF TIMES 101-41= 19.~ 












... __ ~ ___ .__ _ _ ________ ~ __ ." ______ <_._. __ ... .iIlIiI 




~UN 017 CONTIFruEO --.~--
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE 
Q GAGE CHI 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLDI 
86 0.0094 1.200 0.00156 0.360 
102 0.10 101 0.05 
86 0.0113 1.447 0.00349 0.435 
103 0.03 
89 0.0110 1.409 0.00319 0.423 
104 0.45 
90 0.0260 3.330 0.01819 1.000 
105 0.87 
92 0.0384- 4.918 0.03059 1.477 
lOb 0.33 
93 0.0157 2.011 0.00789 O.60ft. 
101 0.57 
95 0.0078 1.004 0.00003 0.302 
108 0.96 
















'C_~~ .• __ -' ____ , 











RUN NUMBER= 018 
COUl'tGURATIOII: OT 
MACH NUMBER= 0.0 
~LT!TUDE=174. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB" 80.0 DEG F 
TET= 80.0 OEG F 
GAGE P F-/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD) 
10 0.0061 1.409 
BODY FLAP 
'" 
SSHE NOZZLE til 00 
<0 
72 L.9OO0 
S5HE NOZ1.LE l\lZ 
1:>7 2.0500 
SSME NOlz:LE 113 
L33 2.0100 
: ,'.' , 





PIHF= 0.0043 PSIA 
TQlliF= 80.0 DEG F 
RE/FT TIMES lOI~I= 
I'CI23'" 110'>3.0 PSI" 
PC4 0.0 P57A 
PC5: 0.0 P51A 
PC123/PINF TIMES 101~ls 33.33 
P/PCL GAGE Q 


























Rl.fl 018 ConTINUED 
GAGE P 

























P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
0.213 102 0.06 9b U ... O 
0.292 103 0.25 97 4).11 
0.361 104 0&>69 99 11.0 
1.000 LOS 1.3<1- 101 .0.03 
1.107 107 0.68 
0.333 lOB 1.60 
0.191 150 0.12 
O.bBb 111 3.51 
112 4.19 
113 2.07 









( ( \ ./----
RUN NtJI!!lER" 019 
CDNF IGOR" nOli" OT POINF= PSIA 
00 
flACt! NUMBER= 0.0 PIHF~ 0.0061 PSIA 
A~TlTUDE=165. K Fl TOIIIF= 80.0 OEG F 
""'i:':! ANG~E OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES REIFT TIMES 101-41= ~~ TDB" 80.0 OEG F PC123c 1472.0 PSIA TET" ao.o DEG F PC" 0.0 PSI ... §6i; PC5= 0.0 PSIA PC123.fPIIiF TItlES 101-41= 24.1.3 
§'"d ~ ~~ GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R ~t7.1 EXTERNAL TANK BASE ICOlD) 
10 0.0086 1.403 0.002ft6 1.000 
BODY FLAP 
132 0.0 
LEFT OMS POD 




LEFT OHS NOZ!LE 
66 0.0 
SSIiE NOULE In 
72 1.9000 73 2.02 75 1.41 
76 01:186 
169 0.38 
SSME NOZZLE #2 
67 2.0&00 69 0.37 70 l.l4 
SSME NOULE 113 
133 2.2000 
" 
I, -5 M';.f::,:,~,~,,_~~ __ .:~·f .: _._ .. ~.~ •.. ____ .. ~ ________ . ________ ~ __ ~.. __ • __ . __ •. _ ~ __ i~_" ___ ._._ .A 
( { ( 
~ 
RUN 019 CDliTINUEO 
GAGE P P/PINF P-PINF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE 
Q-R 
BASE HEAT SHIELD ICOLOI 
66 0.0080 1.3D5 0.00166 0.31Z 10Z n.05 
96 i).o.. 
66 0.0109 1.786 0.0 O'tll 0 0.427 103 0.29 
"7 -I}.(I. 
89 0.0123 2.016 0.00620 0.ft.82 10'> 0 .. 5.2 
99 .-D.o. .. 
90 0.0255 4.179 0.01940 1.000 105 1.11 
It11 O..oB 
92 0.0287 4.70':' 0.02260 1.125 106 \).ft.8 
95 0.0010 1.141 0.00090 0.215 101 1.06 












---...•.. -,.~ ...... --------- -4 
I! 








RUN IlUHBER= 020 
CONFIGURATION= OT 
MACH NUKBER= 0.0 
~LTlTUDE=Z12. K FT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET: 80.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD' 
10 0.0010 1.076 
BODY FLAP 
LEFT OMS POD 
N 
<D 
W lE FT OIlS NOLLlE 
SSME NOZZLE #l 
12 1.9000 
SSME NOZZLE ~2 
61 2.tJ300 







PINF= 0.0009 PSIA 
TQINF= 80.0 OEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 
PC1Z3= 1453.0 PSIA 
PC4 0.0 PSU 
PC5= 0.0 PSIA 
PC1Z3/PINF TIKES 101-41=156.40 
P/PCl GAGE Q 



















RUH 020 CONTINUED 
GAGE P P/PIHF P-PiNF P/PCL GAGE Q GAGE Q-R 
&ASE ~iT SHIELD (COLDI 
-, 
86 0.0049 5.220 0.00392 0.192 102 0.10 96 0..,0.·1 
BB 0.0074 7.922 0.00643 0.292 103 41.27 97 .g.o ... 
89 9.0092 9.892 0.01lB26 0.365 1010 0.53 99 .Q.O 
90 0.0252 27.124 0.02427 1.000 105 0.94 101 ·0..03·· 
9Z 0.0232 24.972 0.02227 0.921 107 0.79 
93 0.0260 27.986 0.02507 1.032 lOB 1.09 
95 0.0050 5.436 0.00412 O.ZOO 110 0.+1 
162 0.0102 (-0 10.979 0.00927 0.405 150 0.15 







N 151 0.48 
"" .p. 
. ~ ----~ .-. -.-- .. -.-.-.-.-~ 









H~CH WJilBER= 4.5 
AlTITUOE=L44. K FT 
AnGLE OF ATTACK: 0 DEGREES 
TOB= BO.O DEG F 
TET= 60.0 DEG F 
GAGE P P/PINF 
EXTERNAL TANK BASE (COLD) 
10 0.0131 0.927 
BSRK SHROUD 
44 0.0053 0.377 
46 D.119D S.ltZl 
lEFT OI1S POD 
57 0.0059 0.415 
SSHE NOZZLE f1 
72 0.0447 
SASE HE ... T SH lElD I COLO) 
B~ 0.0096 0.677 
81l 0.0074 0.523 
6'~ 0.0085 0.601 
911 0.01!}4 0.136 
91l 0.0089 00628 
9" .. o.oos,,;; 0.614-
93, O.O12~ 0.,,863 
95 0.0091 o .61tS 
162 0.0013 0.515 

















POINFc 4.09 PSIA 
PINF= 0.0141·PSIA 
TOIHF= ~.o DEG F 
REIFT TIMES 101-41= 4.74 
PC123= 0.0 PSIA 
PC4 = 0.0 PSIA 
PC5: 0.0 PSIA 
PCIZ3IPINF TIMES 101-4)= 0.0 
P/PCL GAGE Q 















. - ,- 1---- . 
GAGE Q-R 
-.--~--~.:...........~~.~ "----• .,'-.~-~-~-.~---.~~_,_~ ____ w _____ ._._· _______ ....... _ ...... _~ .. "'_ __ ~ _______ • ____ ._,_. _._~~_. -~-4l 
